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Game-changing trends are coming in business, technology, workforce, economy, security, and
environment. Climate change, energy demand, and population growth will redefine global risk
and power. Exponential new technologies will emerge in digital money, mobile commerce, and
big data. An explosive new middle class of over one billion consumers will enter the
marketplace. Every nation, job, business, and person will be transformed. To thrive in this future
you have to become predictive, adaptive, and agile—to become Future Smart. Dr. James
Canton, a renowned global futurist and visionary business advisor, illuminates the pivotal forces
and global power shifts that everyone must understand today to thrive in a rapidly changing
landscape:Regenerative medicine will extend our lifetimes and rebuild our bodiesRobots and
drones will drive our cars, teach our kids, and fight our warsSmart machines will design,
manage, and service 40% of all global businesses—energy, commerce, finance, and
manufacturing—without humansDigital consumers who live always connected will challenge
every business to change its strategyClimate change wars will redefine security and
resourcesMost of us are not prepared to meet the challenges the future will bring, but these
changes are coming fast. Armed with knowledge, those who are Future Smart can take action to
reinvent themselves, their businesses, and their world.
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Advance Praise for FUTURE SMART“The next 30 years will usher in more change than in the
previous three centuries. Future Smart is your guide to this extraordinary future. Canton’s
enthusiastic, prescient vision will captivate you.”—Andrew Sobel, international bestselling author
of Power Relationships and Power Questions“There are so many great ideas for growing your
business that Future Smart really should really be called an ‘idea manual.’”—Robbin Phillips,
Courageous President, Brains on Fire and co-author of Brains on Fire and The Passion
Conversation“Book smart, people smart, street smart—now James Canton shows us why, with
the world changing at warp speed, we all had better get future smart. Whatever you’re planning
in business or in life, this book will give you pause and a sense of promise.”—Bill Schley,
bestselling author of The UnStoppables and The Micro-Script Rules“What separates great
innovators from the rest is that they operate from a bold vision of the future. In Future Smart,
Canton arms you with this critical advantage.”—Kaihan Krippendorff, CEO, Outthinker and
author of Outthink the CompetitionAlso by James CantonThe Extreme
FutureTechnofuturesCopyright © 2015 by James CantonAll rights reserved. No part of this
publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted, in any form or by any
means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or otherwise, without the prior written
permission of the publisher. Printed in the United States of America. For information, address Da
Capo Press, 44 Farnsworth Street, 3rd Floor, Boston, MA 02210.Designed by Pauline BrownSet
in 11 point Adobe Caslon Pro by the Perseus Books GroupLibrary of Congress Cataloging-in-
Publication DataCanton, James, author.Future smart: managing the game-changing trends that
will transform your world / James Canton.pages cmIncludes bibliographical references and
index.HD30.28.C358 2015650.1—dc232014035366First Da Capo Press edition 2015Published
by Da Capo PressA Member of the Perseus Books GroupNote: The information in this book is
true and complete to the best of our knowledge. This book is intended only as an informative
guide for those wishing to know more about health issues. In no way is this book intended to
replace, countermand, or conflict with the advice given to you by your own physician. The
ultimate decision concerning care should be made between you and your doctor. We strongly
recommend you follow his or her advice. Information in this book is general and is offered with
no guarantees on the part of the authors or Da Capo Press. The authors and publisher disclaim
all liability in connection with the use of this book.Da Capo Press books are available at special
discounts for bulk purchases in the U.S. by corporations, institutions, and other organizations.
For more information, please contact the Special Markets Department at the Perseus Books
Group, 2300 Chestnut Street, Suite 200, Philadelphia, PA, 19103, or call (800) 810-4145, ext.
5000, or e-mailspecial.markets@perseusbooks.com.10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1For Gayle, Mariah,
Sofia, and Trevor,who make my journey miraculousContentsIntroduction: What Is Future Smart?
Chapter 1: From Future Ready to Future SmartChapter 2: The Connected PlanetChapter 3: The
New Future of Business: Predictive, Smart, and MobileChapter 4: The Social Enterprise of the



FutureChapter 5: The New Future of the EconomyChapter 6: Globalization 2.0Chapter 7:
Innovation Ecosystems: From Click-Streamers to Knowledge ValueChapter 8: The Innovation
Game ChangersChapter 9: Techno-Futures: Next Web, Nano, and BioChapter 10: The New
Future of Robots and Smart MachinesChapter 11: The Game-Changing Future of Work and
JobsChapter 12: The Future of Medicine: From Prevention to RegenerationChapter 13:
Reinventing Education: The Future of LearningChapter 14: The Uncomfortable Truth: The Future
of ClimateChapter 15: Hack the Planet: Climate EngineeringChapter 16: Fueling the
PlanetChapter 17: The Neuro-Future: New MindsChapter 18: Why the Future Needs UsChapter
19: The Not-So-Far Future: 2100AcknowledgmentsIndexIntroductionWhat Is Future Smart?
Imagine for a moment you have a unique smartphone, a type of portal, an innovative fantastic
device with which you could look into the future to 2030. This would be your personal YouTube of
the future. You might see strange new lifestyles, marvelous inventions, radical technologies,
entirely new jobs, dynamic businesses, and even new societies on this device. This YouTube of
the future would give you a new awareness of risks, opportunities, and challenges that would
change your thinking about today in fundamental ways.The images and streaming videos of
future events, people’s lives, and innovations would give you valuable insights into today. You
might change your present business strategy, start a new career, or even consider a new life
mission based on the insights learned from this experience of looking forward in time.This
glimpse of the future, what life would be like in 2030, might give you answers to important
questions that would be invaluable today, such as: What if you could predict how climate change
would create a huge new marketplace? How might the emergence of new innovations in
technology transform society? Which alternative energy types will radically change the future of
transportation? How could you make a huge difference on the planet? When is a good time to
start that new space venture or the organ bioengineering farm that millions of customers will
need? What will the future hold for emerging markets in Africa?Are you ready to become a
Game Changer of the Future?Now imagine for a minute how you could benefit from this ahead
of time, well before the general population or the media, if you gain this essential knowledge.
Consider if you were able to answer just one of these questions and the awareness that might
come from building a new career, business, or organization around this insight into
tomorrow.Perhaps you can.Welcome to Future Smart.This book will give you insight into how the
future may unfold. Future Smart may enable you to compete in your business or career smarter
and faster. This book may also disrupt your thinking and catalyze your actions so you might have
an advantage in becoming aware of not just specific trends that will shape the future but also
how to see emerging signals, change drivers, and early warnings that come before trends
emerge. You could become Future Smart: be able to see the changes and signals that will create
a trend or alter the future before that future emerges.I can promise you that the trends in this
book may give you an inside track, an insight that may transform your life, work, and, of course,
transform your future for the better. Reading Future Smart will grow your awareness to consider
new possibilities for you and our world. Getting an early warning of what’s coming next in



markets, innovation, workforces, health care, climate, or energy might be invaluable to you.Now,
not every forecast here will pan out. In fact, these forecasts may be too tame, and some may be
wrong. Reading this book is an experiment in learning and speculation about what may come
tomorrow. But I can promise you that an early warning of trends will better prepare you for the
challenges of an accelerating future that is coming now. Future Smart could make you a Game
Changer of the Future.Past Forecasts That Missed• Computers would be of little use.• Airplanes
will never be a mode of transportation.• People don’t want to know about their
DNA.• Consumers will not watch much television.• There is no value in the Internet.Running
FuturesThis is not the usual type of book. Future Smart is designed to disrupt your thinking to
create new ideas that are actionable and may actually change how you think—it may inspire you
to be predictive, to challenge you to think and look ahead. I forecast that some readers will take
this seriously, this challenge I am suggesting about learning to Run Futures and look for and
embrace trends, paying attention to the early warning signals of change and exploiting these
opportunities to make their future and the planet’s future a better future.This type of thinking may
lead to breakthrough ideas for business, innovation, community, and social change. New jobs,
careers, and organizations may be created around an emerging trend that is found in this book. I
can promise that. But, of course, you need to do the work to apply this information. You have to
consciously Shift Your Worldview to look ahead, to cultivate a long view about what’s coming in
the future. Most of us are living in the Now and miss out on anticipating the future—this is a
conceptual shift in thinking. It’s very much up to you, the reader, to take the actions that make
manifest that new career, innovation, business, or social contribution.I have discovered that the
unifying concept that enables highly successful people to be successful is that they have the
capacity, the courage, and the particular Future Smart Worldview to forecast, to look ahead into
the future.In this book I am pointing to possible futures, what may come in the near and far future
as well as a way of thinking about what may come in the future. Future Smart requires paying
attention to emergent signals, early warnings, news, or consumer behaviors that precede and
later shape trends. This may include an innovation or discovery that could change the
fundamental nature of an entire industry, global lifestyle, or economy.Predicting HealthI was
speaking with a noted neurosurgeon about his breakthrough surgical procedure to operate on
patients while they are having strokes, surgically opening up the arteries in the brain to prevent a
stroke from seriously damaging or killing patients. His perspective on the future of medicine is to
get to more patients who are having strokes in that first hour—the golden hour—and this would
save more lives. Now this is an objective I share: getting to more patients while they are first
experiencing a stroke makes sense. I got to thinking, maybe we can do more, like prevent illness
from even occurring. Now, that would be a shift in the Worldview for medicine—we could prevent
illness from showing up. Why not direct more medical research toward prediction and
prevention?For the next one hundred years, if we can diagnose stroke victims and treat them
earlier, this will save millions. Although this innovation in itself will not alter the future of
cardiovascular medicine, I asserted to my surgeon friend, we must make a quantum leap to the



next level of medicine that I believe is coming in the near future.There is great potential for the
future of medicine based on the same idea that lies at the foundation of being Future Smart:
prediction. Prediction about health before people get ill is smart. We shall someday soon have
the genomic data that is personalized for populations and be able to prevent strokes or at least
know who is at risk before they have strokes and then prevent them. Being able to predict
people’s health status will save people’s lives, the economy billions, and increase the general
health of the public. That is Future Smart.This will change medicine in radical ways from being
disease care, reactive to being authentic health care, to being predictive. Now, that would be
Game Changing. Today medicine is reactive, and yet evolving to be able to comprehensively
predict people’s health will completely transform medicine—it will become Future Smart.
Someday this will change, and the change drivers of the future are evident today: population
health, data science, synthetic biology, and consumer genomics are just emerging and will
transform medicine well before 2030.The large number of health-oriented apps available on
smartphones and the high download rates of consumers interested in using these apps to gain
insight into their future health make this point: people want to more accurately predict, manage,
and prevent illness as well as promote their health. This is Future Smart, taking responsibility for
your health.This trend points to a future that is emerging and will become a planetary trend of
immense market value: Consumer Self-Care. Consumer use of knowledge and tools to take
more responsibility for their health and a desire to know, through diagnostics of their DNA and
current health status, about what their future health may be, whether it be one minute to twenty
years in the future, will transform medicine. This trend will redefine health, helping consumers
take control over the information about their personalized health.Consumer demand—people’s
intent to know about their personal health futures—as a trend is creating a new industry of global
health prediction that will be transformative. Digital health smartphone apps are sensing,
watching, monitoring, and analyzing our personal health status and will eventually becoming
predictive, able to forecast our health, with accuracy. These will create a new form of health care
with more impact than any new drug, device, or procedure. Get ready for the Self-Care Trend.
Future signals point to the possibility of prediction as the key change driver of better health, not
just smarter medicine. Numerous new jobs, new careers, and businesses will emerge to enable
this future of medicine—a more predictive medicine.Designing the FutureFuture Smart is about
understanding and exploring the possible scenarios of the future so you will be able to better
prepare for it today. Also—and here comes the disruptive idea . . . wait for it—you might actually
be able to design your future based on your goals. You might want to shape the future of your
career, industry, or a social cause. You may want to alter the direction of an entire marketplace,
field, or industry for the better. You may become a Game Changer of the Future from reading this
book. Game Changers design their own future. It is possible to become the impact you want and
to change the future through your actions.Predicting the future, better preparing for the future,
taking actions to apply this knowledge to create the future—these are the three strategic
objectives of Future Smart. This book is a strategic guide for what may come and how it will



transform society, business, culture, and, most important, your life.The Business of PredictingIn
my career as a global futurist who runs a leading think tank that advises companies and
governments on the trends that will shape the future, I have also put into action the advice I
suggest to you. I have helped create or consulted with organizations that invent the future in
biotech, education, technology, medicine, and finance. This experiment has been an exciting
way to reality-test, to put into action my own forecasts about trends. There have been misses as
well as hits.Overall the business of predicting has taught me that understanding the Game-
Changing Trends that are fast shaping our world and then applying the lessons learned from
deciphering these trends can lead to great benefit, competitive advantage, and survival as a
business, nation, or individual. Running Futures, the strategic application of making and
analyzing forecasts and using this insight to advise companies such as IBM, Phillips, GE,
FedEx, Tata, and many others has been rewarding.In addition, helping to build new enterprises
and working with entrepreneurs has been a great learning experience. Maybe the experience
related in this book will inspire you to shape your future, not just share ideas about the
future.Having this strategic knowledge about the key trends that will shape our future might
enable you to achieve success and maybe make a difference in the world—innovate, create,
discover, or fix something that would touch millions. This would almost be an unfair advantage to
have this early warning of these key trends. If you gained an awareness of the game-changing
future trends to the point that you would be able to compete better, be more aware sooner, and
benefit ahead of time, this would be quite valuable. That’s what Future Smart is about.Now, I am
not saying every trend reported here will deliver the same value or be a guarantee of success—
that’s for you to determine and explore and work toward if you so desire. What I am saying is that
the global trends predicted in this book will change markets, economies, cultures, and business
in fundamental ways. How you decide to take advantage of these trends may change your
personal destiny and, perhaps, the destiny of the world. You may take my challenge seriously
and become a Game Changer of the Future. That will require a shift in your worldview, a change
in what you think is possible for yourself.Looking ForwardThe most important idea I want to
convey in this book—and I will repeat it often—is that becoming Future Smart is not just about
becoming aware of the trends that may shape the future but also how you can use these trends
to shape that future. This is the big idea that I advise my clients about and I present to you, the
reader.Knowledge of possible trends is essential to being prepared to manage risk and
opportunity in the future. But a deeper understanding of the future, the trends that will shape the
future, is 50 percent of what being Future Smart is about. The other crucial 50 percent is about
taking actions, designing innovations, formulating plans, and crafting strategies, tactics, and
collaborations to shape the future you desire. This is true on a personal, organizational, national,
and global level.So what kind of future do you think is possible? What do you want to create?
What do you want to change? What do you want to make happen in your life, your business, or
on your planet? This is the exploration I want to have with you in this book: What do you want to
change, solve, create, or invent? That is the territory I explore here.Becoming Future Smart is an



evolutionary shift in how we think about our world from being reactive and passive, in which the
future just happens, to being proactive and catalysts, true architects of change. You have to own
the change you want to create, the future you think is possible.This is a strategic choice—to
become an architect of change, a designer of futures—to become a Game Changer of the
Future. That is what’s possible.We will get the future we create. What kind of future do you want?
Maybe Future Smart will help you figure out what’s possible or enable you to expand your Global
View and potential to Think and Act Big.Future Smart is a map to guide you through what’s
coming next. Future Smart informs you of what trends are coming. It suggests what to do to profit
from them, how to manage the key trends to better your life as well as perhaps make your mark
on the world. What is the Grand Challenge you want to take on in your life? Maybe there is a
Game-Changing idea here that will become your future. Are you open to that possibility? I
forecast that if you are to embrace the Idea Alchemy this book delivers, if you are paying
attention and are ready to shift your Worldview, something different could happen to you in your
life.You might start thinking differently—looking ahead, developing a predictive awareness of
future possibilities. You could not just Run Futures, become predictive, but also become a force
to shape the future—a provocative idea, indeed, but I assert it is possible.You’re either managing
the future or the future is managing you. Future Smart describes the essential strategies every
person, leader, entrepreneur, executive, or student needs to know NOW to manage the
accelerated changes that are coming. If you are interested in shifting your Worldview and
creating new possibilities for yourself, if you have a vision or mission to accomplish or you want
to discover one, then becoming a Game Changer of the Future by reading this book could help
launch you. That’s my promise to you.Chapter 1From Future Ready to Future SmartMost people
living normal lives are unaware of what’s coming, how extreme changes and trends may disrupt
every aspect of our world and lives. Most people are not prepared for the drastic changes on the
horizon that will change work, business, health, or population. They have not run the scenarios,
evaluated the risks, thought about the possibilities, or fully understood the drivers of change.
They are not Future Ready.Many of these changes will be productive and helpful, but many
others, such as the future of work or climate change, will require new learning, adaptation, and
global solutions. Understanding what the change drivers that underlie the future are is one of the
insights you may take away from reading this book. The opposite of being Future Ready is being
disrupted or at risk from unawareness. This is what you want to avoid.Are you Future Smart? Are
you ready for the future? Do you have a clear idea of what is coming and how to prepare?Only
through understanding these dynamic and kinetic forces can one prepare and strategize about
how to best navigate the future—your future. I am sure some folks who live in the moment may
not care, but for the rest of us, prediction will make a difference. This book engages with you, the
reader, in this discovery about the possible futures that may emerge faster and stranger than,
anyone can imagine. Becoming Future Ready is preparing, adapting, and learning for the future,
and this leads to becoming Future Smart, the end state of readiness.We are all living in an era
best characterized by radical, complex, and accelerated change. It is the central driver of the



future. We live in a time of explosive, dynamic, and quickening change that creates Strategic
Surprise—an unanticipated abrupt change that blindsides you, that is totally unexpected and
strikes with a force that is large, disruptive, and can be disturbing. In every aspect of our lives,
from work to leisure, business to entertainment, energy to climate to health, radical change is
the mantra of the day. The sheer velocity of change offers a mixed bag of risk and opportunity.
The future is coming faster, and it threatens more disruptions almost daily. We have to learn how
to anticipate faster and manage complexity smarter.No one likes change. We don’t like change
because it upsets what’s known—the rules, practices, and norms we have gotten comfortable
and familiar with. In addition, we are in control when events are the same. When work is
comprised of the same rules, practices, and processes we know how to achieve our goals and
be effective. But what happens when work changes in fundamental ways that require new skills
and new capabilities and the actual jobs we are good at are not just changed but eliminated
because of trends in industry, commerce, innovation, or business? Change is all around us, and
we often feel like a victim of it.If there is one question my clients from around the world ask, it is
about how to manage the speed and comprehensive nature of change, or what I call the Fast
Future: How do I deal with accelerated change? How do I cope? Clearly they are asking about
this because they are concerned about accelerated change, and they see this as a burden that
does not appear to be slowing down—in fact, it is speeding up.Future Smart Skills• Paying
attention to emerging innovations• Attracting collaborations• Redesigning work processes•
Rethinking purpose of organizations• Collaborating globally• Deciphering customer desire•
Predicting future trends• Having courage to createBecoming Future SmartThe central theme of
Future Smart is that most of us are not fully prepared for the complex challenges of the future.
We are not ready to manage the fast and radical future trends that are coming. We are not
Future Smart. That’s what this book seeks to convey to the reader. To get us ready for the future.
To grow our awareness. Tell us about strategies and opportunities and how to manage the future.
We don’t have the time or expertise to consider the future of one, let alone ten years from
today.The sheer complexity and velocity of change going on around us is often bewildering. All
around us change is emerging in small signals, embryonic telltale changes—the future is
coming. By becoming more aware of the trends that lie in our future we can learn to better adapt
and navigate that future with success.Though his task about knowing the future and preparing
for it appears daunting, even unknowable by most, my argument is that we are facing radical
changes that will shape our future, so we must become more predictive of that future. Becoming
Future Smart is a learning process. Becoming Future Smart is part becoming aware of trends
and part taking action to best navigate through the future and, perhaps, to shape our own future.
We too can become Future Smart—predictive and adaptive for the future—if we prepare now.
This book does not defend every forecast as 100 percent accurate but rather suggests forecasts
as potential outcomes that are reasonable, fact based, and may even be revolutionary.My
second argument is that only by attempting to predict the future, to grapple with understanding
trends, embracing scenarios, designing the forecasts can we learn to actually shape the future,



to navigate the ups and downs, steering clear of risk and exploiting opportunity and innovation.
Those who are ill prepared for the future complexity, change, and disruptions will have a rough
ride—they will be buffeted by the surprising changes coming.Future Smart is about the radical
acceleration of Game-Changing Trends that will alter civilization over the next thirty
years:Humans will change—becoming smarter and healthier and living longer.Business will
change—becoming predictive, agile, moral, innovative.Technology will change—becoming
connected, faster, intuitive.New business models. New innovations. New global risks. New
competitors. New markets. New powers.Are you ready for the fast and radical changes that will
transform the next thirty years?The World of 2030Fundamental changes in technology,
population, business, energy, climate, globalization, and work are emerging. We are living in an
entirely new era, a new conversation, a dynamic time of provocative and kinetic change.
Accelerating and complex changes are transforming our world, but which ones are important?
How will these changes emerge, and why?Future Smart gets you ready.Future Smart is about
the key driving changes, forces, power shifts, and a shifting landscape that every person,
business, and government must understand in order to thrive over the next thirty years. This is
your briefing on how to survive and thrive in the New Future. The old rules, old systems, old
strategies are dead. There is a new global narrative emerging that will create massive
opportunity for wealth, power, and positive change on the planet. As well as new risks, threats,
and hazards, as we shall see.Future Smart is a new understanding about the intersections of
global power, real-time business, globalized markets, disruptive innovation, social change,
population dynamics, massive prosperity, and deep collaboration. It is an appreciation of where
we are going and how civilization, not just nations or individuals, will evolve. The changes that
will drive this future are already emerging. The signposts are everywhere. My job is to read them
and then offer an analysis. Future Smart identifies and defines these signposts.Those who are ill
informed about change will be at risk for a rough future. Future Smart informs, challenges, and
offers scenarios and stories about likely futures that will affect everyone throughout the world, in
every nation, in every city for the next hundred years.Complexity. Velocity. Convergence.
Sustainability. Connectivity.These are the themes that will define the future. Fundamental
changes in technology, lifestyle, markets, population, business, energy, climate, globalization,
and work are emerging. We are living in an entirely new era, a new conversation, a dynamic set
of forces of provocative change that will upend and transform markets, society, and the
economy.Accelerating and complex trends will transform our world. Which trends are the most
important? How will these trends change your work, life, and future?Future Smart charts a new
global narrative that will create massive opportunity for wealth, power, peace, prosperity, and
positive change on the planet. If you want to know what’s coming next, read this book.Becoming
Future Smart• Adapt smart• Embrace radical innovation• Be a fast learner• Catalyze change•
Boldly discover• Experiment daily• Collaborate deeperTrends: The Hidden Forces of the
FutureTrends are the hidden forces that shape the future. Trends are how change manifests and
transforms our lives, work, entertainment, competition, and health. Trends emerge often invisible



as change drivers and reality shapers. But before you know it, everyone has a robot in the home,
3D printers are big, smart drugs are the rage, and wearable smartphones are popular. Trends
are born of forces converging to create a new market, product, lifestyle, or culture. Trends shape
new expressions of reality that provide risk and opportunity.By understanding trends ahead of
the crowd, an individual might take an effective action—create a company, design a new
product, plan a new service, change a career, learn new skills, or invest in a new marketplace.
Individuals who understand and can predict trends can start revolutions. Trends can be
opportunities or risk factors that, if known, can be used to craft a new strategy that may propel a
career, competitively give an advantage to an organization, or chart a new direction for an entire
nation or even the planet.Future Smart ForecastsWhat will be the realistic impact of climate
change?Which trends will shape the next breakthroughs in health care?Which trends will make
you highly marketable to employers?How will trends affect your financial future?How might
connectivity create prosperity?What is the breakthrough technology you want to make?What
global problem do you want to solve?What is the secret career you desire?What is your highest
future vision for yourself ?What is the grand future challenge you want to address?If any of these
trends are of interest, this book is for you. Trends are the change forces and drivers, often
indiscernible in their early stages, that will transform business, markets, society, culture, and our
lives in the future. That future can be next week or ten years from now. Trends are all around us,
often emerging as weak or hidden signals well before they become a dominant force everyone
recognizes.Examples include the progressive warming of the climate in parts of Europe and the
Southwestern United States, the rise of mobile electronic commerce, domestic robots for elder
care, DNA testing to look for disease susceptibility, commercial space missions, and the
increase in wealth transfer to cities, to name a few.We all know and marvel at who got the trend
right and who did not. Of course, this is often after the fact. Getting in early on a trend means you
may avoid a problem, manage a risk, or benefit or perhaps even profit from a trend, all before
others do.This book is about the trends that are emerging and have yet to be obvious or create
value, not the ones you missed. But those examples of both individuals and companies that
missed the trends and those that got it right are good lessons in smarter forecasting. That is one
of the objectives of this book: to make you more aware of the trends that are coming.Why Read
This Book?Though sounding simplistic, the idea of looking ahead, of developing a purposeful
future-oriented strategy, requires some skills that are not easy to acquire. But the mindset, the
approach, is logical: the more aware we are of trends that may shape our future, the more
capable we may be in managing the challenges, risks, and opportunities that we will face in this
future. If you want to be ready for the future, Future Smart can get you there. This is your briefing
on what’s coming next.The reason to read this book is that you might learn how to both better
prepare and thrive in the future—your future that is beginning about ten minutes from now.
Trends, both emerging and in future three to twenty years away, will shape your future. The more
you know, the more prepared you will be. Gaining Predictive Awareness about what’s coming
next is more than reasonable; it is smart—Future Smart. Most people are focused on the present



and don’t have the time to study or research the future. They are busy with the now that
dominates their time and energy.Collapsing Time, Predicting TomorrowI predict trends. I advise
business and governments on how to strategize about the future. I help entrepreneurs and
enterprises capitalize on the future to create a more prosperous future. This is my job. The future
of technology, business, society, energy, capital, demographics, and climate has fascinated me
for over thirty years, and I built a career around forecasting. I have a decent track record on the
top trends that have shaped the world. In this book I intend to increase your awareness of the
future trends that will completely shape every aspect of your future life, work, society, health,
family, and our planet.I have made a career out of forecasting the future and helping my clients
become Future Smart. This may entail getting them ready to invest, change strategy, develop a
new product or service, or prepare for the challenges of the future. From governments to over
one hundred corporations and associations that have been my clients, I have learned much from
their challenges and perspectives on the future. Here I have distilled the forecasts and trends I
have learned while working with them.My job is to raise your awareness about the future. That’s
what I do. I am a futurist, and organizations and governments hire my company to advise them
about what risks, challenges, innovations, threats, disruptions, crises, and opportunities are
looming over the horizon. I am writing this book to share with you what I share with my clients:
let’s get ready, let’s look ahead and understand the risks and opportunities, what’s likely coming.
Let’s be smart about dealing with all of this change and prepare for the future—let’s become
Future Smart.In fact, this book is a compendium of select research and analysis that my
organization, the Institute for Global Futures () has conducted over the past few minutes, days,
months, and years. I have distilled it down from the voluminous reports and client briefings that
we do into a concise guide to the future. This is your briefing about what the future may
bring.Another reason to read this book is that you might actually reinvent yourself, your
business, or your organization, or you may start an enterprise that capitalizes on some of the
trends I am going to reveal to you in this book. In fact, that may be the most important reason to
read this book. If you can identify a way to benefit by preparing smarter for a trend, building a
business around one of these trends, or even shaping your career based on the future, you may
thrive in that future. Preparing is the first step. You want to know what’s coming.Top Ten Big
Future Smart Global Forecasts by 20301. Africa becomes the next China.2. Computers become
as smart as humans.3. Managing climate change becomes a new industry.4. Space mining
revenues exceed $125 billion a year.5. Robots are a $500 billion industry.6. Smart drugs
enhance 60 percent of the population.7. Digital entrepreneurs make up over 70 percent of the
global economy.8. Regenerative medicine extends life and health.9. Mobile commerce
transforms economies.10. Global prosperity decreases terrorism.Friendly Warning: Dangerous
Ideas HereThere are clearly dangerous ideas here that may shake your world or, at least,
change your perception of reality. Change alters reality. Your mind will be disrupted—in a
productive way—by reading this book. You may see things with a new awareness; you might
even think differently. Your agility in taking advantage may accelerate. Your capacity to innovate



may become attuned to new opportunities.You may see new possibilities, identify emerging
trends, or start to profit from the dangerous ideas about changing the world, running futures, or
building a new life or business for yourself. You might change in productive and positive ways.
You might learn to become predictive and alter a future scenario.Now, some of these trends may
offer fantastic opportunities and risks—it all depends how you see it, how you perceive the
future. I am going to disrupt your thinking here by offering a glimpse of a possible future. Most
risks are hidden opportunities to profit, get ahead, or benefit. This thinking requires risk and can
be dangerous thinking that requires courage and perseverance. Not everyone will thrive with this
new awareness.Are You Ready for This Radical Future?Some of these trends will seem strange
and bizarre, such as your car talking back to you, actually arguing that you’re driving in the wrong
direction. Or you might be offered a job not from a living person but an AI, an artificial intelligence
—would you consider working for a nonhuman?Most of us are not ready for the extreme future
that’s coming. Join the crowd. Fast-changing climate, costly energy, disruptive technology, rising
populations, shifting wealth centers, megacities, even space travel will change our beliefs and
frustrate the traditions we are used to. All of these factors in the future will affect you. Are you
curious? Don’t you want to know what’s next? Future Smart will enable you to prepare for and
thrive—not just survive—in the future that is coming very quickly.It Is Possible to Predict the
Future—Just Not All Accurately All the TimeThere you have it—the heresy exposed. Everyone is
so busy denying the possibility to foresee the future that they don’t even consider the possibility
that we can seen it emerging, hinted at, signaled, and even, yes, predicted. Let’s dispense with
where the flying cars are.This book presents a simple yet powerful idea: those who can predict
the future will benefit from that insight in unique ways. Smarter investments, risk management,
entrepreneurial actions, new inventions, hyperinnovation, new job creation, profit, and maybe
even survival itself. Prediction is the New Competitive Advantage of individuals, organizations,
and nations. The power of prediction is the currency of the future. Better prediction will enable
leaders, entrepreneurs, executives, and the soccer moms and dads of the world to be equipped
to face the challenges of the future.Better prediction will enable us to address the Grand
Challenges of our time, from job creation, to reducing carbon, to cures for disease, to ending
poverty, and developing sources of clean energy. Understanding trends better may also just help
people find a career and job they like.Those who predict faster and with more accuracy will be
the winners in the future. They will be better equipped to succeed and thrive in the future. Those
who act on those predictions—to invest, change, innovate, invent, learn, and adapt—will profit
and do amazing things. Those who don’t will be playing catch up. This is being Future
Smart.Future Smart is a strategy for everyone to become aware and to encourage action. This
global competition to be prepared for the future will be fiercer than battling over natural
resources, advanced technology, talent, or energy. Future Smart is about having the right
strategy to predict with accuracy and courage and then to take effective actions to capitalize on
those predictions.Future Smart Social ImpactFood crops such as corn catalyze Latin American
food riots.Shrinking polar ice caps start a multination race for Arctic petro-resources.Tropical



diseases affect Europe.North American energy discovery produces more jobs than talent
available.DNA prediction will outpace corrective medicine.New energy discoveries will realign
global power.The Truth ForecastYou want to get this right. Here’s the truth. Too many jobs are
going away and not coming back. Too many organizations that did not adapt fast enough are
now gone. Too many industries, careers, and markets are finished. They are not coming back.
Governments know this and cannot fix things.Only committed individuals empowered with
information and courage to act can make a difference in their life and the lives of others. We are
living through a massive number of transformations in medicine, manufacturing, finance,
security, business, climate, and energy that are ALL fundamentally changing the future we
encounter every day. The next ten years will be mind-blowing, and no one is ready. My job is to
get you ready. That’s why I wrote this book.Future Smart is about empowering you to adapt,
learn, become aware, and understand the trends that will shape your future. This is the future of
your business, lifestyle, and society. If you can get one Big Idea here that can enable you to
adapt and get ready for the future, well, then I did my job. Your job is to read the book.That future
could be ten years or ten minutes from now. This is survival of the Future Smart. The key skill is
how well you can predict the future faster and more accurately than others. This is the new
competitive advantage, the new work ethic, and the new way to navigate your life and career on
the planet.In this book I will brief you on what’s coming next, just as I do my clients for my think
tank, the Institute for Global Futures. When you’re reading this book you are my client. My job is
to prepare you to understand what’s coming and how to prepare. My job is to convince you that
the reason to prepare is that the future is coming faster, with more impact, more destructive and
constructive force, and if you are not ready, you will be swept aside. These trends will alter the
world deeply, and there is a choice you, the reader, will face when you read this book.If you are
going to become Future Smart, you will want to learn about what scenarios and trends may
emerge to change your future. Or you could make the choice and realize that, given these
massive shifts in business, markets, climate, technology, and society, to name a few, you have to
change your actions in fundamental ways if you want to thrive or even survive in the future. Go
profit from these trends—that may be the simplest and most direct reason to read this book.
Start a new career, invent a new product, solve a big problem, transform your organization . . .
make the world a better place.Future Smart Strategies: Start Forecasting Your Life• Learn a new
skill completely different from your education or career (programming, alternative energy, big
data, etc.).• Attend a trade show that is unfamiliar to you in gaming, health care, mobile
technology, education—anything new that might be of interest.• Talk to ten people you don’t
know who are very excited about their careers and find out why.• Consider two trends in this
book and decide how you could create a new technology, organization, venture, conversation, or
way to make a difference.• Start forecasting your life: Where do you want to be in your life,
career, relationships, location, or education in five years?In order to change in fundamental
ways, given these massive shifts, you need to take new actions with this knowledge. So to
become Future Smart as an entrepreneur, individual, or an organization, you need to put this



knowledge to work, to adapt, to innovate, or to invent something new to capitalize on the
emerging trends explored here.Future Smart Strategies• Create a Game-Changing new idea,
product, or organization.• Invent or harness an entirely new innovation.• Solve a pressing global
or local conflict.• Start an organization that is meaningful to you.• Go become an expert at
something.• Be a source of knowledge about something others value.• Discover a solution to a
big global problem.• Design an innovative product or service that is needed.• Streamline a new
way to connect or collaborate with others.• Build a company around how data creates new
value.• Pick one trend you read here and start an organization around it.The Fast Future of
JakartaI am sitting in Jakarta, the capital of Indonesia, a bustling nation of 240 million people,
where there is an explosion of commerce, trade, and growth, with over 8 percent GDP. Just
leaving my hotel and traveling five miles to the other side of town can take forty-five minutes, as
the traffic is jammed up and the highways were not designed for the progress that is now
Indonesia.I am taking meetings in the hotel except for one important meeting at the National
Palace. As I enter the meeting room, the president and cabinet are already there, waiting for us,
sitting at the largest circular meeting table I have ever seen, over forty feet around. This circular
hardwood table is symbolic of the huge topic of conversation: the fast future is coming. These
leaders have many questions: How do we, as a nation, adapt and plan for this future? Will
climate change eliminate 10 percent of our seventeen thousand islands? What can we do now
to prepare for future trends that will shape Indonesia’s future?In many ways Indonesia is the
future, today. Indonesia is a modern democratic state that promotes diversity, openness, and,
especially, innovation. They are emerging as a new democracy in a region of dynamic change,
surrounded by India, Vietnam, Singapore, Malaysia, China, Korea, and Japan. These are the
Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN). Modeled like NATO and the EU, ASEAN
composes this region in Southeast Asia.They also take a keen interest in business and finding
out where the next markets are, where the future consumers will emerge. Businesses that
understand how the future is unfolding here in ASEAN are the ones that will thrive. They will be a
part of the cities, markets, and industries that shall play a leading role in the future, when skilled
knowledge workers, on-demand manufacturing, and agile supply chains will be the way the
world competes.The Indonesians are also deeply concerned about the future of their nation,
given that climate change may deluge their island nation. That is why I am here: to advise and
exchange ideas about the future. There are those who are preparing for the future and those
who are not. Some of the key ideas for Future Smart have come from my interactions with my
clients worldwide who are dealing with real-world global challenges that the future will bring.I am
struck that Indonesia ranks fourth in the world in computer software programmers. This is an
amazing metric that signals to me that Indonesia is on its way to becoming Future Smart.
Though they, as a nation, face tremendous challenges in education, health care, trade, and
business, they are leap-frogging other nations in encouraging their young people, their talent
pool, to learn skills that will enable them to compete globally in the new knowledge
economy.Computer software programming is one of the most valuable Future Smart skills for the



fast future emerging. Software programmers will program the future—of medicine, finance,
energy, the stock market, logistics, and transportation as well as create intellectual property and
patents that will change the world.Every company and government possesses at the core of
their industries the need to code, program, and create new software applications to better serve
customers. At the heart of every business there will need to be data scientists who understand
how to program the business for success. Indonesia is on the path to compete in a global
marketplace.Indonesia prepared for being Future Smart by educating, nurturing, and enabling its
citizens with a social culture that encouraged people to pursue software programming. It didn’t
just happen overnight; instead, the president and his administration have engaged in an effort to
prepare the nation for the future.With enlightened leadership, they are preparing for the future of
jobs and work by creating a knowledge society that can compete in the global marketplace for
the most valuable commodity that will shape the future—the Knowledge Economy. If you want to
compete smarter on the global stage, building a nation highly skilled in computer programming
is adaptive, agile, and forward-thinking. This is an important example of being Future Smart.The
Future Smart MindsetThere are two types of mindsets, attitudes, or worldviews about the future.
The familiar mindset says things are unpredictable and unknowable, that events just happen,
that I am at the effect of these changes and I will never and can never know what is going to
happen next. Moreover, the future is an event way out there, an abstract thing that is separate
from me. I am passive about the future. Others in power decide my fate; my future is
uncontrollable by me. I can have little if no impact on my future and the future of others in my life,
work, community, or world. I call this being Future Challenged. This is the resistance to
attempting to become Future Smart, to have the courage to become more aware of the
emerging trends, adapt to change, manage complexity, or attempt to develop new models of
understanding the future. Some people or organizations think it is just not possible to predict
what’s coming next. It is mentally impossible, they think. The future is unknowable—see all of the
stupid forecasts that were off? Where are those flying cars, anyway? And for them, this is true;
this is their reality on which they hold dearly because this is the easy way out—things are too
complicated to forecast. Mindsets rule. Ironically, they are right. Wherever you look, you will find
what you’re looking for. You can validate almost anything based on your worldview, your mindset
of what is possible. That does not mean that it is true. But this mindset is limited, and the
resistance to forecasting the future could be dangerous to your survival.Over the last few
decades too many leaders, companies, and governments have not embraced forecasting or
even bothered to develop a future vision. Missed opportunities to push ahead on life science
innovations in stem cells delayed discoveries by many years. Renewable energy innovations are
still underfunded given the lack of future vision of tomorrow’s climate change realities. Many
nations, including the United States, don’t even have a renewable energy or any energy long-
range plan for the future. And few seem to care, even though this is illogical. These examples are
actions made by people—individuals’ mindsets that can lead and shape the future of new
possibilities or hold back the future.You would think that the idea of looking ahead and using



forecasting tools to conduct strategic planning would be an important part of every business,
government, or organization. But this is not the case. Partly this is due to how forecasting is
conducted, but mostly it is because it is believed that disruptive changes are impossible to
predict.Mindsets that resist the value of forecasting influence many organizations. They are
stuck in the now and cannot see ahead in developing a strategic vision of what may come.
Organizations are not skilled in forecasting or, frankly, just not interested in exploring the
scenarios that may influence their future. Organizations often suffer from resisting making
predictions of the future regardless of how illogical and misguided this may seem. Entire
industries have been dominated by mindsets of denial that resist attempts to look ahead, to
attempt to forecast changes that will alter markets, industries, and society. The US auto industry
missed the hybrid car trend, many big companies did not take the Internet seriously as a shaper
of the future of business, mobile commerce was ignored at first, and climate change data about
rising seas, storms, and warming was not viewed as a risk factor affecting financial assets or
public health or human safety. In fact, even when it comes to the most repugnant threat facing
humanity, terrorism and war, it has been consistently a battle between Mindsets of
Prediction.The Future Smart mindset is one that embraces change, looks to the future not with
dread but with a positive opportunistic mindset and considers the impact of emerging trends.
The Future Smart mindset recognizes that changes in the future can be disruptive, but it can be
more disruptive not to prepare, to resist prediction and miss an opportunity or even not to
survive. This mindset says: I am a Game Changer of the Future—I can have impact. I am an
active catalyst of the future a change agent, not just reactive but proactive. I matter and can
shape outcomes.Individuals have the power to change the future or alter the future outcome of
events. I can make change, not just be buffeted by change. I can influence and shape the future
of my life, relationships, work, and society. I can be an architect of my future.These are the
possibilities that lie at the core ideology of being Future Smart. This book is not just about the
trends and cool technologies or global risks that will influence our future; it is also about the
ideas that empowered individuals around the world can explore to shift their thinking, to
embrace a new mindset of opportunity that will not just transform their life, work, or career but
also act as a catalyst to transform organizations, industries, governments, and even our
civilization.If we are only using, as some scientists say, less than 10 percent of our brains’
capacity, how different would our world be or how different would you be if you were using 50 or
100 percent? Imagine the future you could create by developing your existing brain’s potential?
Now, what if I told you that you could do this by Thinking Differently? What if I told you the Power
of Ideas to disrupt your normal ways of thinking, your mindsets, might be possible, that not just
information about emerging trends but also a new way of thinking about those trends could
transform your life, work, health, and even possibly transform the world is possible.Are you ready
to choose new mindsets? If you read this book in this way, you may find some interesting new
ideas that will open up your mind to new actions, new possibilities, even new lifestyles, all
masquerading here in these pages. This is your future, after all. How do you want to make this



future?The stakes are greater today and shall be greater still in the future, given the high velocity
of change that is coming. Knowing the future may be difficult, but it is possible. Learning,
exploring, and, perhaps, discovering what’s next is a valued competency. Though no one can
precisely forecast the future, we can try, and often we may be right or learn what is possible,
even how we can shape that future—that is being Future Smart.Companies and individuals that
embrace the challenge of looking ahead, of having the courage to discover and the willingness
and openness to understand the trends that may shape the future are usually rewarded with
market share, competitive advantage, prosperity, market leadership, and a talented workforce.
These are the Game Changers of the Future. They are not just surviving; they are also thriving
amid change, even chaos. They are leaders who not only look ahead but also take actions to
adapt, learn, and innovate for the future of their customers, partners, shareholders/owners, and
employees. They are Future Smart.Which are you? Are you open to change? Ready to
innovate? Ready to Run Futures—embrace the future trends that may shape tomorrow? Are you
ready to become a Game Changer of the Future and take these trends and do something with
them—start a company, transform an industry, or even transform yourself? That’s the challenge
of this book: Are you willing to consider the future as predictive opportunities? Future Smart will
open up new opportunities for how you think about and deal with your future and the future of
our planet. These trends may inspire you to become more predictive and actually shape the
future, a better future for us all.Chapter 2The Connected PlanetThe world is moving rapidly
toward ubiquitous connectivity that will accelerate how people collaborate, share, learn, gather,
do business, and exchange knowledge. The most important impact on the world of the
Connected Planet Trend will be universal access to all human knowledge by everyone on the
planet. Connecting and enabling new innovations, discoveries, solving world challenges,
creating new products, solutions, generating economic prosperity—that is what the possibilities
are of the Connected Planet in the near future. The massive empowerment of individuals and
societies through the power of global connectivity captures the essence of this trend. The
Connected Planet will empower individuals with the tools of the mobile web, digital money,
linked online markets, and, above all, fuel a market for innovative new ideas.The next new
pharmaceuticals, computers, energy, and climate change fixes will come from connected minds
—the innovators, inventors, entrepreneurs of the Connected Planet. We are altering,
accelerating, and enabling human minds with access to the world’s knowledge in ways we could
not have dreamed about even five years ago. The Hyperconnectivity of connected minds over
the Internet with each other and connected things, data devices, products, even the coming
Smart Machines as our allies, will revolutionize every aspect of human endeavor. Eight billion
minds will define the future of the Connected Planet—across borders, cultures, markets, and
networks. No words can properly characterize the accelerated prosperity and opportunity this
trend will offer. The Connected Planet will be a singular transformational event in our civilization’s
history—a leap in collective consciousness from the connections of billions of people to the
knowledge and tools of the Internet, social media, mobile media, and other information



technologies. Based on the collective knowledge, access to tools, and radical new ideas, over
the next one hundred years we will be building an entirely new civilization. The very idea of this,
a Connected Planet, will pose a challenge of immense scale.Most people do not think of their
connectivity to the planet. They think about their connections to their family, friends, work, or
community. Maybe they feel a connection to an ideology or religion or a nation or sports team.
But the idea that we are all part of a Connected Planet—this is a mindset that opens new
possibilities for understanding cultures, doing business, embracing technologies, and, most of
all, perhaps gives us a global perspective about ourselves that we are all connected on one
planet.There are many trends in this book that I think are vital to your career, business, and
future, but one big trend above all that you want to embrace is the Connected Planet. Your
capacity to grasp and navigate the changes that are coming—to become Future Smart—
depends on your understanding of the scope of global connectivity that is coming. Smarter,
faster, deeper connectivity will transform our world, enabling open communications, dynamic
commerce, cultural understanding, and access to a more prosperous world.Connectivity will
define the next hundred years. Connectivity is and will be the superglue that binds all
transactions, technologies, relationships, and businesses. It will define how you will interact with
your world, your career, and your destiny, and it will define how you interact with people, nations,
markets, business, and, most of all, entrepreneurs. Connected networks of people, capital, data,
and smart products—Always Aware and Always Online—will create a new Global Digital Culture
that will expand global prosperity well beyond what we have seen today. The Connected Planet
has the potential to deliver even greater benefits to society in the future, with the potential of
connecting almost anything and anyone, which will offer new insights. The world of 2025 will
offer a range of essential services powered by a vibrant mobile web ecosystem that connects
the physical and digital worlds to markets, entrepreneurs, companies, and supply chains.Your
Connected Future: 2025As you get into your car, your Always-Aware Car connects to your
Private Cloud Network over the Internet, and even before you got into the car, your car knew you
were coming. It sensed you and got a communication, a signal from the house AI that you were
on your way. The door knob auto-connected over the Internet with your car’s cognitive computer
brain and downloaded your calendar of where you needed to be by 12 p.m. today.Your House AI
read your e-mail and reminded you via Quick-Link to your Wearable Glasses that lit up yellow
that you should not forget to grab your computer tablet. Your Car AI, Gayle, already has the route
dialed in and checked for traffic by the time you turn the ignition. You have the option to Auto-
Drive or Go Manual. Each device, surface, habitat, and vehicle senses, communicates, and
enables you. This is the Internet of Things—Always On, Always Aware, and Always
Connected.The Connected Planet trend—propelled by the mobile Internet, fused with business,
and enabled by the availability of all human knowledge—will define the future of global business,
trade, economics, and our civilization’s future. Connecting the unconnected—the things,
products, networks, services, and, most important, minds—will bring forth a unique
transformation in new business models, industries, and products that could not have existed



before.The connected globalization of markets, assets, technologies, knowledge, talent, and
industries is creating something new we have not seen before. It could not have even been
conceptualized without the convergence of the mobile and smart networks that will become the
backbone of a new marketplace: exponentially larger, by many exabytes of data, with billions of
connected people and trillions of connected devices. The awareness and leveraging of this new
Connected Planet Trend will open doors to education, commerce, health care, and business in
entirely new ways as we learn to predict smarter.Whether we pass or fail, learn to collaborate or
compete, end up at war or at peace, it will all be shaped by how smart we are about
understanding our connectivity, how well we understand our connections, and, most of all, how
we connect with each other to solve problems, innovate for the future, create prosperity, and
conduct business. You want to understand the architecture of connectivity. Connectivity as a
business model, as a way of building entirely new ways of interaction between humans, markets,
and cultures will bring the world into a more dynamic and transparent network of ideas,
commerce, and opportunity. Connectivity could bring a world of ample resources, smarter
solutions, and new economic value.The logic of connectivity is the existential collaboration of
billions across nations and diverse cultures, and yet it is a recognition that we live on one
Connected Planet. Profound discoveries, unlimited imaginations, data insights, and dynamic
new engines of innovation and productivity will come.Connectivity is a fundamental shift in the
way we think about the future. If all systems of knowledge, business, technology,
communications, and commerce are connected, then the convergence of these systems will
shape the future—and perhaps it will be a better future, with increased innovation, prosperity,
and peace. Greater connectivity will open markets and empower entrepreneurial companies and
individuals from around a world who are not connected today. More productivity, more
transparency, and more knowledge will be accessible to more people than ever before.The
Connected Planet Trend is an interlinking of systems that will create a dynamic and innovative
trade, technology, and communications marketplace that shall inspire creativity, imagination,
and solutions to the largest challenges facing our world. The global connectivity of these
systems will become essential to our world, as it will define economic prosperity, commerce,
multicultural exchange, and wealth creation. The fusion of connected knowledge, individuals,
technology, and markets will shape the destiny of our planet.• Connected transportation will be
safe.• Connected networks will find patterns and solutions to problems.• Connected Innovation
Ecosystems—convergence of talent, technology, collaboration, and markets—will create
competitive advantage.• Connected enterprises will reach new customers.• Connected
governments will operate with transparent effectiveness.• Connected technologies will enable
new products and services.• Connected supply chains will speed production and raise quality.•
Connected entrepreneurs will harness innovation.• Connected health care will enable more
effective care.• Connected education will enable smarter learning.• Connected products, Always
Aware and online, will enable security.How Future Smart we are about the connectivity of the
mobile online global economy will shape our civilization’s prosperity and progress for the next



hundred years. The convergence of connected systems will help us understand our world and
ourselves, from better predicting population health, to broadcasting education, to opening new
markets, to connecting buyers and sellers who have never been connected before.Smarter
connectivity will also shape the challenges we will face. How well we meet the challenges of the
next ten years will shape the next hundred. There is much at stake when discussing how we
need to think completely differently, as one connected planet, in order to even conceptualize the
globalized challenges that face our future world: extreme climate change, global conflict, food
and water stress, economic instability, opening markets, terrorism, rogue technology, global
crime, and increasing population. Our connectivity may be the source of how effectively we meet
the Grand Challenges of our future.As an individual, if you want to become Future Smart—
adaptive, agile, and predictive—to thrive in the future, you want to understand the Connected
Planet. There will be more opportunities for wealth creation, jobs, and prosperity for individuals
in the Connected Planet than ever before. As all systems become connected, the unleashing of
ideas and harnessing of innovation will create massive entrepreneurial opportunities to deliver
new business value. Accelerated awareness of customers’ needs and market demands through
this connectivity will build more intimacy with and understanding of organizations.The
Connectivity DividendNo nation, business, or individual can detach itself from the vitality of the
rest of the planet. No climate change policy can focus only on one separate region, nation, or
city alone. No employee-seeking corporation can attract talent by focusing on locality rather than
globalization. No organization can expect the interlinked Connected Planet Trend to be anything
other than the largest influence on their markets, customers, industry, or competition.You can no
longer afford to limit your future in developing resources, capital, talent, markets, technology, or
customers. The planet is your marketplace, factory, talent pool, research lab, customer base,
and Innovation Ecosystem. Innovation Ecosystems will become an essential part of the how
commerce is conducted in the future, bringing together four key elements: (1) digital commerce,
(2) mobile connectivity, (3) entrepreneurial business culture, and (4) Smart Machines. Innovation
Ecosystems will spawn online collaborative networks of interactive markets, resources,
expertise, suppliers, enablers—humans and Smart Machines (various new forms of AI, software
bots, machine intelligence, and social intelligence systems), mobile devices, and Internet
connected things that come together to harness innovation to produce commerce. Innovation
Ecosystems are the future of business that will monetize global connectivity, Big Data, analytics,
and knowledge processes over the Web.Mobile will become an accelerator of the Connected
Planet that is coming. Mobile is already a proven enabler of economic opportunities on the
planet. The mobile industry contributed around 4 percent of global gross domestic product
(GDP) in 2013, equivalent to over US$2.7 trillion. This will increase to 7.1 percent of global GDP
by 2025. The mobile industry, as an enabler of the Connected Planet trend, will shape the future
global economy as an innovation platform to catalyze commerce, provide services, and connect
buyers and sellers across borders over electronic network markets.Mobile networks will provide
unique opportunities to reach new customers, open new markets, and to market products and



services in ways that were impossible in the past. The deep collaboration of people, technology,
and services, all online connected by commerce, will be a primary global growth accelerator.The
industry has spawned a number of early stage Innovation Ecosystems that have emerged
across the world. These mobile innovation ecosystems contribute to the empowerment of
individuals, businesses, and societies not only through the opportunities they create but also
through the solutions and services they deliver, which will increase productivity, quality of life,
and prosperity. In the future this will become dominant as Innovation Ecosystems spread
throughout the world propelled by the spread of mobile web access. Innovation Ecosystems will
become the backbone of the Connected Planet. Some of the Innovation Ecosystem deliverables
may be based on education, health care, and business-to-business commerce, to name a
few.Innovation Ecosystems of the future will be built on the global mobile architecture of the
Internet. The mobile web will be the chief accelerator of the Connected Planet, shaping the
future of every nation, business, and society for the better. Greater efficiency, cost effectiveness,
and productivity will be the outcome of connected resources, capital, work processes, and talent
that are combined over the mobile web.This convergence of people, technology, and mobile
business processes will unleash a new dimension of services that improve the quality of
consumers’ lives and the productivity of enterprises. The benefits of mobility will spread far
beyond communications to provide dramatic efficiency improvements in sectors such as energy,
logistics, banking, finance, security, and manufacturing.Welcome to the new reality of the
Connected Planet. The Connectivity Dividend is the economic, business, and social value that
shall be gained from connecting people, markets, products, supply chains, and, perhaps most
interesting, minds.The huge innovation breakthroughs from connecting innovative ideas from the
connected minds of 8 billion people cannot be measured in any currency. The Connectivity
Dividend for humanity may be in healing disease, accelerating global wealth creation,
stimulating new inventions in energy, managing climate, or ending war. The infinite power of
connected minds may be the most underutilized and most obvious natural resource on the
planet.As more markets become digitally connected and more products become connected to
each other and to people, a new understanding of real-time value will emerge: What is the power
of a billion connected minds? It is the power to create new solutions, innovations, and a New
Productive Future for humanity. Once every hospital is online and all of the equipment, devices,
staff, doctors, and patients are all connected, when every drug, cell phone, and device is
connected and able to speak to every doctor, system, and patient, then we will have a
Connected Health Care System that is self-aware and self-healing and can operate with a level
of effectiveness, safety, and awareness that is not possible today.Then our Smart Hospital will
know how to prevent illness, predict our future health, and heal. The convergence of connected
people, systems, networks, and devices will create new value—this is the Connectivity Dividend.
New value creation from the connected minds, devices, and systems of our world will transform
medicine.Pharmaceuticals will be Always Aware and “know” what types of patients they are most
effective for based on personalized Big Data. Patients’ real-time digital health records will “talk”



to the doctor, patient, and the Smart Machine Medical Management systems to improve
diagnostics and better health care. This is a 2025 scenario, when Smart Machines and
automated medical decision support systems evolve, learn, and develop a predictive capability
to diagnose, prevent, and treat illness. When a Big Data analysis of millions of research trials,
discovered by an online computer doctor—not a human but a Smart Machine—finds the ideal
procedure for your cancer condition and then advises your doctor, then you will know the
Connected Planet has arrived.The Connected Planet Trend also reflects a recognition that you
need to play the game of business differently. Thinking about how you might fit into an Innovation
Ecosystem will give you competitive value. How might you grow your business in the future by
thinking about collaboration and partnering? What global markets or customers that you don’t
have now would you want in order to grow your business and expand your markets? How could
you use connectivity to create a competitive advantage?Global Hyperconnectivity by 2025•
Every minute over two hundred hours of video is uploaded to YouTube.• There will be over 100
billion connected devices on the planet.• There will be 1 trillion connected chips, sensors, and
machines.• 300 million wearable devices will be connected online.• Mobile devices will generate
over fifty exabytes of traffic per month.• Mobile devices will exceed the world’s population.• Over
7 billion people will be connected over the mobile Internet.• Smart Machine and M2M networks
will trverse the globe, enabling entrepreneurs and businesses to collaborate, innovate, transact,
and conduct business.• Digital applications and mobile digital services will transform work
processes and enterprises.• Deep Collaboration between global entrepreneurs over mobile
networks will create a New Vibrant Global Marketplace.• Cognitive computing will transform the
Internet of Things, IoT, embedding intelligence in every Thing.• Global Innovation Ecosystems
will develop, manufacture, analyze, market, and distribute 70 percent of all products and
services.• Enterprise intelligence systems will predict what customers want before they do and
give it to them.Our Connected FutureLet’s imagine what 2025 may look like . . .A California
rancher, Phil, gets a text from his Avatar Trixie, a digital agent with artificial intelligence (AI) that
sold his cattle herd to a China customer just before global beef prices went up by 25 percent—
as she predicted.Jomo Mobasa, in Kenya’s Personal Cloud Computer, a Class-5 Asimov model
in Singapore, is selling over 1 million virtual reality games such as Crazy Birds, downloaded
every minute into 120 million mobile wearable computers.Five hundred million entrepreneurs
across Africa, the European Union, North America, and Asia buy and sell renewable energy
credits (RECs), over Baidu-Google’s mobile e-commerce network, an innovation ecosystem,
generating millions in sales per second across 180 nations.The Connected EnterpriseWelcome
to the Connected Planet, where the dynamic, kinetic, and high-velocity connectivity of networks
of people, sensors, computers, virtual agents, mobile devices, and Smart Machines will all
create prosperity across markets, ecosystems, and nations. The sheer volume of connected
millions of supply chains, organizations, and individuals that are looking to create, buy, or sell, as
well as the millions of niche markets and producers for products and services that are predictive
to market demands, will stream across virtual reality worlds of commerce, education, health



care, and culture, creating the core of the Connected Planet. More connections means more
vital markets and a velocity of commerce, capital, and communications.Connectivity will also be
the competitive advantage of business invention. Connected enterprises will be able to deploy
resources faster and more efficiently in order to empower customers, to enable their success
and well-being. Connected nations will compete for talent and productivity. The smarter and
more efficient the connectivity, the better the nation at retaining and attracting talent.
Connectivity as a competitive advantage of nations will support this same equation—the high-
performance connectivity of nations will attract business and talent.This Connected Planet Trend
is an emerging fusion of innovation, business, technologies, economics, and entrepreneurs. This
trend will drive commerce, especially for the bottom of the global population, who need a stable,
secure, and transparent digital marketplace to conduct business. This is being invented now by
a series of forces that are converging, moving us into the future.We will look back in ten years
and marvel at how primitive, unconnected, and unproductive our world was. Unconnected no
more, we will build a Connected Planet that, between 2020 and 2030, will transform our
civilization for the better, allowing more individuals to participate in wealth creation, prosperity,
and innovation. The Connected Planet Trend will do more to enable entrepreneurs than any
government has or can. Organizations and entrepreneurs should get ready for 1,000 percent
more growth, opportunities, and jobs as the global markets get connected.The Five Forces
Driving the Connected PlanetThe Mobile Internet: The spread of the mobile Internet will
enhance global connectivity fostering more collaboration, new business creation, and
innovation. This will be a more integrated and transparent world of shared ideas, values, and
worldviews that together will build a planetary culture in the future. The mobile Internet will
evolve into a network of connected markets made up of dynamic human and synthetic
intelligences—always on, always aware, always open for business, 24/7.This global market will
fuel over US$1 trillion in sales by 2025. This will be accelerated by connected digital mobile
systems reaching 90 percent of humanity, connecting them to supply chains, producers,
distributors, Smart Connected Machines, logistics, makers, buyers, and sellers. This market
fused with technology—such as high-speed computers, digital assistants, digital cash, and
Smart Virtual Machines—will dominate commerce.This will be good news for entrepreneurs and
companies who will need to adapt to the real-time access of data these connected technologies
find. More connectivity will bring global collaborations, learning, smarter health care, access to
education, and, most of all, Innovative Ideas—ideas that create value. The Connected Planet will
be the network of Innovative Ideas—the currency of learning, trade, media, and
communications. Organizations that understand this evolutionary shift will prosper. The
Connected Planet will crowdsource ideas, networks, and markets faster than ever before.
Innovative Ideas that create wealth, opportunity, and invention, that transform our world, are
what’s coming.On the Connected Planet of 2025 the real-time visibility of Innovative Ideas
shared in one part of the world—say, Kenya—can be instantly picked up in Hong Kong, London,
and Paris. We see this real-time sharing of ideas today in the instant connectivity of social media



like Twitter and Facebook postings, which instantly show up and then get picked up and shared
around the world.There will be a deeper collaboration with a speedier Internet, as 5G networks
stream at nanosecond speed hundreds of exabytes of video, data, voice, images, and text
around the block and around the world. Those entrepreneurial companies and individuals who
can access this hyperconnected network will have a competitive advantage.This is the
Connected Planet at work—engaging, enabling, and empowering individuals to use network
connectivity as a model for every aspect of human endeavor. We will be smarter with connected
enterprises. We will be more productive in connected organizations. We will be more efficient in
connected supply chains. We will have more entertainment value in connected media.This will
enable local, regional, and global communications—connecting buyers and sellers, people,
enterprises, and machines. Accurate data about supply and demand that affects real-time
pricing, customization, and resource sourcing will be available all through your smart phone. The
mobile web will become the connected nervous system of our civilization in the future—smart,
open, aware, secure, and connecting billions of individuals and companies.The Future Smart
Entrepreneurs: They will be agile, adaptive, global, predictive, and innovation-savvy. Future
Smart Entrepreneurs are a different type of entrepreneur. They will operate with a different
mindset—one of connected minds, mobile technologies, systems, and markets. They will use
the Connected Planet to create new business value and work processes. Future Smart
entrepreneurs will shape the future of the global economy with innovation-fueled new ideas for
business that could not exist without global connectivity to markets, talent, and networks.The
Innovation Economy: This is born out of the recognition that tech innovations are the key driver
of economic growth and value, resulting in jobs, prosperity, productivity, growth, and free
societies. The Innovation Economy thrives where there are free markets, free enterprise, and
free societies, where individuals can thrive best. Advanced technologies of today—bio, nano,
neuro, robo, and others—will be the foundation of higher advanced technologies of tomorrow, far
beyond the imagination of what is possible today. Advanced technologies—always on, always
aware, and always connected—will be the backbone of the electronic marketplace of
tomorrow.This Connected Planet will be dominated by mobile, wearable, and embedded
computing that will be linked together in the Internet of Things (IoT). The Internet of Things is the
emerging technology wave of wirelessly connecting products, systems, computer chips, and
devices to each other so they may sense, understand, analyze, predict, and exchange
information, such as location awareness, and communicate with each other and us over the
web.The Internet of Things: IoT in 2025• Connected transportation systems—automated cars,
buses, highways• Connected cities—managing power, water, security• Connected health care—
creating safer and better care• Connected agriculture—creating more efficient yields•
Connected manufacturing—managing higher productivity• Connected homes—enabling energy,
media, communications• Connected enterprise—enabling big data, analytics, cloud
servicesThis will enable individuals and companies to harness artificial intelligence (AI)–
enhanced cloud computing for business, entertainment, social services, and idea harvesting.



Those who can envision and shape this emerging future will prosper.The Connected Society:
The Connected Planet Trend has as much to do with connecting individuals to each other for
social issues and causes as it is about connecting entrepreneurs and business. In 2011 Twitter
played a key role in the Arab Spring in the Middle East, galvanizing thousands across the world
who were connected and could mobilize for events supporting each other’s actions in real-time.
This was unprecedented. The role of connected social media enables, motivates, and drives
support for social change. In the future connected technology will drive more uprisings and
increased citizen awareness.In 2009 more than two hundred cities around the world held a
Twestival, bringing together the Twitter community for an evening of focusing on resource
scarcity and raising money and awareness for an important global issue—water. Over social
networks they organized an event globally by using Twitter as a connected network, with
additional information on videos and Facebook pages. The event resulted in providing clean
water for over seventeen thousand people. The Twestival’s success was experimental in its
method to change the world in an impactful way on one single night. This will be a model for the
future.The social challenges humanity faces are beyond borders and nations. Today
governments are not prepared to create a Connected Society to deal with public health,
education, water and food scarcity, climate change, and other social challenges. By 2025 they
must to manage the future of their nations, or else sovereign power will decline.The Quest for a
Better Future: There is a Global Values Shift coming that will change people’s worldview.
Individuals will see themselves as a part of the connected planet, not just as individuals from
one nation. There are many serious challenges and problems that face our world, such as
climate change, resource scarcity, job creation, poverty, peace, and security. There is a Global
Values Shift coming that will redefine the purpose of the enterprise and the individual so as to
create a better future through connectivity.Being connected on the planet with the shared values
of making this a better world gives new meaning to connectivity. We share these Planetary
Challenges together across cultures, economies, and as one civilization—this is what is coming.
If making the world better is increasingly shaping your worldview, then your decisions about your
work, lifestyle, employer, and government will change to embrace this New Worldview. This is a
fundamental driver of the Connected Planet Trend—the idea that the individual’s purpose is to
align with others on the planet in order to bring about a better future, a more prosperous, secure,
and productive future. Future Smart companies that understand this trend will have a competitive
advantage.The business of the future will be about the Connected Planet. Working toward
leveraging connectivity as a deliverable when running your business is a good start.My bet is
that innovative technology will be the strategic accelerator for the Connected Planet. More
connected supply chains, buyers, sellers, markets, and social media–enabled mobile platforms
—even the Smart Machines doing our bidding (for now) will connect us. This is what you want to
build. Embracing the Connected Planet in your career, inventing the connections that will bring
innovation to your business or profession would be Future Smart.Chapter 3The New Future of
Business: Predictive, Smart, and MobileThe year is 2025. A vibrant global hyperconnected



Innovation Ecosystem has emerged, generating millions of jobs and businesses. Innovation
Ecosystems are high-performance collaborative global web networks that are predictive, real
time, and mobile. Innovation Ecosystems will be highly agile and enable innovative
entrepreneurs to create new global digital markets. They bring together talent, innovation, supply
chains, markets, makers, capital, and experts—both humans and technology—to produce
commerce. Most jobs are entrepreneurial and project based, working across borders and
engaging deep, collaborative networks of people, companies, and technology. Digital Tribes,
specialized networks of people, companies, and Smart Machines, collaborate and compete
across the many Innovation Ecosystems.There is an explosion of innovation that is shaping
opportunities and electrifying buyers, sellers, makers, and producers across 150 nations that
fuel global trade in yottabytes (1 YB = 10008bytes = 1024bytes =
1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 bytes = 1,000 zettabytes = 1 trillion terabytes) and in
nanoseconds by the speed-of-light web networks. Business by the speed of photons fuels a
dynamic global Innovation Economy.Products and services are designed and sourced in real
time across Innovation Ecosystems that bring together talent, supply chains, digital markets, and
projects on demand, serving billions of customers every minute of every day. These Innovation
Ecosystems are agile, predictive, postindustrial networks in which products, services, and ideas
which serve a global marketplace of customers. Moving from new idea to product can take
seconds in the New Future of Business. Automated intelligence plus humans will make markets,
create innovations, and monetize ideas instantly. Smart Prediction will be a new competitive
advantage.Multiple Innovation Ecosystems with domain-specific expertise in materials,
electronics, and customer service interact with freelance experts from specific industries, such
as security, health, real estate, finance, and media. Knowledge-Value Specialists interact with
Smart Machines, distribution, and robots.Drones, flyables, digital personalities, avatars, and
Smart Machines are integrated into the global business culture. Individuals have digital clones
that serve customers and conduct commerce while their Authentic Personas—actual humans—
create, play, travel, or work on other projects. Entirely new digital business models create Super
Gigs—freelance projects for hire in alternative energy, health enhancement, consumer
genomics, adaptive finance, predictive simulation, Big Data, and immersive entertainment, all of
which didn’t even exist five years, or even five minutes, before.In this New Future a fundamental
global shift in the way business functions has emerged. Smart Prediction, the evolution on the
convergence of Big Data, Analytics, and Cognitive Computing, has transformed business.
Customers are producers. Competitors are collaborators. Crowdsourcing drives marketing.This
is business reinvented at the speed of light.Producers make things and sell things, but what is
made and the how it’s made is different. On-demand virtual foundries and connected supply
chains from off-world factories in space drive a vibrant marketplace of 3D Makers to simulators
as digital currencies electrify new choices for commerce. Product designs are simulated and
uploaded to 3D Maker factories that produce and distribute across this planet as well as other
off-world orbiting cities.Companies predict customers’ desire and market those Big Data Desires



to Knowledge-Smart businesses offering health enhancement, deep learning, gaming,
entertainment, and finance.The emergence of the Global Innovation Ecosystem—a
convergence of mobile, TV, auto, habitat, computer, sensor, and wearable platforms—is the
largest global marketplace in history, linking up 8 billion people who are not only both consumers
and producers but also who share knowledge and talent in dynamic ways. It is a constantly
evolving, morphable digital platform that adapts based on who you are, where you are, and what
you’re searching for. This Innovation Ecosystem links networks, smart devices, people, smart
machines, and markets. This is where talent, projects, trade, and innovation converge—the
Makers World.3D nano-manufacturing has transformed health care, consumer products,
industrial products, and entertainment. Most homes and businesses have 3D Maker-Bots at
their location so they can make on-demand personalized pharmaceuticals, food, tools, clothing,
and even complex devices. Everyone is a 3D Maker—the self-sufficiency of the population has
altered business. 3D Makers are linked up to cloud networks, where they can download
programs, power, and tools when they need it to be functional. Knowledge as a product is the
most demanded product offered in the world, enabling finance, health care, manufacturing,
trade, media, and entertainment to reach new heights of personalized commerce.Entirely new
business value is spawned, hive networked, crowdsourced, exchanged, and traded across
dynamic real-time markets, channels, and virtual pop-up e-commerce universes. Everyone is a
creator, maker, producer, and, at the same time, a customer. Business in the future is a fast-
evolving network of people and Collaborative Smart Machines—cognitive cloud computers
networked to deliver value to customers and companies.The collision of advanced mobile web
networks and free enterprise is the chief enablement of the future of business. Free markets,
free trade, and free enterprises operating over mobile web-based Global Innovation Ecosystems
accelerate growth, entrepreneurship, and global commerce. Most individuals and companies will
prosper in this fast-paced, kinetic New Future of business.Billions of individuals who did not
have access to global markets to buy and sell, produce and trade, build and distribute are now
connected together. New ideas are floated in the Innovation Ecosystems: Smart Machines and
Transmedia Tribes compete for Maker Rights to turn ideas into products for the commercial
markets. InstaMarkets, emerge quickly, connecting a global mix of buyers and sellers, makers
and developers, investors and digital Banker-Bots—then dissolve away. Different InstaMarkets
emerge and dissolve away every day, 1 million times a day, generating over $1.5 trillion a week.
You need to have a Future Smart organization to be able to manage the Game-Changing
business opportunities in this future.The global market of 9 billion customers are online NOW.
Will you be ready to go?Free enterprise over the Global Innovation Ecosystem of makers,
producers, agents, sellers, and buyers will do more to transform the world’s economy—creating
wealth and reducing poverty—than what any government could hope to do to improve the future
of their citizens or economy. Governments will need to support this or get out of the way. The
Global Innovation Ecosystem will transform the global economy, where the fusion of free
enterprise, individuals, and digital technology, lifts up economies and society.It’s a New Future in



which the rules have changed, the opportunities are global, and only the Future Smart will
thrive.The Top Game-Changing Trends That Will Shape the Future of Business1. Innovation is
the chief competitive advantage: embrace it and thrive; resist it and perish.2. Every enterprise
must embrace socially responsible business practices.3. Predictive Knowledge-Value business
models will change every enterprise and career.4. Disrupt and reinvent your business model,
products, work processes, talent, strategy, and values—before you create your competition.5.
The Mobile Web Marketplace will connect over 7 billion people by 2025.6. Automated bots,
computer algorithms, and Smart Machines will transform every business—learn to leverage this
revolution.7. The Global Innovation Ecosystem will create collaborative and connected networks
of markets, companies, entrepreneurs, and commerce.8. Predictive analytics, the cloud, Big
Data, social media, and mobile are the top trends that will transform business in this century.9. A
new kind of customer, the Click-Streamer, points to a new digital global culture.10. The Start-Up
Culture will change every business, making every enterprise more entrepreneurial.Digital
Money: The Future of TransactionsYour cell phone is your new bank. Person-to-Person (P2P)
transactions can use a variety of digital currencies in the future to conduct business. Every day
new digital banks will manage billions in global digital currency markets, such as M-Pesa, P2P
Money, DigiCash, MyBucks, Bitcoin, and Mobil$. Digital money—or what was first called crypto
currency—is now an accepted form of money for all transactions.In real time people can create
digital currency based on virtual or hard assets such as commodities and then use them for
conducting business. People even trade the algos—the formulas for creating digital cash. You
will be able to design online your own digital cash and use it to conduct business. Even today
you can customize your own digital money based on the Bitcoin platform and use it for
transactions—assuming you can find someone or some business to accept your digital cash.
This opens the door for a new era of customized digital currency—on demand and personalized
for the moment or the business. The implications for a world where you can customize digital
currency will create new opportunities for commerce, especially over mobile networks.There are
over 100 million people on the planet that have access to mobile digital money. From Africa to
Asia, to the poorest to the richest nations on the planet, mobile digital cash—money on your
mobile—is the not just the future; it is the Now Market and growing fast, every second. By 2025
there will be over 1 billion people who use digital mobile money as their primary transaction
platform.MK Ultra: 2022The hacker group MK Ultra’s specialty is cyber-hacking—or “liberating,”
as they say—crypto currencies. By 2022 there are numerous crypto-currencies, or digital cash,
as they are known. Led by an early experiment by Bitcoin, digital cash models were developed in
the early part of the twenty-first century as an alternative to sovereign-issued currencies like US
dollars, Euros, and Chinese Yuan.Today the digital cash that MK Ultra is looking for is called
DigiTrade, and it is used for energy trading by major energy companies in an attempt to manage
currency risk. One program, hacked wirelessly via the Google Glass worn by a careless risk
manager in London, gave MK Ultra the codes they needed to steal more than $150 million.In
order to adapt to this new economic reality, businesses developed new ways to secure



transactions, so customers and suppliers who prefer to use digital funds can interact with them.
A Digital Central Bank monitors all digital currencies larger than US$1 billion. Person-to-person
(P2P) digital currencies number in the millions as individuals develop new ways to exchange
value and commerce outside of the traditional currency marketplace. This disrupts traditional
monetary controls but will persist, as the central banks will learn to adapt to this New Future of
money.The Freelancer Market: 2025Global digital businesses that crowdsource talent with few
full-time employees drive a Freelancer Marketplace that is responsible for over 70 percent of all
new jobs. Though this seemed hard to believe in 2015, by 2020 this trend exploded. Every
organization will need to adapt to this New Future. Freelancers have become a valuable talent
asset, as they are mobile, virtual, and have innovation skills that many organizations rely on for
projects.The result is flatter network-based organizations that maintain freelancer networks of
talented people who may work their entire life on projects for many companies on demand.
These projects might last minutes, days, and, sometimes, years. Freelancers with specialized
talents in specific industries have become valuable resources for most
organizations.Freelancers bring a much-needed entrepreneurial culture shift to business, in
which compensation is based on the project performance, thus creating new business value and
the return on innovation (ROI). This trend has changed how people work with organizations,
introducing a new agile era of high-performance innovation. These are Future Smart companies
that are emerging.Genomic Analytics: The Future of MarketingDNA sequencing combined with
neuromarketing and Big Data is used to predict customer needs, design products, understand
workforce compatibility, redesign work, and formulate careers. As DNA tests got cheaper and
the science of genomics was developed for understanding how people, companies, and even
products might interact, a new industry was born.Genomic Analytics is now used throughout the
world, offering new insights into marketing, employment, and digital services. Specialists called
Genomers provide customized forecasts of the Genomic market profiles so businesses can
better identify new opportunities.Neuro-AdsAdaptive Personalized Advertising connects billions
of consumers and businesses with a massive predictive real-time capability, identifying what you
desire. Sound intrusive? It can be. Neuro-Ads can enable, interpret, and predict what you need
and then even provide it. The massive global automated advertising system uses neuroscience
with cloud networks to generate billions of personalized ads customized for your desires, needs,
and problems.These ads don’t just sell but also empower people with information that is highly
relevant for what business predicts individuals will desire. People are paid with digital credits for
the use of their time and attention by choosing to interact with the advertising. They may also Ad-
Produce customize advertising, with themes for their interests such as the Pepsi Treasure Hunt,
Taco Bell Auto Racing, and the Great Race Travels to the Future.Digital Maker NetworksDigital
Maker Networks that specialize in different industries will emerge. If you’re a struggling media
maker, an entrepreneur such as the Transmedia Smart Machines from the Bangkok Network can
generate that new online game show you have developed and are now shopping around for a
paying audience. Real-time tests show that a remote part of China is hungry for this type of



entertainment and will prepay in Bitcoins 40 percent of the production cost.The rest of the costs
will be offset by a loan from the Bangkok Bank Network to you, secured by 50 percent of your
orders, or you can borrow against those carbon Bitcoin credit contracts you have—that’s if they
can produce and sell the special effects to a corporate sponsor and get the digital marketing
rights to Southeast Asia, of which they will prepay. Each week millions of media productions are
made this way. Now you are ready to go.Big Data RevolutionEvery business will be transformed
by Big Data. It is also important to understand our world by analyzing and unlocking the data that
defines our world. Big Data is used to better predict which drugs work best, what services and
brands deliver superior quality, and what innovations will produce the highest customer
value.Big Data is about extracting meaning from the data that captures how employees work,
and this enables them to succeed as well as mine the customer data generated by sales. Big
Data is a way to visualize, conceptualize, and operationalize how to create entirely new lines of
business as well as enhance the business opportunities you have now. Big Data is a weapon for
competitive advantage if you understand the data science that unlocks the mysteries of
information.Big Data will also reveal what customers will need in order to predict with accuracy
what will enable, empower, and deliver value to citizens from government and to customers from
business.Headlines from the Future: 2025Personalized Adaptive Advertising Anticipates Your
Secret DesiresBrain-Streaming: Future Marketing Trend 2025Direct-to-Brain (D2B) broadcasts
games and entertainment, and this will generate over $200 billion a year in sales. D2B, also
known as Brain-Streaming, has become a huge global industry, generating millions of jobs and
spawning new services almost daily. D2B is highly immersive and engaging as it stimulates the
brain.Entertainment media that analyzes consumer interests and then auto-generates gaming
and media personalized for billions of individual profiles is now both a feature on WebTV and a
standalone media service. Though illegal in some nations, D2B has also become a powerful tool
for education and learning, used by both online schools as well as businesses to train
people.The Human Performance Enhancement Market: 2025The Human Performance Market
(HPE) focuses on augmenting intelligence, regenerating organs, and enhancing cybernetic
human mobility. Creating healthy aging now dominates over 45 percent of consumer digital
wallet share. With over five hundred new business sectors and over 100 million jobs, HPE is a
growing global industry. The augmentation of intelligence has become a highly in-demand
service for business and individuals, and 40 percent of all jobs require an enhancement
certification.Managing age-related diseases has become the number-one challenge facing our
world. As the next generation ages, Generation X reaches middle age at sixty-five, and with
depopulation threatening lower productivity throughout the world, HPE has become the largest
industry on the planet. Government and corporate subsidies as well as insurance support large-
scale HPE for the population.The Autonomous EconomyFully automated buildings, homes,
autos, and devices buy and sell energy over an online global energy microgrid network.
Automated factories in space build customized pharmaceuticals, autos, agriculture, and
computing devices. Smart Machines, both autonomous and human managed, will shape the



Autonomous Economy, as they will be running the factories, Innovation Ecosystems, Maker
Networks, and global businesses that will dominate economic growth in the future. By 2025 the
Autonomous Economy will be well defined—in fact, it is emerging now.The Autonomous
Economy developed out of the convergence of automated machines that run factories based on
computing, geo-intelligence, and the Internet of Things (IoT) to create Smart Machines based
on what we used to call AI, or artificial intelligence. The New AI is based on cognitive computing,
neuroscience, genomics, and nanotechnology and is used to create a new era of Smart
Machines that perform all types of industrial and Knowledge-Value work. They also upgrade
themselves and operate entire global enterprises independent of humans.3D Cloud Printing
MarketplaceCloud computing delivers, on demand, 70 percent of all products direct to the
consumer, including the local molecular manufacturing of products. 3D printers generate most
products, even complex devices and machines. As nano-assemblers became inexpensive and
almost given away by governments and companies like microwave ovens had been decades
before, every person came to have access to 3D printers linked to cloud networks for the
personal production of certain goods.Microgrid MarketplaceThe development of distributed
energy networks, known as microgrids, has transformed the energy marketplace, increasing
efficiency and eliminating waste. The combination of rising energy costs and the concern for
better managing our global energy resources and dealing with climate change has led to this
innovation.Microgrids are networks of smart, efficient collaborations of traditional and renewable
sources connecting energy resources, producers, and consumers. Microgrid development has
merged with the Autonomous Economy to better manage cost-effective energy usage for
businesses and consumers.The Sustainable PlanetThe risk factors facing the planet due to
climate change, pollution, and the demands of a rising population on natural resources such as
water, food, and energy has led to a new global agenda on sustainability. The failure of
governments to take decisive action to address the challenges pressed the business sector to
take a leadership role in tackling these issues.Consumers have made businesses accountable
for making sustainable choices and embracing an era of social accountability. Consumers vote
with their wallet, supporting businesses that embrace a sustainable planet and rejecting those
that don’t. Business leaders are now influencing politicians to support more sustainable policies
that over 90 percent of consumers demand—climate change management.What the
Marketplace TeachesThe future of business is emerging now. The power of digital Knowledge-
Value goods is accelerating more so than labor-intensive goods. In the future, by 2025,
Knowledge-Value goods will dominate the marketplace. There are millions of entrepreneurs who
have companies that sell online, every day around the world. These companies may sell
products or services, but the most profitable are those that enable others to succeed. These
digital entrepreneurs have found the ability to connect with customers over the mobile web to be
the basis of a radical new business model. These digital entrepreneurs enable other
entrepreneurs to succeed. They help them sell more, get found by customers, digitally market
over social networks, and get their businesses noticed over the Internet. Their work processes



and services are digitally enhanced to optimize productivity and profitability.The fusion of online
marketing, analytics, and computer science has created success where there was no business
model prior. The key has been to create an Innovation Ecosystem to serve customers and
automate the sales of digital Knowledge Products that others find of great value. This is a vastly
different marketplace from what the universities are teaching and how most people were taught
as well as how most businesses operate today. But this is what the future will bring.Are you
ready to play in this game? Becoming Future Smart will require you to think and operate
completely differently from how you do today. Sustainability, social accountability, social media,
exponential technologies, Always Aware Web, mobile commerce, connectivity, the innovators
mindset—this thinking should change how you lead, invent, predict, and understand reality:
markets, cultures, business, and organizations.The New Future is altering what a business does
and challenges the very idea of what a business is. To see this future, consider what companies
like Facebook make billions at—monetizing relationships. Twitter enables global publishing and
communications. Google enables search and commerce over markets that connect people.
Baidu has transformed China by connecting a billion people and creating a vibrant market of
entrepreneurs that were not connected before. Bitcoin offers a new mobile currency that is agile,
digital, and used for trade.Uber is disrupting every business. That future is coming fast.
Unrelenting change from new markets, new technology, new competition, and new innovative
business models is unfolding.You cannot use yesterday’s tools, ideas, business models, or tech
to deal with the changes coming in business. You need an entirely new mindset, tool set,
organization structure, and supply chain. We, as a civilization, are inventing a New Future that
business can thrive in. The New Future is a radical morphing of the economy, society, and
culture that will electrify business. The New Future is the state of tomorrow—kinetic and
explosive change. Best to prepare for the storm that’s coming.Every aspect of business is
changing. What a market is, how to sell, where to connect with customers, what customers want
and expect, how to attract employees or freelancers, and even what the products and services
will be will change. The entire idea of what a business is, does, and how it acts to create value is
changing. You have to change with these trends to survive.Innovation is the only competitive
advantage. Innovating work processes in business—increased collaboration and connectivity,
blending Smart Machines with human operators, harnessing Big Data, leveraging the cloud,
building in predictive analytics—is the application of leading-edge innovations that make the
difference. It’s doing what others cannot see, what they are not doing or missing that you could
embrace—a new distinction in business. Understanding this will build your future success and
empower your workforce, customers, and competition. Innovate fast and often and build
innovation cultures that embrace the radical ideas, talent, and work processes before your
competition does.Social media is how customers influence customers who then adopt or reject
your brand. The power shift to the customer who is more social media savvy than business is a
challenge.Simulation and games are new, emerging ways to simulate, with computers and
games, real-life and real-market challenges. Using sims and games to better understand the



changing business or customer landscape may reveal new opportunities that were missed
before.Digital marketing is the chief interaction with your brand and the market. Traditional
marketing is dead. The mobile web will be the dominant marketplace—prepare for this now. Stop
moving atoms—move bits.Analytics is what you can learn about the market, the customer, or
your competition that can help you compete and grow. Create analytics teams of Big Data
wizards to figure out how customers are changing and how to interpret their changing
needs.Embed Knowledge Value into every product and service: What is the Knowledge Value
that can be added to excite, enable, inform, or empower the customer? If you have not figured
that out, then STOP everything and do so.The Predictive Enterprise, at its core, leverages data,
ecosystems, digital tools, and markets. If you understand how prediction will transform
competition and your industry, have another hard look around you. Change is endemic.
Competition is growing. Customers are looking for change agents to help enable them. You’re
either predicting your future or someone else is.Seven Business TrendsThe very idea of what a
business is, what it does, and who it does it for is changing. How a business creates value for
customers will change as well. From new business models and new innovations to new
customers and new markets—there is a New Future emerging. This New Future requires a
different perspective on decision making in organizations, with fewer hierarchies and more
distributed power networks.Advance Praise for FUTURE SMART“The next 30 years will usher in
more change than in the previous three centuries. Future Smart is your guide to this
extraordinary future. Canton’s enthusiastic, prescient vision will captivate you.”—Andrew Sobel,
international bestselling author of Power Relationships and Power Questions“There are so many
great ideas for growing your business that Future Smart really should really be called an ‘idea
manual.’”—Robbin Phillips, Courageous President, Brains on Fire and co-author of Brains on
Fire and The Passion Conversation“Book smart, people smart, street smart—now James
Canton shows us why, with the world changing at warp speed, we all had better get future smart.
Whatever you’re planning in business or in life, this book will give you pause and a sense of
promise.”—Bill Schley, bestselling author of The UnStoppables and The Micro-Script
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Imagine for a moment you have a unique smartphone, a type of portal, an innovative fantastic
device with which you could look into the future to 2030. This would be your personal YouTube of
the future. You might see strange new lifestyles, marvelous inventions, radical technologies,
entirely new jobs, dynamic businesses, and even new societies on this device. This YouTube of
the future would give you a new awareness of risks, opportunities, and challenges that would



change your thinking about today in fundamental ways.The images and streaming videos of
future events, people’s lives, and innovations would give you valuable insights into today. You
might change your present business strategy, start a new career, or even consider a new life
mission based on the insights learned from this experience of looking forward in time.This
glimpse of the future, what life would be like in 2030, might give you answers to important
questions that would be invaluable today, such as: What if you could predict how climate change
would create a huge new marketplace? How might the emergence of new innovations in
technology transform society? Which alternative energy types will radically change the future of
transportation? How could you make a huge difference on the planet? When is a good time to
start that new space venture or the organ bioengineering farm that millions of customers will
need? What will the future hold for emerging markets in Africa?Are you ready to become a
Game Changer of the Future?Now imagine for a minute how you could benefit from this ahead
of time, well before the general population or the media, if you gain this essential knowledge.
Consider if you were able to answer just one of these questions and the awareness that might
come from building a new career, business, or organization around this insight into
tomorrow.Perhaps you can.Welcome to Future Smart.This book will give you insight into how the
future may unfold. Future Smart may enable you to compete in your business or career smarter
and faster. This book may also disrupt your thinking and catalyze your actions so you might have
an advantage in becoming aware of not just specific trends that will shape the future but also
how to see emerging signals, change drivers, and early warnings that come before trends
emerge. You could become Future Smart: be able to see the changes and signals that will create
a trend or alter the future before that future emerges.I can promise you that the trends in this
book may give you an inside track, an insight that may transform your life, work, and, of course,
transform your future for the better. Reading Future Smart will grow your awareness to consider
new possibilities for you and our world. Getting an early warning of what’s coming next in
markets, innovation, workforces, health care, climate, or energy might be invaluable to you.Now,
not every forecast here will pan out. In fact, these forecasts may be too tame, and some may be
wrong. Reading this book is an experiment in learning and speculation about what may come
tomorrow. But I can promise you that an early warning of trends will better prepare you for the
challenges of an accelerating future that is coming now. Future Smart could make you a Game
Changer of the Future.Past Forecasts That Missed• Computers would be of little use.• Airplanes
will never be a mode of transportation.• People don’t want to know about their
DNA.• Consumers will not watch much television.• There is no value in the Internet.Running
FuturesThis is not the usual type of book. Future Smart is designed to disrupt your thinking to
create new ideas that are actionable and may actually change how you think—it may inspire you
to be predictive, to challenge you to think and look ahead. I forecast that some readers will take
this seriously, this challenge I am suggesting about learning to Run Futures and look for and
embrace trends, paying attention to the early warning signals of change and exploiting these
opportunities to make their future and the planet’s future a better future.This type of thinking may



lead to breakthrough ideas for business, innovation, community, and social change. New jobs,
careers, and organizations may be created around an emerging trend that is found in this book. I
can promise that. But, of course, you need to do the work to apply this information. You have to
consciously Shift Your Worldview to look ahead, to cultivate a long view about what’s coming in
the future. Most of us are living in the Now and miss out on anticipating the future—this is a
conceptual shift in thinking. It’s very much up to you, the reader, to take the actions that make
manifest that new career, innovation, business, or social contribution.I have discovered that the
unifying concept that enables highly successful people to be successful is that they have the
capacity, the courage, and the particular Future Smart Worldview to forecast, to look ahead into
the future.In this book I am pointing to possible futures, what may come in the near and far future
as well as a way of thinking about what may come in the future. Future Smart requires paying
attention to emergent signals, early warnings, news, or consumer behaviors that precede and
later shape trends. This may include an innovation or discovery that could change the
fundamental nature of an entire industry, global lifestyle, or economy.Predicting HealthI was
speaking with a noted neurosurgeon about his breakthrough surgical procedure to operate on
patients while they are having strokes, surgically opening up the arteries in the brain to prevent a
stroke from seriously damaging or killing patients. His perspective on the future of medicine is to
get to more patients who are having strokes in that first hour—the golden hour—and this would
save more lives. Now this is an objective I share: getting to more patients while they are first
experiencing a stroke makes sense. I got to thinking, maybe we can do more, like prevent illness
from even occurring. Now, that would be a shift in the Worldview for medicine—we could prevent
illness from showing up. Why not direct more medical research toward prediction and
prevention?For the next one hundred years, if we can diagnose stroke victims and treat them
earlier, this will save millions. Although this innovation in itself will not alter the future of
cardiovascular medicine, I asserted to my surgeon friend, we must make a quantum leap to the
next level of medicine that I believe is coming in the near future.There is great potential for the
future of medicine based on the same idea that lies at the foundation of being Future Smart:
prediction. Prediction about health before people get ill is smart. We shall someday soon have
the genomic data that is personalized for populations and be able to prevent strokes or at least
know who is at risk before they have strokes and then prevent them. Being able to predict
people’s health status will save people’s lives, the economy billions, and increase the general
health of the public. That is Future Smart.This will change medicine in radical ways from being
disease care, reactive to being authentic health care, to being predictive. Now, that would be
Game Changing. Today medicine is reactive, and yet evolving to be able to comprehensively
predict people’s health will completely transform medicine—it will become Future Smart.
Someday this will change, and the change drivers of the future are evident today: population
health, data science, synthetic biology, and consumer genomics are just emerging and will
transform medicine well before 2030.The large number of health-oriented apps available on
smartphones and the high download rates of consumers interested in using these apps to gain



insight into their future health make this point: people want to more accurately predict, manage,
and prevent illness as well as promote their health. This is Future Smart, taking responsibility for
your health.This trend points to a future that is emerging and will become a planetary trend of
immense market value: Consumer Self-Care. Consumer use of knowledge and tools to take
more responsibility for their health and a desire to know, through diagnostics of their DNA and
current health status, about what their future health may be, whether it be one minute to twenty
years in the future, will transform medicine. This trend will redefine health, helping consumers
take control over the information about their personalized health.Consumer demand—people’s
intent to know about their personal health futures—as a trend is creating a new industry of global
health prediction that will be transformative. Digital health smartphone apps are sensing,
watching, monitoring, and analyzing our personal health status and will eventually becoming
predictive, able to forecast our health, with accuracy. These will create a new form of health care
with more impact than any new drug, device, or procedure. Get ready for the Self-Care Trend.
Future signals point to the possibility of prediction as the key change driver of better health, not
just smarter medicine. Numerous new jobs, new careers, and businesses will emerge to enable
this future of medicine—a more predictive medicine.Designing the FutureFuture Smart is about
understanding and exploring the possible scenarios of the future so you will be able to better
prepare for it today. Also—and here comes the disruptive idea . . . wait for it—you might actually
be able to design your future based on your goals. You might want to shape the future of your
career, industry, or a social cause. You may want to alter the direction of an entire marketplace,
field, or industry for the better. You may become a Game Changer of the Future from reading this
book. Game Changers design their own future. It is possible to become the impact you want and
to change the future through your actions.Predicting the future, better preparing for the future,
taking actions to apply this knowledge to create the future—these are the three strategic
objectives of Future Smart. This book is a strategic guide for what may come and how it will
transform society, business, culture, and, most important, your life.The Business of PredictingIn
my career as a global futurist who runs a leading think tank that advises companies and
governments on the trends that will shape the future, I have also put into action the advice I
suggest to you. I have helped create or consulted with organizations that invent the future in
biotech, education, technology, medicine, and finance. This experiment has been an exciting
way to reality-test, to put into action my own forecasts about trends. There have been misses as
well as hits.Overall the business of predicting has taught me that understanding the Game-
Changing Trends that are fast shaping our world and then applying the lessons learned from
deciphering these trends can lead to great benefit, competitive advantage, and survival as a
business, nation, or individual. Running Futures, the strategic application of making and
analyzing forecasts and using this insight to advise companies such as IBM, Phillips, GE,
FedEx, Tata, and many others has been rewarding.In addition, helping to build new enterprises
and working with entrepreneurs has been a great learning experience. Maybe the experience
related in this book will inspire you to shape your future, not just share ideas about the



future.Having this strategic knowledge about the key trends that will shape our future might
enable you to achieve success and maybe make a difference in the world—innovate, create,
discover, or fix something that would touch millions. This would almost be an unfair advantage to
have this early warning of these key trends. If you gained an awareness of the game-changing
future trends to the point that you would be able to compete better, be more aware sooner, and
benefit ahead of time, this would be quite valuable. That’s what Future Smart is about.Now, I am
not saying every trend reported here will deliver the same value or be a guarantee of success—
that’s for you to determine and explore and work toward if you so desire. What I am saying is that
the global trends predicted in this book will change markets, economies, cultures, and business
in fundamental ways. How you decide to take advantage of these trends may change your
personal destiny and, perhaps, the destiny of the world. You may take my challenge seriously
and become a Game Changer of the Future. That will require a shift in your worldview, a change
in what you think is possible for yourself.Looking ForwardThe most important idea I want to
convey in this book—and I will repeat it often—is that becoming Future Smart is not just about
becoming aware of the trends that may shape the future but also how you can use these trends
to shape that future. This is the big idea that I advise my clients about and I present to you, the
reader.Knowledge of possible trends is essential to being prepared to manage risk and
opportunity in the future. But a deeper understanding of the future, the trends that will shape the
future, is 50 percent of what being Future Smart is about. The other crucial 50 percent is about
taking actions, designing innovations, formulating plans, and crafting strategies, tactics, and
collaborations to shape the future you desire. This is true on a personal, organizational, national,
and global level.So what kind of future do you think is possible? What do you want to create?
What do you want to change? What do you want to make happen in your life, your business, or
on your planet? This is the exploration I want to have with you in this book: What do you want to
change, solve, create, or invent? That is the territory I explore here.Becoming Future Smart is an
evolutionary shift in how we think about our world from being reactive and passive, in which the
future just happens, to being proactive and catalysts, true architects of change. You have to own
the change you want to create, the future you think is possible.This is a strategic choice—to
become an architect of change, a designer of futures—to become a Game Changer of the
Future. That is what’s possible.We will get the future we create. What kind of future do you want?
Maybe Future Smart will help you figure out what’s possible or enable you to expand your Global
View and potential to Think and Act Big.Future Smart is a map to guide you through what’s
coming next. Future Smart informs you of what trends are coming. It suggests what to do to profit
from them, how to manage the key trends to better your life as well as perhaps make your mark
on the world. What is the Grand Challenge you want to take on in your life? Maybe there is a
Game-Changing idea here that will become your future. Are you open to that possibility? I
forecast that if you are to embrace the Idea Alchemy this book delivers, if you are paying
attention and are ready to shift your Worldview, something different could happen to you in your
life.You might start thinking differently—looking ahead, developing a predictive awareness of



future possibilities. You could not just Run Futures, become predictive, but also become a force
to shape the future—a provocative idea, indeed, but I assert it is possible.You’re either managing
the future or the future is managing you. Future Smart describes the essential strategies every
person, leader, entrepreneur, executive, or student needs to know NOW to manage the
accelerated changes that are coming. If you are interested in shifting your Worldview and
creating new possibilities for yourself, if you have a vision or mission to accomplish or you want
to discover one, then becoming a Game Changer of the Future by reading this book could help
launch you. That’s my promise to you.IntroductionWhat Is Future Smart?Imagine for a moment
you have a unique smartphone, a type of portal, an innovative fantastic device with which you
could look into the future to 2030. This would be your personal YouTube of the future. You might
see strange new lifestyles, marvelous inventions, radical technologies, entirely new jobs,
dynamic businesses, and even new societies on this device. This YouTube of the future would
give you a new awareness of risks, opportunities, and challenges that would change your
thinking about today in fundamental ways.The images and streaming videos of future events,
people’s lives, and innovations would give you valuable insights into today. You might change
your present business strategy, start a new career, or even consider a new life mission based on
the insights learned from this experience of looking forward in time.This glimpse of the future,
what life would be like in 2030, might give you answers to important questions that would be
invaluable today, such as: What if you could predict how climate change would create a huge
new marketplace? How might the emergence of new innovations in technology transform
society? Which alternative energy types will radically change the future of transportation? How
could you make a huge difference on the planet? When is a good time to start that new space
venture or the organ bioengineering farm that millions of customers will need? What will the
future hold for emerging markets in Africa?Are you ready to become a Game Changer of the
Future?Now imagine for a minute how you could benefit from this ahead of time, well before the
general population or the media, if you gain this essential knowledge. Consider if you were able
to answer just one of these questions and the awareness that might come from building a new
career, business, or organization around this insight into tomorrow.Perhaps you can.Welcome to
Future Smart.This book will give you insight into how the future may unfold. Future Smart may
enable you to compete in your business or career smarter and faster. This book may also disrupt
your thinking and catalyze your actions so you might have an advantage in becoming aware of
not just specific trends that will shape the future but also how to see emerging signals, change
drivers, and early warnings that come before trends emerge. You could become Future Smart:
be able to see the changes and signals that will create a trend or alter the future before that
future emerges.I can promise you that the trends in this book may give you an inside track, an
insight that may transform your life, work, and, of course, transform your future for the better.
Reading Future Smart will grow your awareness to consider new possibilities for you and our
world. Getting an early warning of what’s coming next in markets, innovation, workforces, health
care, climate, or energy might be invaluable to you.Now, not every forecast here will pan out. In



fact, these forecasts may be too tame, and some may be wrong. Reading this book is an
experiment in learning and speculation about what may come tomorrow. But I can promise you
that an early warning of trends will better prepare you for the challenges of an accelerating future
that is coming now. Future Smart could make you a Game Changer of the Future.Past Forecasts
That Missed• Computers would be of little use.• Airplanes will never be a mode of
transportation.• People don’t want to know about their DNA.• Consumers will not watch much
television.• There is no value in the Internet.Running FuturesThis is not the usual type of book.
Future Smart is designed to disrupt your thinking to create new ideas that are actionable and
may actually change how you think—it may inspire you to be predictive, to challenge you to think
and look ahead. I forecast that some readers will take this seriously, this challenge I am
suggesting about learning to Run Futures and look for and embrace trends, paying attention to
the early warning signals of change and exploiting these opportunities to make their future and
the planet’s future a better future.This type of thinking may lead to breakthrough ideas for
business, innovation, community, and social change. New jobs, careers, and organizations may
be created around an emerging trend that is found in this book. I can promise that. But, of
course, you need to do the work to apply this information. You have to consciously Shift Your
Worldview to look ahead, to cultivate a long view about what’s coming in the future. Most of us
are living in the Now and miss out on anticipating the future—this is a conceptual shift in
thinking. It’s very much up to you, the reader, to take the actions that make manifest that new
career, innovation, business, or social contribution.I have discovered that the unifying concept
that enables highly successful people to be successful is that they have the capacity, the
courage, and the particular Future Smart Worldview to forecast, to look ahead into the future.In
this book I am pointing to possible futures, what may come in the near and far future as well as a
way of thinking about what may come in the future. Future Smart requires paying attention to
emergent signals, early warnings, news, or consumer behaviors that precede and later shape
trends. This may include an innovation or discovery that could change the fundamental nature of
an entire industry, global lifestyle, or economy.Predicting HealthI was speaking with a noted
neurosurgeon about his breakthrough surgical procedure to operate on patients while they are
having strokes, surgically opening up the arteries in the brain to prevent a stroke from seriously
damaging or killing patients. His perspective on the future of medicine is to get to more patients
who are having strokes in that first hour—the golden hour—and this would save more lives. Now
this is an objective I share: getting to more patients while they are first experiencing a stroke
makes sense. I got to thinking, maybe we can do more, like prevent illness from even occurring.
Now, that would be a shift in the Worldview for medicine—we could prevent illness from showing
up. Why not direct more medical research toward prediction and prevention?For the next one
hundred years, if we can diagnose stroke victims and treat them earlier, this will save millions.
Although this innovation in itself will not alter the future of cardiovascular medicine, I asserted to
my surgeon friend, we must make a quantum leap to the next level of medicine that I believe is
coming in the near future.There is great potential for the future of medicine based on the same



idea that lies at the foundation of being Future Smart: prediction. Prediction about health before
people get ill is smart. We shall someday soon have the genomic data that is personalized for
populations and be able to prevent strokes or at least know who is at risk before they have
strokes and then prevent them. Being able to predict people’s health status will save people’s
lives, the economy billions, and increase the general health of the public. That is Future
Smart.This will change medicine in radical ways from being disease care, reactive to being
authentic health care, to being predictive. Now, that would be Game Changing. Today medicine
is reactive, and yet evolving to be able to comprehensively predict people’s health will
completely transform medicine—it will become Future Smart. Someday this will change, and the
change drivers of the future are evident today: population health, data science, synthetic biology,
and consumer genomics are just emerging and will transform medicine well before 2030.The
large number of health-oriented apps available on smartphones and the high download rates of
consumers interested in using these apps to gain insight into their future health make this point:
people want to more accurately predict, manage, and prevent illness as well as promote their
health. This is Future Smart, taking responsibility for your health.This trend points to a future that
is emerging and will become a planetary trend of immense market value: Consumer Self-Care.
Consumer use of knowledge and tools to take more responsibility for their health and a desire to
know, through diagnostics of their DNA and current health status, about what their future health
may be, whether it be one minute to twenty years in the future, will transform medicine. This
trend will redefine health, helping consumers take control over the information about their
personalized health.Consumer demand—people’s intent to know about their personal health
futures—as a trend is creating a new industry of global health prediction that will be
transformative. Digital health smartphone apps are sensing, watching, monitoring, and analyzing
our personal health status and will eventually becoming predictive, able to forecast our health,
with accuracy. These will create a new form of health care with more impact than any new drug,
device, or procedure. Get ready for the Self-Care Trend. Future signals point to the possibility of
prediction as the key change driver of better health, not just smarter medicine. Numerous new
jobs, new careers, and businesses will emerge to enable this future of medicine—a more
predictive medicine.Designing the FutureFuture Smart is about understanding and exploring the
possible scenarios of the future so you will be able to better prepare for it today. Also—and here
comes the disruptive idea . . . wait for it—you might actually be able to design your future based
on your goals. You might want to shape the future of your career, industry, or a social cause. You
may want to alter the direction of an entire marketplace, field, or industry for the better. You may
become a Game Changer of the Future from reading this book. Game Changers design their
own future. It is possible to become the impact you want and to change the future through your
actions.Predicting the future, better preparing for the future, taking actions to apply this
knowledge to create the future—these are the three strategic objectives of Future Smart. This
book is a strategic guide for what may come and how it will transform society, business, culture,
and, most important, your life.The Business of PredictingIn my career as a global futurist who



runs a leading think tank that advises companies and governments on the trends that will shape
the future, I have also put into action the advice I suggest to you. I have helped create or
consulted with organizations that invent the future in biotech, education, technology, medicine,
and finance. This experiment has been an exciting way to reality-test, to put into action my own
forecasts about trends. There have been misses as well as hits.Overall the business of
predicting has taught me that understanding the Game-Changing Trends that are fast shaping
our world and then applying the lessons learned from deciphering these trends can lead to great
benefit, competitive advantage, and survival as a business, nation, or individual. Running
Futures, the strategic application of making and analyzing forecasts and using this insight to
advise companies such as IBM, Phillips, GE, FedEx, Tata, and many others has been
rewarding.In addition, helping to build new enterprises and working with entrepreneurs has been
a great learning experience. Maybe the experience related in this book will inspire you to shape
your future, not just share ideas about the future.Having this strategic knowledge about the key
trends that will shape our future might enable you to achieve success and maybe make a
difference in the world—innovate, create, discover, or fix something that would touch millions.
This would almost be an unfair advantage to have this early warning of these key trends. If you
gained an awareness of the game-changing future trends to the point that you would be able to
compete better, be more aware sooner, and benefit ahead of time, this would be quite valuable.
That’s what Future Smart is about.Now, I am not saying every trend reported here will deliver the
same value or be a guarantee of success—that’s for you to determine and explore and work
toward if you so desire. What I am saying is that the global trends predicted in this book will
change markets, economies, cultures, and business in fundamental ways. How you decide to
take advantage of these trends may change your personal destiny and, perhaps, the destiny of
the world. You may take my challenge seriously and become a Game Changer of the Future.
That will require a shift in your worldview, a change in what you think is possible for
yourself.Looking ForwardThe most important idea I want to convey in this book—and I will
repeat it often—is that becoming Future Smart is not just about becoming aware of the trends
that may shape the future but also how you can use these trends to shape that future. This is the
big idea that I advise my clients about and I present to you, the reader.Knowledge of possible
trends is essential to being prepared to manage risk and opportunity in the future. But a deeper
understanding of the future, the trends that will shape the future, is 50 percent of what being
Future Smart is about. The other crucial 50 percent is about taking actions, designing
innovations, formulating plans, and crafting strategies, tactics, and collaborations to shape the
future you desire. This is true on a personal, organizational, national, and global level.So what
kind of future do you think is possible? What do you want to create? What do you want to
change? What do you want to make happen in your life, your business, or on your planet? This is
the exploration I want to have with you in this book: What do you want to change, solve, create,
or invent? That is the territory I explore here.Becoming Future Smart is an evolutionary shift in
how we think about our world from being reactive and passive, in which the future just happens,



to being proactive and catalysts, true architects of change. You have to own the change you want
to create, the future you think is possible.This is a strategic choice—to become an architect of
change, a designer of futures—to become a Game Changer of the Future. That is what’s
possible.We will get the future we create. What kind of future do you want? Maybe Future Smart
will help you figure out what’s possible or enable you to expand your Global View and potential
to Think and Act Big.Future Smart is a map to guide you through what’s coming next. Future
Smart informs you of what trends are coming. It suggests what to do to profit from them, how to
manage the key trends to better your life as well as perhaps make your mark on the world. What
is the Grand Challenge you want to take on in your life? Maybe there is a Game-Changing idea
here that will become your future. Are you open to that possibility? I forecast that if you are to
embrace the Idea Alchemy this book delivers, if you are paying attention and are ready to shift
your Worldview, something different could happen to you in your life.You might start thinking
differently—looking ahead, developing a predictive awareness of future possibilities. You could
not just Run Futures, become predictive, but also become a force to shape the future—a
provocative idea, indeed, but I assert it is possible.You’re either managing the future or the future
is managing you. Future Smart describes the essential strategies every person, leader,
entrepreneur, executive, or student needs to know NOW to manage the accelerated changes
that are coming. If you are interested in shifting your Worldview and creating new possibilities for
yourself, if you have a vision or mission to accomplish or you want to discover one, then
becoming a Game Changer of the Future by reading this book could help launch you. That’s my
promise to you.Chapter 1From Future Ready to Future SmartMost people living normal lives are
unaware of what’s coming, how extreme changes and trends may disrupt every aspect of our
world and lives. Most people are not prepared for the drastic changes on the horizon that will
change work, business, health, or population. They have not run the scenarios, evaluated the
risks, thought about the possibilities, or fully understood the drivers of change. They are not
Future Ready.Many of these changes will be productive and helpful, but many others, such as
the future of work or climate change, will require new learning, adaptation, and global solutions.
Understanding what the change drivers that underlie the future are is one of the insights you
may take away from reading this book. The opposite of being Future Ready is being disrupted or
at risk from unawareness. This is what you want to avoid.Are you Future Smart? Are you ready
for the future? Do you have a clear idea of what is coming and how to prepare?Only through
understanding these dynamic and kinetic forces can one prepare and strategize about how to
best navigate the future—your future. I am sure some folks who live in the moment may not care,
but for the rest of us, prediction will make a difference. This book engages with you, the reader,
in this discovery about the possible futures that may emerge faster and stranger than, anyone
can imagine. Becoming Future Ready is preparing, adapting, and learning for the future, and this
leads to becoming Future Smart, the end state of readiness.We are all living in an era best
characterized by radical, complex, and accelerated change. It is the central driver of the future.
We live in a time of explosive, dynamic, and quickening change that creates Strategic Surprise—



an unanticipated abrupt change that blindsides you, that is totally unexpected and strikes with a
force that is large, disruptive, and can be disturbing. In every aspect of our lives, from work to
leisure, business to entertainment, energy to climate to health, radical change is the mantra of
the day. The sheer velocity of change offers a mixed bag of risk and opportunity. The future is
coming faster, and it threatens more disruptions almost daily. We have to learn how to anticipate
faster and manage complexity smarter.No one likes change. We don’t like change because it
upsets what’s known—the rules, practices, and norms we have gotten comfortable and familiar
with. In addition, we are in control when events are the same. When work is comprised of the
same rules, practices, and processes we know how to achieve our goals and be effective. But
what happens when work changes in fundamental ways that require new skills and new
capabilities and the actual jobs we are good at are not just changed but eliminated because of
trends in industry, commerce, innovation, or business? Change is all around us, and we often
feel like a victim of it.If there is one question my clients from around the world ask, it is about how
to manage the speed and comprehensive nature of change, or what I call the Fast Future: How
do I deal with accelerated change? How do I cope? Clearly they are asking about this because
they are concerned about accelerated change, and they see this as a burden that does not
appear to be slowing down—in fact, it is speeding up.Future Smart Skills• Paying attention to
emerging innovations• Attracting collaborations• Redesigning work processes• Rethinking
purpose of organizations• Collaborating globally• Deciphering customer desire• Predicting
future trends• Having courage to createBecoming Future SmartThe central theme of Future
Smart is that most of us are not fully prepared for the complex challenges of the future. We are
not ready to manage the fast and radical future trends that are coming. We are not Future Smart.
That’s what this book seeks to convey to the reader. To get us ready for the future. To grow our
awareness. Tell us about strategies and opportunities and how to manage the future. We don’t
have the time or expertise to consider the future of one, let alone ten years from today.The sheer
complexity and velocity of change going on around us is often bewildering. All around us change
is emerging in small signals, embryonic telltale changes—the future is coming. By becoming
more aware of the trends that lie in our future we can learn to better adapt and navigate that
future with success.Though his task about knowing the future and preparing for it appears
daunting, even unknowable by most, my argument is that we are facing radical changes that will
shape our future, so we must become more predictive of that future. Becoming Future Smart is a
learning process. Becoming Future Smart is part becoming aware of trends and part taking
action to best navigate through the future and, perhaps, to shape our own future. We too can
become Future Smart—predictive and adaptive for the future—if we prepare now. This book
does not defend every forecast as 100 percent accurate but rather suggests forecasts as
potential outcomes that are reasonable, fact based, and may even be revolutionary.My second
argument is that only by attempting to predict the future, to grapple with understanding trends,
embracing scenarios, designing the forecasts can we learn to actually shape the future, to
navigate the ups and downs, steering clear of risk and exploiting opportunity and innovation.



Those who are ill prepared for the future complexity, change, and disruptions will have a rough
ride—they will be buffeted by the surprising changes coming.Future Smart is about the radical
acceleration of Game-Changing Trends that will alter civilization over the next thirty
years:Humans will change—becoming smarter and healthier and living longer.Business will
change—becoming predictive, agile, moral, innovative.Technology will change—becoming
connected, faster, intuitive.New business models. New innovations. New global risks. New
competitors. New markets. New powers.Are you ready for the fast and radical changes that will
transform the next thirty years?The World of 2030Fundamental changes in technology,
population, business, energy, climate, globalization, and work are emerging. We are living in an
entirely new era, a new conversation, a dynamic time of provocative and kinetic change.
Accelerating and complex changes are transforming our world, but which ones are important?
How will these changes emerge, and why?Future Smart gets you ready.Future Smart is about
the key driving changes, forces, power shifts, and a shifting landscape that every person,
business, and government must understand in order to thrive over the next thirty years. This is
your briefing on how to survive and thrive in the New Future. The old rules, old systems, old
strategies are dead. There is a new global narrative emerging that will create massive
opportunity for wealth, power, and positive change on the planet. As well as new risks, threats,
and hazards, as we shall see.Future Smart is a new understanding about the intersections of
global power, real-time business, globalized markets, disruptive innovation, social change,
population dynamics, massive prosperity, and deep collaboration. It is an appreciation of where
we are going and how civilization, not just nations or individuals, will evolve. The changes that
will drive this future are already emerging. The signposts are everywhere. My job is to read them
and then offer an analysis. Future Smart identifies and defines these signposts.Those who are ill
informed about change will be at risk for a rough future. Future Smart informs, challenges, and
offers scenarios and stories about likely futures that will affect everyone throughout the world, in
every nation, in every city for the next hundred years.Complexity. Velocity. Convergence.
Sustainability. Connectivity.These are the themes that will define the future. Fundamental
changes in technology, lifestyle, markets, population, business, energy, climate, globalization,
and work are emerging. We are living in an entirely new era, a new conversation, a dynamic set
of forces of provocative change that will upend and transform markets, society, and the
economy.Accelerating and complex trends will transform our world. Which trends are the most
important? How will these trends change your work, life, and future?Future Smart charts a new
global narrative that will create massive opportunity for wealth, power, peace, prosperity, and
positive change on the planet. If you want to know what’s coming next, read this book.Becoming
Future Smart• Adapt smart• Embrace radical innovation• Be a fast learner• Catalyze change•
Boldly discover• Experiment daily• Collaborate deeperTrends: The Hidden Forces of the
FutureTrends are the hidden forces that shape the future. Trends are how change manifests and
transforms our lives, work, entertainment, competition, and health. Trends emerge often invisible
as change drivers and reality shapers. But before you know it, everyone has a robot in the home,



3D printers are big, smart drugs are the rage, and wearable smartphones are popular. Trends
are born of forces converging to create a new market, product, lifestyle, or culture. Trends shape
new expressions of reality that provide risk and opportunity.By understanding trends ahead of
the crowd, an individual might take an effective action—create a company, design a new
product, plan a new service, change a career, learn new skills, or invest in a new marketplace.
Individuals who understand and can predict trends can start revolutions. Trends can be
opportunities or risk factors that, if known, can be used to craft a new strategy that may propel a
career, competitively give an advantage to an organization, or chart a new direction for an entire
nation or even the planet.Future Smart ForecastsWhat will be the realistic impact of climate
change?Which trends will shape the next breakthroughs in health care?Which trends will make
you highly marketable to employers?How will trends affect your financial future?How might
connectivity create prosperity?What is the breakthrough technology you want to make?What
global problem do you want to solve?What is the secret career you desire?What is your highest
future vision for yourself ?What is the grand future challenge you want to address?If any of these
trends are of interest, this book is for you. Trends are the change forces and drivers, often
indiscernible in their early stages, that will transform business, markets, society, culture, and our
lives in the future. That future can be next week or ten years from now. Trends are all around us,
often emerging as weak or hidden signals well before they become a dominant force everyone
recognizes.Examples include the progressive warming of the climate in parts of Europe and the
Southwestern United States, the rise of mobile electronic commerce, domestic robots for elder
care, DNA testing to look for disease susceptibility, commercial space missions, and the
increase in wealth transfer to cities, to name a few.We all know and marvel at who got the trend
right and who did not. Of course, this is often after the fact. Getting in early on a trend means you
may avoid a problem, manage a risk, or benefit or perhaps even profit from a trend, all before
others do.This book is about the trends that are emerging and have yet to be obvious or create
value, not the ones you missed. But those examples of both individuals and companies that
missed the trends and those that got it right are good lessons in smarter forecasting. That is one
of the objectives of this book: to make you more aware of the trends that are coming.Why Read
This Book?Though sounding simplistic, the idea of looking ahead, of developing a purposeful
future-oriented strategy, requires some skills that are not easy to acquire. But the mindset, the
approach, is logical: the more aware we are of trends that may shape our future, the more
capable we may be in managing the challenges, risks, and opportunities that we will face in this
future. If you want to be ready for the future, Future Smart can get you there. This is your briefing
on what’s coming next.The reason to read this book is that you might learn how to both better
prepare and thrive in the future—your future that is beginning about ten minutes from now.
Trends, both emerging and in future three to twenty years away, will shape your future. The more
you know, the more prepared you will be. Gaining Predictive Awareness about what’s coming
next is more than reasonable; it is smart—Future Smart. Most people are focused on the present
and don’t have the time to study or research the future. They are busy with the now that



dominates their time and energy.Collapsing Time, Predicting TomorrowI predict trends. I advise
business and governments on how to strategize about the future. I help entrepreneurs and
enterprises capitalize on the future to create a more prosperous future. This is my job. The future
of technology, business, society, energy, capital, demographics, and climate has fascinated me
for over thirty years, and I built a career around forecasting. I have a decent track record on the
top trends that have shaped the world. In this book I intend to increase your awareness of the
future trends that will completely shape every aspect of your future life, work, society, health,
family, and our planet.I have made a career out of forecasting the future and helping my clients
become Future Smart. This may entail getting them ready to invest, change strategy, develop a
new product or service, or prepare for the challenges of the future. From governments to over
one hundred corporations and associations that have been my clients, I have learned much from
their challenges and perspectives on the future. Here I have distilled the forecasts and trends I
have learned while working with them.My job is to raise your awareness about the future. That’s
what I do. I am a futurist, and organizations and governments hire my company to advise them
about what risks, challenges, innovations, threats, disruptions, crises, and opportunities are
looming over the horizon. I am writing this book to share with you what I share with my clients:
let’s get ready, let’s look ahead and understand the risks and opportunities, what’s likely coming.
Let’s be smart about dealing with all of this change and prepare for the future—let’s become
Future Smart.In fact, this book is a compendium of select research and analysis that my
organization, the Institute for Global Futures () has conducted over the past few minutes, days,
months, and years. I have distilled it down from the voluminous reports and client briefings that
we do into a concise guide to the future. This is your briefing about what the future may
bring.Another reason to read this book is that you might actually reinvent yourself, your
business, or your organization, or you may start an enterprise that capitalizes on some of the
trends I am going to reveal to you in this book. In fact, that may be the most important reason to
read this book. If you can identify a way to benefit by preparing smarter for a trend, building a
business around one of these trends, or even shaping your career based on the future, you may
thrive in that future. Preparing is the first step. You want to know what’s coming.Top Ten Big
Future Smart Global Forecasts by 20301. Africa becomes the next China.2. Computers become
as smart as humans.3. Managing climate change becomes a new industry.4. Space mining
revenues exceed $125 billion a year.5. Robots are a $500 billion industry.6. Smart drugs
enhance 60 percent of the population.7. Digital entrepreneurs make up over 70 percent of the
global economy.8. Regenerative medicine extends life and health.9. Mobile commerce
transforms economies.10. Global prosperity decreases terrorism.Friendly Warning: Dangerous
Ideas HereThere are clearly dangerous ideas here that may shake your world or, at least,
change your perception of reality. Change alters reality. Your mind will be disrupted—in a
productive way—by reading this book. You may see things with a new awareness; you might
even think differently. Your agility in taking advantage may accelerate. Your capacity to innovate
may become attuned to new opportunities.You may see new possibilities, identify emerging



trends, or start to profit from the dangerous ideas about changing the world, running futures, or
building a new life or business for yourself. You might change in productive and positive ways.
You might learn to become predictive and alter a future scenario.Now, some of these trends may
offer fantastic opportunities and risks—it all depends how you see it, how you perceive the
future. I am going to disrupt your thinking here by offering a glimpse of a possible future. Most
risks are hidden opportunities to profit, get ahead, or benefit. This thinking requires risk and can
be dangerous thinking that requires courage and perseverance. Not everyone will thrive with this
new awareness.Are You Ready for This Radical Future?Some of these trends will seem strange
and bizarre, such as your car talking back to you, actually arguing that you’re driving in the wrong
direction. Or you might be offered a job not from a living person but an AI, an artificial intelligence
—would you consider working for a nonhuman?Most of us are not ready for the extreme future
that’s coming. Join the crowd. Fast-changing climate, costly energy, disruptive technology, rising
populations, shifting wealth centers, megacities, even space travel will change our beliefs and
frustrate the traditions we are used to. All of these factors in the future will affect you. Are you
curious? Don’t you want to know what’s next? Future Smart will enable you to prepare for and
thrive—not just survive—in the future that is coming very quickly.It Is Possible to Predict the
Future—Just Not All Accurately All the TimeThere you have it—the heresy exposed. Everyone is
so busy denying the possibility to foresee the future that they don’t even consider the possibility
that we can seen it emerging, hinted at, signaled, and even, yes, predicted. Let’s dispense with
where the flying cars are.This book presents a simple yet powerful idea: those who can predict
the future will benefit from that insight in unique ways. Smarter investments, risk management,
entrepreneurial actions, new inventions, hyperinnovation, new job creation, profit, and maybe
even survival itself. Prediction is the New Competitive Advantage of individuals, organizations,
and nations. The power of prediction is the currency of the future. Better prediction will enable
leaders, entrepreneurs, executives, and the soccer moms and dads of the world to be equipped
to face the challenges of the future.Better prediction will enable us to address the Grand
Challenges of our time, from job creation, to reducing carbon, to cures for disease, to ending
poverty, and developing sources of clean energy. Understanding trends better may also just help
people find a career and job they like.Those who predict faster and with more accuracy will be
the winners in the future. They will be better equipped to succeed and thrive in the future. Those
who act on those predictions—to invest, change, innovate, invent, learn, and adapt—will profit
and do amazing things. Those who don’t will be playing catch up. This is being Future
Smart.Future Smart is a strategy for everyone to become aware and to encourage action. This
global competition to be prepared for the future will be fiercer than battling over natural
resources, advanced technology, talent, or energy. Future Smart is about having the right
strategy to predict with accuracy and courage and then to take effective actions to capitalize on
those predictions.Future Smart Social ImpactFood crops such as corn catalyze Latin American
food riots.Shrinking polar ice caps start a multination race for Arctic petro-resources.Tropical
diseases affect Europe.North American energy discovery produces more jobs than talent



available.DNA prediction will outpace corrective medicine.New energy discoveries will realign
global power.The Truth ForecastYou want to get this right. Here’s the truth. Too many jobs are
going away and not coming back. Too many organizations that did not adapt fast enough are
now gone. Too many industries, careers, and markets are finished. They are not coming back.
Governments know this and cannot fix things.Only committed individuals empowered with
information and courage to act can make a difference in their life and the lives of others. We are
living through a massive number of transformations in medicine, manufacturing, finance,
security, business, climate, and energy that are ALL fundamentally changing the future we
encounter every day. The next ten years will be mind-blowing, and no one is ready. My job is to
get you ready. That’s why I wrote this book.Future Smart is about empowering you to adapt,
learn, become aware, and understand the trends that will shape your future. This is the future of
your business, lifestyle, and society. If you can get one Big Idea here that can enable you to
adapt and get ready for the future, well, then I did my job. Your job is to read the book.That future
could be ten years or ten minutes from now. This is survival of the Future Smart. The key skill is
how well you can predict the future faster and more accurately than others. This is the new
competitive advantage, the new work ethic, and the new way to navigate your life and career on
the planet.In this book I will brief you on what’s coming next, just as I do my clients for my think
tank, the Institute for Global Futures. When you’re reading this book you are my client. My job is
to prepare you to understand what’s coming and how to prepare. My job is to convince you that
the reason to prepare is that the future is coming faster, with more impact, more destructive and
constructive force, and if you are not ready, you will be swept aside. These trends will alter the
world deeply, and there is a choice you, the reader, will face when you read this book.If you are
going to become Future Smart, you will want to learn about what scenarios and trends may
emerge to change your future. Or you could make the choice and realize that, given these
massive shifts in business, markets, climate, technology, and society, to name a few, you have to
change your actions in fundamental ways if you want to thrive or even survive in the future. Go
profit from these trends—that may be the simplest and most direct reason to read this book.
Start a new career, invent a new product, solve a big problem, transform your organization . . .
make the world a better place.Future Smart Strategies: Start Forecasting Your Life• Learn a new
skill completely different from your education or career (programming, alternative energy, big
data, etc.).• Attend a trade show that is unfamiliar to you in gaming, health care, mobile
technology, education—anything new that might be of interest.• Talk to ten people you don’t
know who are very excited about their careers and find out why.• Consider two trends in this
book and decide how you could create a new technology, organization, venture, conversation, or
way to make a difference.• Start forecasting your life: Where do you want to be in your life,
career, relationships, location, or education in five years?In order to change in fundamental
ways, given these massive shifts, you need to take new actions with this knowledge. So to
become Future Smart as an entrepreneur, individual, or an organization, you need to put this
knowledge to work, to adapt, to innovate, or to invent something new to capitalize on the



emerging trends explored here.Future Smart Strategies• Create a Game-Changing new idea,
product, or organization.• Invent or harness an entirely new innovation.• Solve a pressing global
or local conflict.• Start an organization that is meaningful to you.• Go become an expert at
something.• Be a source of knowledge about something others value.• Discover a solution to a
big global problem.• Design an innovative product or service that is needed.• Streamline a new
way to connect or collaborate with others.• Build a company around how data creates new
value.• Pick one trend you read here and start an organization around it.The Fast Future of
JakartaI am sitting in Jakarta, the capital of Indonesia, a bustling nation of 240 million people,
where there is an explosion of commerce, trade, and growth, with over 8 percent GDP. Just
leaving my hotel and traveling five miles to the other side of town can take forty-five minutes, as
the traffic is jammed up and the highways were not designed for the progress that is now
Indonesia.I am taking meetings in the hotel except for one important meeting at the National
Palace. As I enter the meeting room, the president and cabinet are already there, waiting for us,
sitting at the largest circular meeting table I have ever seen, over forty feet around. This circular
hardwood table is symbolic of the huge topic of conversation: the fast future is coming. These
leaders have many questions: How do we, as a nation, adapt and plan for this future? Will
climate change eliminate 10 percent of our seventeen thousand islands? What can we do now
to prepare for future trends that will shape Indonesia’s future?In many ways Indonesia is the
future, today. Indonesia is a modern democratic state that promotes diversity, openness, and,
especially, innovation. They are emerging as a new democracy in a region of dynamic change,
surrounded by India, Vietnam, Singapore, Malaysia, China, Korea, and Japan. These are the
Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN). Modeled like NATO and the EU, ASEAN
composes this region in Southeast Asia.They also take a keen interest in business and finding
out where the next markets are, where the future consumers will emerge. Businesses that
understand how the future is unfolding here in ASEAN are the ones that will thrive. They will be a
part of the cities, markets, and industries that shall play a leading role in the future, when skilled
knowledge workers, on-demand manufacturing, and agile supply chains will be the way the
world competes.The Indonesians are also deeply concerned about the future of their nation,
given that climate change may deluge their island nation. That is why I am here: to advise and
exchange ideas about the future. There are those who are preparing for the future and those
who are not. Some of the key ideas for Future Smart have come from my interactions with my
clients worldwide who are dealing with real-world global challenges that the future will bring.I am
struck that Indonesia ranks fourth in the world in computer software programmers. This is an
amazing metric that signals to me that Indonesia is on its way to becoming Future Smart.
Though they, as a nation, face tremendous challenges in education, health care, trade, and
business, they are leap-frogging other nations in encouraging their young people, their talent
pool, to learn skills that will enable them to compete globally in the new knowledge
economy.Computer software programming is one of the most valuable Future Smart skills for the
fast future emerging. Software programmers will program the future—of medicine, finance,



energy, the stock market, logistics, and transportation as well as create intellectual property and
patents that will change the world.Every company and government possesses at the core of
their industries the need to code, program, and create new software applications to better serve
customers. At the heart of every business there will need to be data scientists who understand
how to program the business for success. Indonesia is on the path to compete in a global
marketplace.Indonesia prepared for being Future Smart by educating, nurturing, and enabling its
citizens with a social culture that encouraged people to pursue software programming. It didn’t
just happen overnight; instead, the president and his administration have engaged in an effort to
prepare the nation for the future.With enlightened leadership, they are preparing for the future of
jobs and work by creating a knowledge society that can compete in the global marketplace for
the most valuable commodity that will shape the future—the Knowledge Economy. If you want to
compete smarter on the global stage, building a nation highly skilled in computer programming
is adaptive, agile, and forward-thinking. This is an important example of being Future Smart.The
Future Smart MindsetThere are two types of mindsets, attitudes, or worldviews about the future.
The familiar mindset says things are unpredictable and unknowable, that events just happen,
that I am at the effect of these changes and I will never and can never know what is going to
happen next. Moreover, the future is an event way out there, an abstract thing that is separate
from me. I am passive about the future. Others in power decide my fate; my future is
uncontrollable by me. I can have little if no impact on my future and the future of others in my life,
work, community, or world. I call this being Future Challenged. This is the resistance to
attempting to become Future Smart, to have the courage to become more aware of the
emerging trends, adapt to change, manage complexity, or attempt to develop new models of
understanding the future. Some people or organizations think it is just not possible to predict
what’s coming next. It is mentally impossible, they think. The future is unknowable—see all of the
stupid forecasts that were off? Where are those flying cars, anyway? And for them, this is true;
this is their reality on which they hold dearly because this is the easy way out—things are too
complicated to forecast. Mindsets rule. Ironically, they are right. Wherever you look, you will find
what you’re looking for. You can validate almost anything based on your worldview, your mindset
of what is possible. That does not mean that it is true. But this mindset is limited, and the
resistance to forecasting the future could be dangerous to your survival.Over the last few
decades too many leaders, companies, and governments have not embraced forecasting or
even bothered to develop a future vision. Missed opportunities to push ahead on life science
innovations in stem cells delayed discoveries by many years. Renewable energy innovations are
still underfunded given the lack of future vision of tomorrow’s climate change realities. Many
nations, including the United States, don’t even have a renewable energy or any energy long-
range plan for the future. And few seem to care, even though this is illogical. These examples are
actions made by people—individuals’ mindsets that can lead and shape the future of new
possibilities or hold back the future.You would think that the idea of looking ahead and using
forecasting tools to conduct strategic planning would be an important part of every business,



government, or organization. But this is not the case. Partly this is due to how forecasting is
conducted, but mostly it is because it is believed that disruptive changes are impossible to
predict.Mindsets that resist the value of forecasting influence many organizations. They are
stuck in the now and cannot see ahead in developing a strategic vision of what may come.
Organizations are not skilled in forecasting or, frankly, just not interested in exploring the
scenarios that may influence their future. Organizations often suffer from resisting making
predictions of the future regardless of how illogical and misguided this may seem. Entire
industries have been dominated by mindsets of denial that resist attempts to look ahead, to
attempt to forecast changes that will alter markets, industries, and society. The US auto industry
missed the hybrid car trend, many big companies did not take the Internet seriously as a shaper
of the future of business, mobile commerce was ignored at first, and climate change data about
rising seas, storms, and warming was not viewed as a risk factor affecting financial assets or
public health or human safety. In fact, even when it comes to the most repugnant threat facing
humanity, terrorism and war, it has been consistently a battle between Mindsets of
Prediction.The Future Smart mindset is one that embraces change, looks to the future not with
dread but with a positive opportunistic mindset and considers the impact of emerging trends.
The Future Smart mindset recognizes that changes in the future can be disruptive, but it can be
more disruptive not to prepare, to resist prediction and miss an opportunity or even not to
survive. This mindset says: I am a Game Changer of the Future—I can have impact. I am an
active catalyst of the future a change agent, not just reactive but proactive. I matter and can
shape outcomes.Individuals have the power to change the future or alter the future outcome of
events. I can make change, not just be buffeted by change. I can influence and shape the future
of my life, relationships, work, and society. I can be an architect of my future.These are the
possibilities that lie at the core ideology of being Future Smart. This book is not just about the
trends and cool technologies or global risks that will influence our future; it is also about the
ideas that empowered individuals around the world can explore to shift their thinking, to
embrace a new mindset of opportunity that will not just transform their life, work, or career but
also act as a catalyst to transform organizations, industries, governments, and even our
civilization.If we are only using, as some scientists say, less than 10 percent of our brains’
capacity, how different would our world be or how different would you be if you were using 50 or
100 percent? Imagine the future you could create by developing your existing brain’s potential?
Now, what if I told you that you could do this by Thinking Differently? What if I told you the Power
of Ideas to disrupt your normal ways of thinking, your mindsets, might be possible, that not just
information about emerging trends but also a new way of thinking about those trends could
transform your life, work, health, and even possibly transform the world is possible.Are you ready
to choose new mindsets? If you read this book in this way, you may find some interesting new
ideas that will open up your mind to new actions, new possibilities, even new lifestyles, all
masquerading here in these pages. This is your future, after all. How do you want to make this
future?The stakes are greater today and shall be greater still in the future, given the high velocity



of change that is coming. Knowing the future may be difficult, but it is possible. Learning,
exploring, and, perhaps, discovering what’s next is a valued competency. Though no one can
precisely forecast the future, we can try, and often we may be right or learn what is possible,
even how we can shape that future—that is being Future Smart.Companies and individuals that
embrace the challenge of looking ahead, of having the courage to discover and the willingness
and openness to understand the trends that may shape the future are usually rewarded with
market share, competitive advantage, prosperity, market leadership, and a talented workforce.
These are the Game Changers of the Future. They are not just surviving; they are also thriving
amid change, even chaos. They are leaders who not only look ahead but also take actions to
adapt, learn, and innovate for the future of their customers, partners, shareholders/owners, and
employees. They are Future Smart.Which are you? Are you open to change? Ready to
innovate? Ready to Run Futures—embrace the future trends that may shape tomorrow? Are you
ready to become a Game Changer of the Future and take these trends and do something with
them—start a company, transform an industry, or even transform yourself? That’s the challenge
of this book: Are you willing to consider the future as predictive opportunities? Future Smart will
open up new opportunities for how you think about and deal with your future and the future of
our planet. These trends may inspire you to become more predictive and actually shape the
future, a better future for us all.Chapter 1From Future Ready to Future SmartMost people living
normal lives are unaware of what’s coming, how extreme changes and trends may disrupt every
aspect of our world and lives. Most people are not prepared for the drastic changes on the
horizon that will change work, business, health, or population. They have not run the scenarios,
evaluated the risks, thought about the possibilities, or fully understood the drivers of change.
They are not Future Ready.Many of these changes will be productive and helpful, but many
others, such as the future of work or climate change, will require new learning, adaptation, and
global solutions. Understanding what the change drivers that underlie the future are is one of the
insights you may take away from reading this book. The opposite of being Future Ready is being
disrupted or at risk from unawareness. This is what you want to avoid.Are you Future Smart? Are
you ready for the future? Do you have a clear idea of what is coming and how to prepare?Only
through understanding these dynamic and kinetic forces can one prepare and strategize about
how to best navigate the future—your future. I am sure some folks who live in the moment may
not care, but for the rest of us, prediction will make a difference. This book engages with you, the
reader, in this discovery about the possible futures that may emerge faster and stranger than,
anyone can imagine. Becoming Future Ready is preparing, adapting, and learning for the future,
and this leads to becoming Future Smart, the end state of readiness.We are all living in an era
best characterized by radical, complex, and accelerated change. It is the central driver of the
future. We live in a time of explosive, dynamic, and quickening change that creates Strategic
Surprise—an unanticipated abrupt change that blindsides you, that is totally unexpected and
strikes with a force that is large, disruptive, and can be disturbing. In every aspect of our lives,
from work to leisure, business to entertainment, energy to climate to health, radical change is



the mantra of the day. The sheer velocity of change offers a mixed bag of risk and opportunity.
The future is coming faster, and it threatens more disruptions almost daily. We have to learn how
to anticipate faster and manage complexity smarter.No one likes change. We don’t like change
because it upsets what’s known—the rules, practices, and norms we have gotten comfortable
and familiar with. In addition, we are in control when events are the same. When work is
comprised of the same rules, practices, and processes we know how to achieve our goals and
be effective. But what happens when work changes in fundamental ways that require new skills
and new capabilities and the actual jobs we are good at are not just changed but eliminated
because of trends in industry, commerce, innovation, or business? Change is all around us, and
we often feel like a victim of it.If there is one question my clients from around the world ask, it is
about how to manage the speed and comprehensive nature of change, or what I call the Fast
Future: How do I deal with accelerated change? How do I cope? Clearly they are asking about
this because they are concerned about accelerated change, and they see this as a burden that
does not appear to be slowing down—in fact, it is speeding up.Future Smart Skills• Paying
attention to emerging innovations• Attracting collaborations• Redesigning work processes•
Rethinking purpose of organizations• Collaborating globally• Deciphering customer desire•
Predicting future trends• Having courage to createBecoming Future SmartThe central theme of
Future Smart is that most of us are not fully prepared for the complex challenges of the future.
We are not ready to manage the fast and radical future trends that are coming. We are not
Future Smart. That’s what this book seeks to convey to the reader. To get us ready for the future.
To grow our awareness. Tell us about strategies and opportunities and how to manage the future.
We don’t have the time or expertise to consider the future of one, let alone ten years from
today.The sheer complexity and velocity of change going on around us is often bewildering. All
around us change is emerging in small signals, embryonic telltale changes—the future is
coming. By becoming more aware of the trends that lie in our future we can learn to better adapt
and navigate that future with success.Though his task about knowing the future and preparing
for it appears daunting, even unknowable by most, my argument is that we are facing radical
changes that will shape our future, so we must become more predictive of that future. Becoming
Future Smart is a learning process. Becoming Future Smart is part becoming aware of trends
and part taking action to best navigate through the future and, perhaps, to shape our own future.
We too can become Future Smart—predictive and adaptive for the future—if we prepare now.
This book does not defend every forecast as 100 percent accurate but rather suggests forecasts
as potential outcomes that are reasonable, fact based, and may even be revolutionary.My
second argument is that only by attempting to predict the future, to grapple with understanding
trends, embracing scenarios, designing the forecasts can we learn to actually shape the future,
to navigate the ups and downs, steering clear of risk and exploiting opportunity and innovation.
Those who are ill prepared for the future complexity, change, and disruptions will have a rough
ride—they will be buffeted by the surprising changes coming.Future Smart is about the radical
acceleration of Game-Changing Trends that will alter civilization over the next thirty



years:Humans will change—becoming smarter and healthier and living longer.Business will
change—becoming predictive, agile, moral, innovative.Technology will change—becoming
connected, faster, intuitive.New business models. New innovations. New global risks. New
competitors. New markets. New powers.Are you ready for the fast and radical changes that will
transform the next thirty years?The World of 2030Fundamental changes in technology,
population, business, energy, climate, globalization, and work are emerging. We are living in an
entirely new era, a new conversation, a dynamic time of provocative and kinetic change.
Accelerating and complex changes are transforming our world, but which ones are important?
How will these changes emerge, and why?Future Smart gets you ready.Future Smart is about
the key driving changes, forces, power shifts, and a shifting landscape that every person,
business, and government must understand in order to thrive over the next thirty years. This is
your briefing on how to survive and thrive in the New Future. The old rules, old systems, old
strategies are dead. There is a new global narrative emerging that will create massive
opportunity for wealth, power, and positive change on the planet. As well as new risks, threats,
and hazards, as we shall see.Future Smart is a new understanding about the intersections of
global power, real-time business, globalized markets, disruptive innovation, social change,
population dynamics, massive prosperity, and deep collaboration. It is an appreciation of where
we are going and how civilization, not just nations or individuals, will evolve. The changes that
will drive this future are already emerging. The signposts are everywhere. My job is to read them
and then offer an analysis. Future Smart identifies and defines these signposts.Those who are ill
informed about change will be at risk for a rough future. Future Smart informs, challenges, and
offers scenarios and stories about likely futures that will affect everyone throughout the world, in
every nation, in every city for the next hundred years.Complexity. Velocity. Convergence.
Sustainability. Connectivity.These are the themes that will define the future. Fundamental
changes in technology, lifestyle, markets, population, business, energy, climate, globalization,
and work are emerging. We are living in an entirely new era, a new conversation, a dynamic set
of forces of provocative change that will upend and transform markets, society, and the
economy.Accelerating and complex trends will transform our world. Which trends are the most
important? How will these trends change your work, life, and future?Future Smart charts a new
global narrative that will create massive opportunity for wealth, power, peace, prosperity, and
positive change on the planet. If you want to know what’s coming next, read this book.Becoming
Future Smart• Adapt smart• Embrace radical innovation• Be a fast learner• Catalyze change•
Boldly discover• Experiment daily• Collaborate deeperTrends: The Hidden Forces of the
FutureTrends are the hidden forces that shape the future. Trends are how change manifests and
transforms our lives, work, entertainment, competition, and health. Trends emerge often invisible
as change drivers and reality shapers. But before you know it, everyone has a robot in the home,
3D printers are big, smart drugs are the rage, and wearable smartphones are popular. Trends
are born of forces converging to create a new market, product, lifestyle, or culture. Trends shape
new expressions of reality that provide risk and opportunity.By understanding trends ahead of



the crowd, an individual might take an effective action—create a company, design a new
product, plan a new service, change a career, learn new skills, or invest in a new marketplace.
Individuals who understand and can predict trends can start revolutions. Trends can be
opportunities or risk factors that, if known, can be used to craft a new strategy that may propel a
career, competitively give an advantage to an organization, or chart a new direction for an entire
nation or even the planet.Future Smart ForecastsWhat will be the realistic impact of climate
change?Which trends will shape the next breakthroughs in health care?Which trends will make
you highly marketable to employers?How will trends affect your financial future?How might
connectivity create prosperity?What is the breakthrough technology you want to make?What
global problem do you want to solve?What is the secret career you desire?What is your highest
future vision for yourself ?What is the grand future challenge you want to address?If any of these
trends are of interest, this book is for you. Trends are the change forces and drivers, often
indiscernible in their early stages, that will transform business, markets, society, culture, and our
lives in the future. That future can be next week or ten years from now. Trends are all around us,
often emerging as weak or hidden signals well before they become a dominant force everyone
recognizes.Examples include the progressive warming of the climate in parts of Europe and the
Southwestern United States, the rise of mobile electronic commerce, domestic robots for elder
care, DNA testing to look for disease susceptibility, commercial space missions, and the
increase in wealth transfer to cities, to name a few.We all know and marvel at who got the trend
right and who did not. Of course, this is often after the fact. Getting in early on a trend means you
may avoid a problem, manage a risk, or benefit or perhaps even profit from a trend, all before
others do.This book is about the trends that are emerging and have yet to be obvious or create
value, not the ones you missed. But those examples of both individuals and companies that
missed the trends and those that got it right are good lessons in smarter forecasting. That is one
of the objectives of this book: to make you more aware of the trends that are coming.Why Read
This Book?Though sounding simplistic, the idea of looking ahead, of developing a purposeful
future-oriented strategy, requires some skills that are not easy to acquire. But the mindset, the
approach, is logical: the more aware we are of trends that may shape our future, the more
capable we may be in managing the challenges, risks, and opportunities that we will face in this
future. If you want to be ready for the future, Future Smart can get you there. This is your briefing
on what’s coming next.The reason to read this book is that you might learn how to both better
prepare and thrive in the future—your future that is beginning about ten minutes from now.
Trends, both emerging and in future three to twenty years away, will shape your future. The more
you know, the more prepared you will be. Gaining Predictive Awareness about what’s coming
next is more than reasonable; it is smart—Future Smart. Most people are focused on the present
and don’t have the time to study or research the future. They are busy with the now that
dominates their time and energy.Collapsing Time, Predicting TomorrowI predict trends. I advise
business and governments on how to strategize about the future. I help entrepreneurs and
enterprises capitalize on the future to create a more prosperous future. This is my job. The future



of technology, business, society, energy, capital, demographics, and climate has fascinated me
for over thirty years, and I built a career around forecasting. I have a decent track record on the
top trends that have shaped the world. In this book I intend to increase your awareness of the
future trends that will completely shape every aspect of your future life, work, society, health,
family, and our planet.I have made a career out of forecasting the future and helping my clients
become Future Smart. This may entail getting them ready to invest, change strategy, develop a
new product or service, or prepare for the challenges of the future. From governments to over
one hundred corporations and associations that have been my clients, I have learned much from
their challenges and perspectives on the future. Here I have distilled the forecasts and trends I
have learned while working with them.My job is to raise your awareness about the future. That’s
what I do. I am a futurist, and organizations and governments hire my company to advise them
about what risks, challenges, innovations, threats, disruptions, crises, and opportunities are
looming over the horizon. I am writing this book to share with you what I share with my clients:
let’s get ready, let’s look ahead and understand the risks and opportunities, what’s likely coming.
Let’s be smart about dealing with all of this change and prepare for the future—let’s become
Future Smart.In fact, this book is a compendium of select research and analysis that my
organization, the Institute for Global Futures () has conducted over the past few minutes, days,
months, and years. I have distilled it down from the voluminous reports and client briefings that
we do into a concise guide to the future. This is your briefing about what the future may
bring.Another reason to read this book is that you might actually reinvent yourself, your
business, or your organization, or you may start an enterprise that capitalizes on some of the
trends I am going to reveal to you in this book. In fact, that may be the most important reason to
read this book. If you can identify a way to benefit by preparing smarter for a trend, building a
business around one of these trends, or even shaping your career based on the future, you may
thrive in that future. Preparing is the first step. You want to know what’s coming.Top Ten Big
Future Smart Global Forecasts by 20301. Africa becomes the next China.2. Computers become
as smart as humans.3. Managing climate change becomes a new industry.4. Space mining
revenues exceed $125 billion a year.5. Robots are a $500 billion industry.6. Smart drugs
enhance 60 percent of the population.7. Digital entrepreneurs make up over 70 percent of the
global economy.8. Regenerative medicine extends life and health.9. Mobile commerce
transforms economies.10. Global prosperity decreases terrorism.Friendly Warning: Dangerous
Ideas HereThere are clearly dangerous ideas here that may shake your world or, at least,
change your perception of reality. Change alters reality. Your mind will be disrupted—in a
productive way—by reading this book. You may see things with a new awareness; you might
even think differently. Your agility in taking advantage may accelerate. Your capacity to innovate
may become attuned to new opportunities.You may see new possibilities, identify emerging
trends, or start to profit from the dangerous ideas about changing the world, running futures, or
building a new life or business for yourself. You might change in productive and positive ways.
You might learn to become predictive and alter a future scenario.Now, some of these trends may



offer fantastic opportunities and risks—it all depends how you see it, how you perceive the
future. I am going to disrupt your thinking here by offering a glimpse of a possible future. Most
risks are hidden opportunities to profit, get ahead, or benefit. This thinking requires risk and can
be dangerous thinking that requires courage and perseverance. Not everyone will thrive with this
new awareness.Are You Ready for This Radical Future?Some of these trends will seem strange
and bizarre, such as your car talking back to you, actually arguing that you’re driving in the wrong
direction. Or you might be offered a job not from a living person but an AI, an artificial intelligence
—would you consider working for a nonhuman?Most of us are not ready for the extreme future
that’s coming. Join the crowd. Fast-changing climate, costly energy, disruptive technology, rising
populations, shifting wealth centers, megacities, even space travel will change our beliefs and
frustrate the traditions we are used to. All of these factors in the future will affect you. Are you
curious? Don’t you want to know what’s next? Future Smart will enable you to prepare for and
thrive—not just survive—in the future that is coming very quickly.It Is Possible to Predict the
Future—Just Not All Accurately All the TimeThere you have it—the heresy exposed. Everyone is
so busy denying the possibility to foresee the future that they don’t even consider the possibility
that we can seen it emerging, hinted at, signaled, and even, yes, predicted. Let’s dispense with
where the flying cars are.This book presents a simple yet powerful idea: those who can predict
the future will benefit from that insight in unique ways. Smarter investments, risk management,
entrepreneurial actions, new inventions, hyperinnovation, new job creation, profit, and maybe
even survival itself. Prediction is the New Competitive Advantage of individuals, organizations,
and nations. The power of prediction is the currency of the future. Better prediction will enable
leaders, entrepreneurs, executives, and the soccer moms and dads of the world to be equipped
to face the challenges of the future.Better prediction will enable us to address the Grand
Challenges of our time, from job creation, to reducing carbon, to cures for disease, to ending
poverty, and developing sources of clean energy. Understanding trends better may also just help
people find a career and job they like.Those who predict faster and with more accuracy will be
the winners in the future. They will be better equipped to succeed and thrive in the future. Those
who act on those predictions—to invest, change, innovate, invent, learn, and adapt—will profit
and do amazing things. Those who don’t will be playing catch up. This is being Future
Smart.Future Smart is a strategy for everyone to become aware and to encourage action. This
global competition to be prepared for the future will be fiercer than battling over natural
resources, advanced technology, talent, or energy. Future Smart is about having the right
strategy to predict with accuracy and courage and then to take effective actions to capitalize on
those predictions.Future Smart Social ImpactFood crops such as corn catalyze Latin American
food riots.Shrinking polar ice caps start a multination race for Arctic petro-resources.Tropical
diseases affect Europe.North American energy discovery produces more jobs than talent
available.DNA prediction will outpace corrective medicine.New energy discoveries will realign
global power.The Truth ForecastYou want to get this right. Here’s the truth. Too many jobs are
going away and not coming back. Too many organizations that did not adapt fast enough are



now gone. Too many industries, careers, and markets are finished. They are not coming back.
Governments know this and cannot fix things.Only committed individuals empowered with
information and courage to act can make a difference in their life and the lives of others. We are
living through a massive number of transformations in medicine, manufacturing, finance,
security, business, climate, and energy that are ALL fundamentally changing the future we
encounter every day. The next ten years will be mind-blowing, and no one is ready. My job is to
get you ready. That’s why I wrote this book.Future Smart is about empowering you to adapt,
learn, become aware, and understand the trends that will shape your future. This is the future of
your business, lifestyle, and society. If you can get one Big Idea here that can enable you to
adapt and get ready for the future, well, then I did my job. Your job is to read the book.That future
could be ten years or ten minutes from now. This is survival of the Future Smart. The key skill is
how well you can predict the future faster and more accurately than others. This is the new
competitive advantage, the new work ethic, and the new way to navigate your life and career on
the planet.In this book I will brief you on what’s coming next, just as I do my clients for my think
tank, the Institute for Global Futures. When you’re reading this book you are my client. My job is
to prepare you to understand what’s coming and how to prepare. My job is to convince you that
the reason to prepare is that the future is coming faster, with more impact, more destructive and
constructive force, and if you are not ready, you will be swept aside. These trends will alter the
world deeply, and there is a choice you, the reader, will face when you read this book.If you are
going to become Future Smart, you will want to learn about what scenarios and trends may
emerge to change your future. Or you could make the choice and realize that, given these
massive shifts in business, markets, climate, technology, and society, to name a few, you have to
change your actions in fundamental ways if you want to thrive or even survive in the future. Go
profit from these trends—that may be the simplest and most direct reason to read this book.
Start a new career, invent a new product, solve a big problem, transform your organization . . .
make the world a better place.Future Smart Strategies: Start Forecasting Your Life• Learn a new
skill completely different from your education or career (programming, alternative energy, big
data, etc.).• Attend a trade show that is unfamiliar to you in gaming, health care, mobile
technology, education—anything new that might be of interest.• Talk to ten people you don’t
know who are very excited about their careers and find out why.• Consider two trends in this
book and decide how you could create a new technology, organization, venture, conversation, or
way to make a difference.• Start forecasting your life: Where do you want to be in your life,
career, relationships, location, or education in five years?In order to change in fundamental
ways, given these massive shifts, you need to take new actions with this knowledge. So to
become Future Smart as an entrepreneur, individual, or an organization, you need to put this
knowledge to work, to adapt, to innovate, or to invent something new to capitalize on the
emerging trends explored here.Future Smart Strategies• Create a Game-Changing new idea,
product, or organization.• Invent or harness an entirely new innovation.• Solve a pressing global
or local conflict.• Start an organization that is meaningful to you.• Go become an expert at



something.• Be a source of knowledge about something others value.• Discover a solution to a
big global problem.• Design an innovative product or service that is needed.• Streamline a new
way to connect or collaborate with others.• Build a company around how data creates new
value.• Pick one trend you read here and start an organization around it.The Fast Future of
JakartaI am sitting in Jakarta, the capital of Indonesia, a bustling nation of 240 million people,
where there is an explosion of commerce, trade, and growth, with over 8 percent GDP. Just
leaving my hotel and traveling five miles to the other side of town can take forty-five minutes, as
the traffic is jammed up and the highways were not designed for the progress that is now
Indonesia.I am taking meetings in the hotel except for one important meeting at the National
Palace. As I enter the meeting room, the president and cabinet are already there, waiting for us,
sitting at the largest circular meeting table I have ever seen, over forty feet around. This circular
hardwood table is symbolic of the huge topic of conversation: the fast future is coming. These
leaders have many questions: How do we, as a nation, adapt and plan for this future? Will
climate change eliminate 10 percent of our seventeen thousand islands? What can we do now
to prepare for future trends that will shape Indonesia’s future?In many ways Indonesia is the
future, today. Indonesia is a modern democratic state that promotes diversity, openness, and,
especially, innovation. They are emerging as a new democracy in a region of dynamic change,
surrounded by India, Vietnam, Singapore, Malaysia, China, Korea, and Japan. These are the
Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN). Modeled like NATO and the EU, ASEAN
composes this region in Southeast Asia.They also take a keen interest in business and finding
out where the next markets are, where the future consumers will emerge. Businesses that
understand how the future is unfolding here in ASEAN are the ones that will thrive. They will be a
part of the cities, markets, and industries that shall play a leading role in the future, when skilled
knowledge workers, on-demand manufacturing, and agile supply chains will be the way the
world competes.The Indonesians are also deeply concerned about the future of their nation,
given that climate change may deluge their island nation. That is why I am here: to advise and
exchange ideas about the future. There are those who are preparing for the future and those
who are not. Some of the key ideas for Future Smart have come from my interactions with my
clients worldwide who are dealing with real-world global challenges that the future will bring.I am
struck that Indonesia ranks fourth in the world in computer software programmers. This is an
amazing metric that signals to me that Indonesia is on its way to becoming Future Smart.
Though they, as a nation, face tremendous challenges in education, health care, trade, and
business, they are leap-frogging other nations in encouraging their young people, their talent
pool, to learn skills that will enable them to compete globally in the new knowledge
economy.Computer software programming is one of the most valuable Future Smart skills for the
fast future emerging. Software programmers will program the future—of medicine, finance,
energy, the stock market, logistics, and transportation as well as create intellectual property and
patents that will change the world.Every company and government possesses at the core of
their industries the need to code, program, and create new software applications to better serve



customers. At the heart of every business there will need to be data scientists who understand
how to program the business for success. Indonesia is on the path to compete in a global
marketplace.Indonesia prepared for being Future Smart by educating, nurturing, and enabling its
citizens with a social culture that encouraged people to pursue software programming. It didn’t
just happen overnight; instead, the president and his administration have engaged in an effort to
prepare the nation for the future.With enlightened leadership, they are preparing for the future of
jobs and work by creating a knowledge society that can compete in the global marketplace for
the most valuable commodity that will shape the future—the Knowledge Economy. If you want to
compete smarter on the global stage, building a nation highly skilled in computer programming
is adaptive, agile, and forward-thinking. This is an important example of being Future Smart.The
Future Smart MindsetThere are two types of mindsets, attitudes, or worldviews about the future.
The familiar mindset says things are unpredictable and unknowable, that events just happen,
that I am at the effect of these changes and I will never and can never know what is going to
happen next. Moreover, the future is an event way out there, an abstract thing that is separate
from me. I am passive about the future. Others in power decide my fate; my future is
uncontrollable by me. I can have little if no impact on my future and the future of others in my life,
work, community, or world. I call this being Future Challenged. This is the resistance to
attempting to become Future Smart, to have the courage to become more aware of the
emerging trends, adapt to change, manage complexity, or attempt to develop new models of
understanding the future. Some people or organizations think it is just not possible to predict
what’s coming next. It is mentally impossible, they think. The future is unknowable—see all of the
stupid forecasts that were off? Where are those flying cars, anyway? And for them, this is true;
this is their reality on which they hold dearly because this is the easy way out—things are too
complicated to forecast. Mindsets rule. Ironically, they are right. Wherever you look, you will find
what you’re looking for. You can validate almost anything based on your worldview, your mindset
of what is possible. That does not mean that it is true. But this mindset is limited, and the
resistance to forecasting the future could be dangerous to your survival.Over the last few
decades too many leaders, companies, and governments have not embraced forecasting or
even bothered to develop a future vision. Missed opportunities to push ahead on life science
innovations in stem cells delayed discoveries by many years. Renewable energy innovations are
still underfunded given the lack of future vision of tomorrow’s climate change realities. Many
nations, including the United States, don’t even have a renewable energy or any energy long-
range plan for the future. And few seem to care, even though this is illogical. These examples are
actions made by people—individuals’ mindsets that can lead and shape the future of new
possibilities or hold back the future.You would think that the idea of looking ahead and using
forecasting tools to conduct strategic planning would be an important part of every business,
government, or organization. But this is not the case. Partly this is due to how forecasting is
conducted, but mostly it is because it is believed that disruptive changes are impossible to
predict.Mindsets that resist the value of forecasting influence many organizations. They are



stuck in the now and cannot see ahead in developing a strategic vision of what may come.
Organizations are not skilled in forecasting or, frankly, just not interested in exploring the
scenarios that may influence their future. Organizations often suffer from resisting making
predictions of the future regardless of how illogical and misguided this may seem. Entire
industries have been dominated by mindsets of denial that resist attempts to look ahead, to
attempt to forecast changes that will alter markets, industries, and society. The US auto industry
missed the hybrid car trend, many big companies did not take the Internet seriously as a shaper
of the future of business, mobile commerce was ignored at first, and climate change data about
rising seas, storms, and warming was not viewed as a risk factor affecting financial assets or
public health or human safety. In fact, even when it comes to the most repugnant threat facing
humanity, terrorism and war, it has been consistently a battle between Mindsets of
Prediction.The Future Smart mindset is one that embraces change, looks to the future not with
dread but with a positive opportunistic mindset and considers the impact of emerging trends.
The Future Smart mindset recognizes that changes in the future can be disruptive, but it can be
more disruptive not to prepare, to resist prediction and miss an opportunity or even not to
survive. This mindset says: I am a Game Changer of the Future—I can have impact. I am an
active catalyst of the future a change agent, not just reactive but proactive. I matter and can
shape outcomes.Individuals have the power to change the future or alter the future outcome of
events. I can make change, not just be buffeted by change. I can influence and shape the future
of my life, relationships, work, and society. I can be an architect of my future.These are the
possibilities that lie at the core ideology of being Future Smart. This book is not just about the
trends and cool technologies or global risks that will influence our future; it is also about the
ideas that empowered individuals around the world can explore to shift their thinking, to
embrace a new mindset of opportunity that will not just transform their life, work, or career but
also act as a catalyst to transform organizations, industries, governments, and even our
civilization.If we are only using, as some scientists say, less than 10 percent of our brains’
capacity, how different would our world be or how different would you be if you were using 50 or
100 percent? Imagine the future you could create by developing your existing brain’s potential?
Now, what if I told you that you could do this by Thinking Differently? What if I told you the Power
of Ideas to disrupt your normal ways of thinking, your mindsets, might be possible, that not just
information about emerging trends but also a new way of thinking about those trends could
transform your life, work, health, and even possibly transform the world is possible.Are you ready
to choose new mindsets? If you read this book in this way, you may find some interesting new
ideas that will open up your mind to new actions, new possibilities, even new lifestyles, all
masquerading here in these pages. This is your future, after all. How do you want to make this
future?The stakes are greater today and shall be greater still in the future, given the high velocity
of change that is coming. Knowing the future may be difficult, but it is possible. Learning,
exploring, and, perhaps, discovering what’s next is a valued competency. Though no one can
precisely forecast the future, we can try, and often we may be right or learn what is possible,



even how we can shape that future—that is being Future Smart.Companies and individuals that
embrace the challenge of looking ahead, of having the courage to discover and the willingness
and openness to understand the trends that may shape the future are usually rewarded with
market share, competitive advantage, prosperity, market leadership, and a talented workforce.
These are the Game Changers of the Future. They are not just surviving; they are also thriving
amid change, even chaos. They are leaders who not only look ahead but also take actions to
adapt, learn, and innovate for the future of their customers, partners, shareholders/owners, and
employees. They are Future Smart.Which are you? Are you open to change? Ready to
innovate? Ready to Run Futures—embrace the future trends that may shape tomorrow? Are you
ready to become a Game Changer of the Future and take these trends and do something with
them—start a company, transform an industry, or even transform yourself? That’s the challenge
of this book: Are you willing to consider the future as predictive opportunities? Future Smart will
open up new opportunities for how you think about and deal with your future and the future of
our planet. These trends may inspire you to become more predictive and actually shape the
future, a better future for us all.Chapter 2The Connected PlanetThe world is moving rapidly
toward ubiquitous connectivity that will accelerate how people collaborate, share, learn, gather,
do business, and exchange knowledge. The most important impact on the world of the
Connected Planet Trend will be universal access to all human knowledge by everyone on the
planet. Connecting and enabling new innovations, discoveries, solving world challenges,
creating new products, solutions, generating economic prosperity—that is what the possibilities
are of the Connected Planet in the near future. The massive empowerment of individuals and
societies through the power of global connectivity captures the essence of this trend. The
Connected Planet will empower individuals with the tools of the mobile web, digital money,
linked online markets, and, above all, fuel a market for innovative new ideas.The next new
pharmaceuticals, computers, energy, and climate change fixes will come from connected minds
—the innovators, inventors, entrepreneurs of the Connected Planet. We are altering,
accelerating, and enabling human minds with access to the world’s knowledge in ways we could
not have dreamed about even five years ago. The Hyperconnectivity of connected minds over
the Internet with each other and connected things, data devices, products, even the coming
Smart Machines as our allies, will revolutionize every aspect of human endeavor. Eight billion
minds will define the future of the Connected Planet—across borders, cultures, markets, and
networks. No words can properly characterize the accelerated prosperity and opportunity this
trend will offer. The Connected Planet will be a singular transformational event in our civilization’s
history—a leap in collective consciousness from the connections of billions of people to the
knowledge and tools of the Internet, social media, mobile media, and other information
technologies. Based on the collective knowledge, access to tools, and radical new ideas, over
the next one hundred years we will be building an entirely new civilization. The very idea of this,
a Connected Planet, will pose a challenge of immense scale.Most people do not think of their
connectivity to the planet. They think about their connections to their family, friends, work, or



community. Maybe they feel a connection to an ideology or religion or a nation or sports team.
But the idea that we are all part of a Connected Planet—this is a mindset that opens new
possibilities for understanding cultures, doing business, embracing technologies, and, most of
all, perhaps gives us a global perspective about ourselves that we are all connected on one
planet.There are many trends in this book that I think are vital to your career, business, and
future, but one big trend above all that you want to embrace is the Connected Planet. Your
capacity to grasp and navigate the changes that are coming—to become Future Smart—
depends on your understanding of the scope of global connectivity that is coming. Smarter,
faster, deeper connectivity will transform our world, enabling open communications, dynamic
commerce, cultural understanding, and access to a more prosperous world.Connectivity will
define the next hundred years. Connectivity is and will be the superglue that binds all
transactions, technologies, relationships, and businesses. It will define how you will interact with
your world, your career, and your destiny, and it will define how you interact with people, nations,
markets, business, and, most of all, entrepreneurs. Connected networks of people, capital, data,
and smart products—Always Aware and Always Online—will create a new Global Digital Culture
that will expand global prosperity well beyond what we have seen today. The Connected Planet
has the potential to deliver even greater benefits to society in the future, with the potential of
connecting almost anything and anyone, which will offer new insights. The world of 2025 will
offer a range of essential services powered by a vibrant mobile web ecosystem that connects
the physical and digital worlds to markets, entrepreneurs, companies, and supply chains.Your
Connected Future: 2025As you get into your car, your Always-Aware Car connects to your
Private Cloud Network over the Internet, and even before you got into the car, your car knew you
were coming. It sensed you and got a communication, a signal from the house AI that you were
on your way. The door knob auto-connected over the Internet with your car’s cognitive computer
brain and downloaded your calendar of where you needed to be by 12 p.m. today.Your House AI
read your e-mail and reminded you via Quick-Link to your Wearable Glasses that lit up yellow
that you should not forget to grab your computer tablet. Your Car AI, Gayle, already has the route
dialed in and checked for traffic by the time you turn the ignition. You have the option to Auto-
Drive or Go Manual. Each device, surface, habitat, and vehicle senses, communicates, and
enables you. This is the Internet of Things—Always On, Always Aware, and Always
Connected.The Connected Planet trend—propelled by the mobile Internet, fused with business,
and enabled by the availability of all human knowledge—will define the future of global business,
trade, economics, and our civilization’s future. Connecting the unconnected—the things,
products, networks, services, and, most important, minds—will bring forth a unique
transformation in new business models, industries, and products that could not have existed
before.The connected globalization of markets, assets, technologies, knowledge, talent, and
industries is creating something new we have not seen before. It could not have even been
conceptualized without the convergence of the mobile and smart networks that will become the
backbone of a new marketplace: exponentially larger, by many exabytes of data, with billions of



connected people and trillions of connected devices. The awareness and leveraging of this new
Connected Planet Trend will open doors to education, commerce, health care, and business in
entirely new ways as we learn to predict smarter.Whether we pass or fail, learn to collaborate or
compete, end up at war or at peace, it will all be shaped by how smart we are about
understanding our connectivity, how well we understand our connections, and, most of all, how
we connect with each other to solve problems, innovate for the future, create prosperity, and
conduct business. You want to understand the architecture of connectivity. Connectivity as a
business model, as a way of building entirely new ways of interaction between humans, markets,
and cultures will bring the world into a more dynamic and transparent network of ideas,
commerce, and opportunity. Connectivity could bring a world of ample resources, smarter
solutions, and new economic value.The logic of connectivity is the existential collaboration of
billions across nations and diverse cultures, and yet it is a recognition that we live on one
Connected Planet. Profound discoveries, unlimited imaginations, data insights, and dynamic
new engines of innovation and productivity will come.Connectivity is a fundamental shift in the
way we think about the future. If all systems of knowledge, business, technology,
communications, and commerce are connected, then the convergence of these systems will
shape the future—and perhaps it will be a better future, with increased innovation, prosperity,
and peace. Greater connectivity will open markets and empower entrepreneurial companies and
individuals from around a world who are not connected today. More productivity, more
transparency, and more knowledge will be accessible to more people than ever before.The
Connected Planet Trend is an interlinking of systems that will create a dynamic and innovative
trade, technology, and communications marketplace that shall inspire creativity, imagination,
and solutions to the largest challenges facing our world. The global connectivity of these
systems will become essential to our world, as it will define economic prosperity, commerce,
multicultural exchange, and wealth creation. The fusion of connected knowledge, individuals,
technology, and markets will shape the destiny of our planet.• Connected transportation will be
safe.• Connected networks will find patterns and solutions to problems.• Connected Innovation
Ecosystems—convergence of talent, technology, collaboration, and markets—will create
competitive advantage.• Connected enterprises will reach new customers.• Connected
governments will operate with transparent effectiveness.• Connected technologies will enable
new products and services.• Connected supply chains will speed production and raise quality.•
Connected entrepreneurs will harness innovation.• Connected health care will enable more
effective care.• Connected education will enable smarter learning.• Connected products, Always
Aware and online, will enable security.How Future Smart we are about the connectivity of the
mobile online global economy will shape our civilization’s prosperity and progress for the next
hundred years. The convergence of connected systems will help us understand our world and
ourselves, from better predicting population health, to broadcasting education, to opening new
markets, to connecting buyers and sellers who have never been connected before.Smarter
connectivity will also shape the challenges we will face. How well we meet the challenges of the



next ten years will shape the next hundred. There is much at stake when discussing how we
need to think completely differently, as one connected planet, in order to even conceptualize the
globalized challenges that face our future world: extreme climate change, global conflict, food
and water stress, economic instability, opening markets, terrorism, rogue technology, global
crime, and increasing population. Our connectivity may be the source of how effectively we meet
the Grand Challenges of our future.As an individual, if you want to become Future Smart—
adaptive, agile, and predictive—to thrive in the future, you want to understand the Connected
Planet. There will be more opportunities for wealth creation, jobs, and prosperity for individuals
in the Connected Planet than ever before. As all systems become connected, the unleashing of
ideas and harnessing of innovation will create massive entrepreneurial opportunities to deliver
new business value. Accelerated awareness of customers’ needs and market demands through
this connectivity will build more intimacy with and understanding of organizations.The
Connectivity DividendNo nation, business, or individual can detach itself from the vitality of the
rest of the planet. No climate change policy can focus only on one separate region, nation, or
city alone. No employee-seeking corporation can attract talent by focusing on locality rather than
globalization. No organization can expect the interlinked Connected Planet Trend to be anything
other than the largest influence on their markets, customers, industry, or competition.You can no
longer afford to limit your future in developing resources, capital, talent, markets, technology, or
customers. The planet is your marketplace, factory, talent pool, research lab, customer base,
and Innovation Ecosystem. Innovation Ecosystems will become an essential part of the how
commerce is conducted in the future, bringing together four key elements: (1) digital commerce,
(2) mobile connectivity, (3) entrepreneurial business culture, and (4) Smart Machines. Innovation
Ecosystems will spawn online collaborative networks of interactive markets, resources,
expertise, suppliers, enablers—humans and Smart Machines (various new forms of AI, software
bots, machine intelligence, and social intelligence systems), mobile devices, and Internet
connected things that come together to harness innovation to produce commerce. Innovation
Ecosystems are the future of business that will monetize global connectivity, Big Data, analytics,
and knowledge processes over the Web.Mobile will become an accelerator of the Connected
Planet that is coming. Mobile is already a proven enabler of economic opportunities on the
planet. The mobile industry contributed around 4 percent of global gross domestic product
(GDP) in 2013, equivalent to over US$2.7 trillion. This will increase to 7.1 percent of global GDP
by 2025. The mobile industry, as an enabler of the Connected Planet trend, will shape the future
global economy as an innovation platform to catalyze commerce, provide services, and connect
buyers and sellers across borders over electronic network markets.Mobile networks will provide
unique opportunities to reach new customers, open new markets, and to market products and
services in ways that were impossible in the past. The deep collaboration of people, technology,
and services, all online connected by commerce, will be a primary global growth accelerator.The
industry has spawned a number of early stage Innovation Ecosystems that have emerged
across the world. These mobile innovation ecosystems contribute to the empowerment of



individuals, businesses, and societies not only through the opportunities they create but also
through the solutions and services they deliver, which will increase productivity, quality of life,
and prosperity. In the future this will become dominant as Innovation Ecosystems spread
throughout the world propelled by the spread of mobile web access. Innovation Ecosystems will
become the backbone of the Connected Planet. Some of the Innovation Ecosystem deliverables
may be based on education, health care, and business-to-business commerce, to name a
few.Innovation Ecosystems of the future will be built on the global mobile architecture of the
Internet. The mobile web will be the chief accelerator of the Connected Planet, shaping the
future of every nation, business, and society for the better. Greater efficiency, cost effectiveness,
and productivity will be the outcome of connected resources, capital, work processes, and talent
that are combined over the mobile web.This convergence of people, technology, and mobile
business processes will unleash a new dimension of services that improve the quality of
consumers’ lives and the productivity of enterprises. The benefits of mobility will spread far
beyond communications to provide dramatic efficiency improvements in sectors such as energy,
logistics, banking, finance, security, and manufacturing.Welcome to the new reality of the
Connected Planet. The Connectivity Dividend is the economic, business, and social value that
shall be gained from connecting people, markets, products, supply chains, and, perhaps most
interesting, minds.The huge innovation breakthroughs from connecting innovative ideas from the
connected minds of 8 billion people cannot be measured in any currency. The Connectivity
Dividend for humanity may be in healing disease, accelerating global wealth creation,
stimulating new inventions in energy, managing climate, or ending war. The infinite power of
connected minds may be the most underutilized and most obvious natural resource on the
planet.As more markets become digitally connected and more products become connected to
each other and to people, a new understanding of real-time value will emerge: What is the power
of a billion connected minds? It is the power to create new solutions, innovations, and a New
Productive Future for humanity. Once every hospital is online and all of the equipment, devices,
staff, doctors, and patients are all connected, when every drug, cell phone, and device is
connected and able to speak to every doctor, system, and patient, then we will have a
Connected Health Care System that is self-aware and self-healing and can operate with a level
of effectiveness, safety, and awareness that is not possible today.Then our Smart Hospital will
know how to prevent illness, predict our future health, and heal. The convergence of connected
people, systems, networks, and devices will create new value—this is the Connectivity Dividend.
New value creation from the connected minds, devices, and systems of our world will transform
medicine.Pharmaceuticals will be Always Aware and “know” what types of patients they are most
effective for based on personalized Big Data. Patients’ real-time digital health records will “talk”
to the doctor, patient, and the Smart Machine Medical Management systems to improve
diagnostics and better health care. This is a 2025 scenario, when Smart Machines and
automated medical decision support systems evolve, learn, and develop a predictive capability
to diagnose, prevent, and treat illness. When a Big Data analysis of millions of research trials,



discovered by an online computer doctor—not a human but a Smart Machine—finds the ideal
procedure for your cancer condition and then advises your doctor, then you will know the
Connected Planet has arrived.The Connected Planet Trend also reflects a recognition that you
need to play the game of business differently. Thinking about how you might fit into an Innovation
Ecosystem will give you competitive value. How might you grow your business in the future by
thinking about collaboration and partnering? What global markets or customers that you don’t
have now would you want in order to grow your business and expand your markets? How could
you use connectivity to create a competitive advantage?Global Hyperconnectivity by 2025•
Every minute over two hundred hours of video is uploaded to YouTube.• There will be over 100
billion connected devices on the planet.• There will be 1 trillion connected chips, sensors, and
machines.• 300 million wearable devices will be connected online.• Mobile devices will generate
over fifty exabytes of traffic per month.• Mobile devices will exceed the world’s population.• Over
7 billion people will be connected over the mobile Internet.• Smart Machine and M2M networks
will trverse the globe, enabling entrepreneurs and businesses to collaborate, innovate, transact,
and conduct business.• Digital applications and mobile digital services will transform work
processes and enterprises.• Deep Collaboration between global entrepreneurs over mobile
networks will create a New Vibrant Global Marketplace.• Cognitive computing will transform the
Internet of Things, IoT, embedding intelligence in every Thing.• Global Innovation Ecosystems
will develop, manufacture, analyze, market, and distribute 70 percent of all products and
services.• Enterprise intelligence systems will predict what customers want before they do and
give it to them.Our Connected FutureLet’s imagine what 2025 may look like . . .A California
rancher, Phil, gets a text from his Avatar Trixie, a digital agent with artificial intelligence (AI) that
sold his cattle herd to a China customer just before global beef prices went up by 25 percent—
as she predicted.Jomo Mobasa, in Kenya’s Personal Cloud Computer, a Class-5 Asimov model
in Singapore, is selling over 1 million virtual reality games such as Crazy Birds, downloaded
every minute into 120 million mobile wearable computers.Five hundred million entrepreneurs
across Africa, the European Union, North America, and Asia buy and sell renewable energy
credits (RECs), over Baidu-Google’s mobile e-commerce network, an innovation ecosystem,
generating millions in sales per second across 180 nations.The Connected EnterpriseWelcome
to the Connected Planet, where the dynamic, kinetic, and high-velocity connectivity of networks
of people, sensors, computers, virtual agents, mobile devices, and Smart Machines will all
create prosperity across markets, ecosystems, and nations. The sheer volume of connected
millions of supply chains, organizations, and individuals that are looking to create, buy, or sell, as
well as the millions of niche markets and producers for products and services that are predictive
to market demands, will stream across virtual reality worlds of commerce, education, health
care, and culture, creating the core of the Connected Planet. More connections means more
vital markets and a velocity of commerce, capital, and communications.Connectivity will also be
the competitive advantage of business invention. Connected enterprises will be able to deploy
resources faster and more efficiently in order to empower customers, to enable their success



and well-being. Connected nations will compete for talent and productivity. The smarter and
more efficient the connectivity, the better the nation at retaining and attracting talent.
Connectivity as a competitive advantage of nations will support this same equation—the high-
performance connectivity of nations will attract business and talent.This Connected Planet Trend
is an emerging fusion of innovation, business, technologies, economics, and entrepreneurs. This
trend will drive commerce, especially for the bottom of the global population, who need a stable,
secure, and transparent digital marketplace to conduct business. This is being invented now by
a series of forces that are converging, moving us into the future.We will look back in ten years
and marvel at how primitive, unconnected, and unproductive our world was. Unconnected no
more, we will build a Connected Planet that, between 2020 and 2030, will transform our
civilization for the better, allowing more individuals to participate in wealth creation, prosperity,
and innovation. The Connected Planet Trend will do more to enable entrepreneurs than any
government has or can. Organizations and entrepreneurs should get ready for 1,000 percent
more growth, opportunities, and jobs as the global markets get connected.The Five Forces
Driving the Connected PlanetThe Mobile Internet: The spread of the mobile Internet will
enhance global connectivity fostering more collaboration, new business creation, and
innovation. This will be a more integrated and transparent world of shared ideas, values, and
worldviews that together will build a planetary culture in the future. The mobile Internet will
evolve into a network of connected markets made up of dynamic human and synthetic
intelligences—always on, always aware, always open for business, 24/7.This global market will
fuel over US$1 trillion in sales by 2025. This will be accelerated by connected digital mobile
systems reaching 90 percent of humanity, connecting them to supply chains, producers,
distributors, Smart Connected Machines, logistics, makers, buyers, and sellers. This market
fused with technology—such as high-speed computers, digital assistants, digital cash, and
Smart Virtual Machines—will dominate commerce.This will be good news for entrepreneurs and
companies who will need to adapt to the real-time access of data these connected technologies
find. More connectivity will bring global collaborations, learning, smarter health care, access to
education, and, most of all, Innovative Ideas—ideas that create value. The Connected Planet will
be the network of Innovative Ideas—the currency of learning, trade, media, and
communications. Organizations that understand this evolutionary shift will prosper. The
Connected Planet will crowdsource ideas, networks, and markets faster than ever before.
Innovative Ideas that create wealth, opportunity, and invention, that transform our world, are
what’s coming.On the Connected Planet of 2025 the real-time visibility of Innovative Ideas
shared in one part of the world—say, Kenya—can be instantly picked up in Hong Kong, London,
and Paris. We see this real-time sharing of ideas today in the instant connectivity of social media
like Twitter and Facebook postings, which instantly show up and then get picked up and shared
around the world.There will be a deeper collaboration with a speedier Internet, as 5G networks
stream at nanosecond speed hundreds of exabytes of video, data, voice, images, and text
around the block and around the world. Those entrepreneurial companies and individuals who



can access this hyperconnected network will have a competitive advantage.This is the
Connected Planet at work—engaging, enabling, and empowering individuals to use network
connectivity as a model for every aspect of human endeavor. We will be smarter with connected
enterprises. We will be more productive in connected organizations. We will be more efficient in
connected supply chains. We will have more entertainment value in connected media.This will
enable local, regional, and global communications—connecting buyers and sellers, people,
enterprises, and machines. Accurate data about supply and demand that affects real-time
pricing, customization, and resource sourcing will be available all through your smart phone. The
mobile web will become the connected nervous system of our civilization in the future—smart,
open, aware, secure, and connecting billions of individuals and companies.The Future Smart
Entrepreneurs: They will be agile, adaptive, global, predictive, and innovation-savvy. Future
Smart Entrepreneurs are a different type of entrepreneur. They will operate with a different
mindset—one of connected minds, mobile technologies, systems, and markets. They will use
the Connected Planet to create new business value and work processes. Future Smart
entrepreneurs will shape the future of the global economy with innovation-fueled new ideas for
business that could not exist without global connectivity to markets, talent, and networks.The
Innovation Economy: This is born out of the recognition that tech innovations are the key driver
of economic growth and value, resulting in jobs, prosperity, productivity, growth, and free
societies. The Innovation Economy thrives where there are free markets, free enterprise, and
free societies, where individuals can thrive best. Advanced technologies of today—bio, nano,
neuro, robo, and others—will be the foundation of higher advanced technologies of tomorrow, far
beyond the imagination of what is possible today. Advanced technologies—always on, always
aware, and always connected—will be the backbone of the electronic marketplace of
tomorrow.This Connected Planet will be dominated by mobile, wearable, and embedded
computing that will be linked together in the Internet of Things (IoT). The Internet of Things is the
emerging technology wave of wirelessly connecting products, systems, computer chips, and
devices to each other so they may sense, understand, analyze, predict, and exchange
information, such as location awareness, and communicate with each other and us over the
web.The Internet of Things: IoT in 2025• Connected transportation systems—automated cars,
buses, highways• Connected cities—managing power, water, security• Connected health care—
creating safer and better care• Connected agriculture—creating more efficient yields•
Connected manufacturing—managing higher productivity• Connected homes—enabling energy,
media, communications• Connected enterprise—enabling big data, analytics, cloud
servicesThis will enable individuals and companies to harness artificial intelligence (AI)–
enhanced cloud computing for business, entertainment, social services, and idea harvesting.
Those who can envision and shape this emerging future will prosper.The Connected Society:
The Connected Planet Trend has as much to do with connecting individuals to each other for
social issues and causes as it is about connecting entrepreneurs and business. In 2011 Twitter
played a key role in the Arab Spring in the Middle East, galvanizing thousands across the world



who were connected and could mobilize for events supporting each other’s actions in real-time.
This was unprecedented. The role of connected social media enables, motivates, and drives
support for social change. In the future connected technology will drive more uprisings and
increased citizen awareness.In 2009 more than two hundred cities around the world held a
Twestival, bringing together the Twitter community for an evening of focusing on resource
scarcity and raising money and awareness for an important global issue—water. Over social
networks they organized an event globally by using Twitter as a connected network, with
additional information on videos and Facebook pages. The event resulted in providing clean
water for over seventeen thousand people. The Twestival’s success was experimental in its
method to change the world in an impactful way on one single night. This will be a model for the
future.The social challenges humanity faces are beyond borders and nations. Today
governments are not prepared to create a Connected Society to deal with public health,
education, water and food scarcity, climate change, and other social challenges. By 2025 they
must to manage the future of their nations, or else sovereign power will decline.The Quest for a
Better Future: There is a Global Values Shift coming that will change people’s worldview.
Individuals will see themselves as a part of the connected planet, not just as individuals from
one nation. There are many serious challenges and problems that face our world, such as
climate change, resource scarcity, job creation, poverty, peace, and security. There is a Global
Values Shift coming that will redefine the purpose of the enterprise and the individual so as to
create a better future through connectivity.Being connected on the planet with the shared values
of making this a better world gives new meaning to connectivity. We share these Planetary
Challenges together across cultures, economies, and as one civilization—this is what is coming.
If making the world better is increasingly shaping your worldview, then your decisions about your
work, lifestyle, employer, and government will change to embrace this New Worldview. This is a
fundamental driver of the Connected Planet Trend—the idea that the individual’s purpose is to
align with others on the planet in order to bring about a better future, a more prosperous, secure,
and productive future. Future Smart companies that understand this trend will have a competitive
advantage.The business of the future will be about the Connected Planet. Working toward
leveraging connectivity as a deliverable when running your business is a good start.My bet is
that innovative technology will be the strategic accelerator for the Connected Planet. More
connected supply chains, buyers, sellers, markets, and social media–enabled mobile platforms
—even the Smart Machines doing our bidding (for now) will connect us. This is what you want to
build. Embracing the Connected Planet in your career, inventing the connections that will bring
innovation to your business or profession would be Future Smart.Chapter 2The Connected
PlanetThe world is moving rapidly toward ubiquitous connectivity that will accelerate how people
collaborate, share, learn, gather, do business, and exchange knowledge. The most important
impact on the world of the Connected Planet Trend will be universal access to all human
knowledge by everyone on the planet. Connecting and enabling new innovations, discoveries,
solving world challenges, creating new products, solutions, generating economic prosperity—



that is what the possibilities are of the Connected Planet in the near future. The massive
empowerment of individuals and societies through the power of global connectivity captures the
essence of this trend. The Connected Planet will empower individuals with the tools of the
mobile web, digital money, linked online markets, and, above all, fuel a market for innovative new
ideas.The next new pharmaceuticals, computers, energy, and climate change fixes will come
from connected minds—the innovators, inventors, entrepreneurs of the Connected Planet. We
are altering, accelerating, and enabling human minds with access to the world’s knowledge in
ways we could not have dreamed about even five years ago. The Hyperconnectivity of
connected minds over the Internet with each other and connected things, data devices,
products, even the coming Smart Machines as our allies, will revolutionize every aspect of
human endeavor. Eight billion minds will define the future of the Connected Planet—across
borders, cultures, markets, and networks. No words can properly characterize the accelerated
prosperity and opportunity this trend will offer. The Connected Planet will be a singular
transformational event in our civilization’s history—a leap in collective consciousness from the
connections of billions of people to the knowledge and tools of the Internet, social media, mobile
media, and other information technologies. Based on the collective knowledge, access to tools,
and radical new ideas, over the next one hundred years we will be building an entirely new
civilization. The very idea of this, a Connected Planet, will pose a challenge of immense
scale.Most people do not think of their connectivity to the planet. They think about their
connections to their family, friends, work, or community. Maybe they feel a connection to an
ideology or religion or a nation or sports team. But the idea that we are all part of a Connected
Planet—this is a mindset that opens new possibilities for understanding cultures, doing
business, embracing technologies, and, most of all, perhaps gives us a global perspective about
ourselves that we are all connected on one planet.There are many trends in this book that I think
are vital to your career, business, and future, but one big trend above all that you want to
embrace is the Connected Planet. Your capacity to grasp and navigate the changes that are
coming—to become Future Smart—depends on your understanding of the scope of global
connectivity that is coming. Smarter, faster, deeper connectivity will transform our world,
enabling open communications, dynamic commerce, cultural understanding, and access to a
more prosperous world.Connectivity will define the next hundred years. Connectivity is and will
be the superglue that binds all transactions, technologies, relationships, and businesses. It will
define how you will interact with your world, your career, and your destiny, and it will define how
you interact with people, nations, markets, business, and, most of all, entrepreneurs. Connected
networks of people, capital, data, and smart products—Always Aware and Always Online—will
create a new Global Digital Culture that will expand global prosperity well beyond what we have
seen today. The Connected Planet has the potential to deliver even greater benefits to society in
the future, with the potential of connecting almost anything and anyone, which will offer new
insights. The world of 2025 will offer a range of essential services powered by a vibrant mobile
web ecosystem that connects the physical and digital worlds to markets, entrepreneurs,



companies, and supply chains.Your Connected Future: 2025As you get into your car, your
Always-Aware Car connects to your Private Cloud Network over the Internet, and even before
you got into the car, your car knew you were coming. It sensed you and got a communication, a
signal from the house AI that you were on your way. The door knob auto-connected over the
Internet with your car’s cognitive computer brain and downloaded your calendar of where you
needed to be by 12 p.m. today.Your House AI read your e-mail and reminded you via Quick-Link
to your Wearable Glasses that lit up yellow that you should not forget to grab your computer
tablet. Your Car AI, Gayle, already has the route dialed in and checked for traffic by the time you
turn the ignition. You have the option to Auto-Drive or Go Manual. Each device, surface, habitat,
and vehicle senses, communicates, and enables you. This is the Internet of Things—Always On,
Always Aware, and Always Connected.The Connected Planet trend—propelled by the mobile
Internet, fused with business, and enabled by the availability of all human knowledge—will
define the future of global business, trade, economics, and our civilization’s future. Connecting
the unconnected—the things, products, networks, services, and, most important, minds—will
bring forth a unique transformation in new business models, industries, and products that could
not have existed before.The connected globalization of markets, assets, technologies,
knowledge, talent, and industries is creating something new we have not seen before. It could
not have even been conceptualized without the convergence of the mobile and smart networks
that will become the backbone of a new marketplace: exponentially larger, by many exabytes of
data, with billions of connected people and trillions of connected devices. The awareness and
leveraging of this new Connected Planet Trend will open doors to education, commerce, health
care, and business in entirely new ways as we learn to predict smarter.Whether we pass or fail,
learn to collaborate or compete, end up at war or at peace, it will all be shaped by how smart we
are about understanding our connectivity, how well we understand our connections, and, most
of all, how we connect with each other to solve problems, innovate for the future, create
prosperity, and conduct business. You want to understand the architecture of connectivity.
Connectivity as a business model, as a way of building entirely new ways of interaction between
humans, markets, and cultures will bring the world into a more dynamic and transparent network
of ideas, commerce, and opportunity. Connectivity could bring a world of ample resources,
smarter solutions, and new economic value.The logic of connectivity is the existential
collaboration of billions across nations and diverse cultures, and yet it is a recognition that we
live on one Connected Planet. Profound discoveries, unlimited imaginations, data insights, and
dynamic new engines of innovation and productivity will come.Connectivity is a fundamental
shift in the way we think about the future. If all systems of knowledge, business, technology,
communications, and commerce are connected, then the convergence of these systems will
shape the future—and perhaps it will be a better future, with increased innovation, prosperity,
and peace. Greater connectivity will open markets and empower entrepreneurial companies and
individuals from around a world who are not connected today. More productivity, more
transparency, and more knowledge will be accessible to more people than ever before.The



Connected Planet Trend is an interlinking of systems that will create a dynamic and innovative
trade, technology, and communications marketplace that shall inspire creativity, imagination,
and solutions to the largest challenges facing our world. The global connectivity of these
systems will become essential to our world, as it will define economic prosperity, commerce,
multicultural exchange, and wealth creation. The fusion of connected knowledge, individuals,
technology, and markets will shape the destiny of our planet.• Connected transportation will be
safe.• Connected networks will find patterns and solutions to problems.• Connected Innovation
Ecosystems—convergence of talent, technology, collaboration, and markets—will create
competitive advantage.• Connected enterprises will reach new customers.• Connected
governments will operate with transparent effectiveness.• Connected technologies will enable
new products and services.• Connected supply chains will speed production and raise quality.•
Connected entrepreneurs will harness innovation.• Connected health care will enable more
effective care.• Connected education will enable smarter learning.• Connected products, Always
Aware and online, will enable security.• Connected transportation will be safe.• Connected
networks will find patterns and solutions to problems.• Connected Innovation Ecosystems—
convergence of talent, technology, collaboration, and markets—will create competitive
advantage.• Connected enterprises will reach new customers.• Connected governments will
operate with transparent effectiveness.• Connected technologies will enable new products and
services.• Connected supply chains will speed production and raise quality.• Connected
entrepreneurs will harness innovation.• Connected health care will enable more effective care.•
Connected education will enable smarter learning.• Connected products, Always Aware and
online, will enable security.How Future Smart we are about the connectivity of the mobile online
global economy will shape our civilization’s prosperity and progress for the next hundred years.
The convergence of connected systems will help us understand our world and ourselves, from
better predicting population health, to broadcasting education, to opening new markets, to
connecting buyers and sellers who have never been connected before.Smarter connectivity will
also shape the challenges we will face. How well we meet the challenges of the next ten years
will shape the next hundred. There is much at stake when discussing how we need to think
completely differently, as one connected planet, in order to even conceptualize the globalized
challenges that face our future world: extreme climate change, global conflict, food and water
stress, economic instability, opening markets, terrorism, rogue technology, global crime, and
increasing population. Our connectivity may be the source of how effectively we meet the Grand
Challenges of our future.As an individual, if you want to become Future Smart—adaptive, agile,
and predictive—to thrive in the future, you want to understand the Connected Planet. There will
be more opportunities for wealth creation, jobs, and prosperity for individuals in the Connected
Planet than ever before. As all systems become connected, the unleashing of ideas and
harnessing of innovation will create massive entrepreneurial opportunities to deliver new
business value. Accelerated awareness of customers’ needs and market demands through this
connectivity will build more intimacy with and understanding of organizations.The Connectivity



DividendNo nation, business, or individual can detach itself from the vitality of the rest of the
planet. No climate change policy can focus only on one separate region, nation, or city alone. No
employee-seeking corporation can attract talent by focusing on locality rather than globalization.
No organization can expect the interlinked Connected Planet Trend to be anything other than the
largest influence on their markets, customers, industry, or competition.You can no longer afford
to limit your future in developing resources, capital, talent, markets, technology, or customers.
The planet is your marketplace, factory, talent pool, research lab, customer base, and Innovation
Ecosystem. Innovation Ecosystems will become an essential part of the how commerce is
conducted in the future, bringing together four key elements: (1) digital commerce, (2) mobile
connectivity, (3) entrepreneurial business culture, and (4) Smart Machines. Innovation
Ecosystems will spawn online collaborative networks of interactive markets, resources,
expertise, suppliers, enablers—humans and Smart Machines (various new forms of AI, software
bots, machine intelligence, and social intelligence systems), mobile devices, and Internet
connected things that come together to harness innovation to produce commerce. Innovation
Ecosystems are the future of business that will monetize global connectivity, Big Data, analytics,
and knowledge processes over the Web.Mobile will become an accelerator of the Connected
Planet that is coming. Mobile is already a proven enabler of economic opportunities on the
planet. The mobile industry contributed around 4 percent of global gross domestic product
(GDP) in 2013, equivalent to over US$2.7 trillion. This will increase to 7.1 percent of global GDP
by 2025. The mobile industry, as an enabler of the Connected Planet trend, will shape the future
global economy as an innovation platform to catalyze commerce, provide services, and connect
buyers and sellers across borders over electronic network markets.Mobile networks will provide
unique opportunities to reach new customers, open new markets, and to market products and
services in ways that were impossible in the past. The deep collaboration of people, technology,
and services, all online connected by commerce, will be a primary global growth accelerator.The
industry has spawned a number of early stage Innovation Ecosystems that have emerged
across the world. These mobile innovation ecosystems contribute to the empowerment of
individuals, businesses, and societies not only through the opportunities they create but also
through the solutions and services they deliver, which will increase productivity, quality of life,
and prosperity. In the future this will become dominant as Innovation Ecosystems spread
throughout the world propelled by the spread of mobile web access. Innovation Ecosystems will
become the backbone of the Connected Planet. Some of the Innovation Ecosystem deliverables
may be based on education, health care, and business-to-business commerce, to name a
few.Innovation Ecosystems of the future will be built on the global mobile architecture of the
Internet. The mobile web will be the chief accelerator of the Connected Planet, shaping the
future of every nation, business, and society for the better. Greater efficiency, cost effectiveness,
and productivity will be the outcome of connected resources, capital, work processes, and talent
that are combined over the mobile web.This convergence of people, technology, and mobile
business processes will unleash a new dimension of services that improve the quality of



consumers’ lives and the productivity of enterprises. The benefits of mobility will spread far
beyond communications to provide dramatic efficiency improvements in sectors such as energy,
logistics, banking, finance, security, and manufacturing.Welcome to the new reality of the
Connected Planet. The Connectivity Dividend is the economic, business, and social value that
shall be gained from connecting people, markets, products, supply chains, and, perhaps most
interesting, minds.The huge innovation breakthroughs from connecting innovative ideas from the
connected minds of 8 billion people cannot be measured in any currency. The Connectivity
Dividend for humanity may be in healing disease, accelerating global wealth creation,
stimulating new inventions in energy, managing climate, or ending war. The infinite power of
connected minds may be the most underutilized and most obvious natural resource on the
planet.As more markets become digitally connected and more products become connected to
each other and to people, a new understanding of real-time value will emerge: What is the power
of a billion connected minds? It is the power to create new solutions, innovations, and a New
Productive Future for humanity. Once every hospital is online and all of the equipment, devices,
staff, doctors, and patients are all connected, when every drug, cell phone, and device is
connected and able to speak to every doctor, system, and patient, then we will have a
Connected Health Care System that is self-aware and self-healing and can operate with a level
of effectiveness, safety, and awareness that is not possible today.Then our Smart Hospital will
know how to prevent illness, predict our future health, and heal. The convergence of connected
people, systems, networks, and devices will create new value—this is the Connectivity Dividend.
New value creation from the connected minds, devices, and systems of our world will transform
medicine.Pharmaceuticals will be Always Aware and “know” what types of patients they are most
effective for based on personalized Big Data. Patients’ real-time digital health records will “talk”
to the doctor, patient, and the Smart Machine Medical Management systems to improve
diagnostics and better health care. This is a 2025 scenario, when Smart Machines and
automated medical decision support systems evolve, learn, and develop a predictive capability
to diagnose, prevent, and treat illness. When a Big Data analysis of millions of research trials,
discovered by an online computer doctor—not a human but a Smart Machine—finds the ideal
procedure for your cancer condition and then advises your doctor, then you will know the
Connected Planet has arrived.The Connected Planet Trend also reflects a recognition that you
need to play the game of business differently. Thinking about how you might fit into an Innovation
Ecosystem will give you competitive value. How might you grow your business in the future by
thinking about collaboration and partnering? What global markets or customers that you don’t
have now would you want in order to grow your business and expand your markets? How could
you use connectivity to create a competitive advantage?Global Hyperconnectivity by 2025•
Every minute over two hundred hours of video is uploaded to YouTube.• There will be over 100
billion connected devices on the planet.• There will be 1 trillion connected chips, sensors, and
machines.• 300 million wearable devices will be connected online.• Mobile devices will generate
over fifty exabytes of traffic per month.• Mobile devices will exceed the world’s population.• Over



7 billion people will be connected over the mobile Internet.• Smart Machine and M2M networks
will trverse the globe, enabling entrepreneurs and businesses to collaborate, innovate, transact,
and conduct business.• Digital applications and mobile digital services will transform work
processes and enterprises.• Deep Collaboration between global entrepreneurs over mobile
networks will create a New Vibrant Global Marketplace.• Cognitive computing will transform the
Internet of Things, IoT, embedding intelligence in every Thing.• Global Innovation Ecosystems
will develop, manufacture, analyze, market, and distribute 70 percent of all products and
services.• Enterprise intelligence systems will predict what customers want before they do and
give it to them.Global Hyperconnectivity by 2025• Every minute over two hundred hours of video
is uploaded to YouTube.• There will be over 100 billion connected devices on the planet.• There
will be 1 trillion connected chips, sensors, and machines.• 300 million wearable devices will be
connected online.• Mobile devices will generate over fifty exabytes of traffic per month.• Mobile
devices will exceed the world’s population.• Over 7 billion people will be connected over the
mobile Internet.• Smart Machine and M2M networks will trverse the globe, enabling
entrepreneurs and businesses to collaborate, innovate, transact, and conduct business.• Digital
applications and mobile digital services will transform work processes and enterprises.• Deep
Collaboration between global entrepreneurs over mobile networks will create a New Vibrant
Global Marketplace.• Cognitive computing will transform the Internet of Things, IoT, embedding
intelligence in every Thing.• Global Innovation Ecosystems will develop, manufacture, analyze,
market, and distribute 70 percent of all products and services.• Enterprise intelligence systems
will predict what customers want before they do and give it to them.Our Connected FutureLet’s
imagine what 2025 may look like . . .A California rancher, Phil, gets a text from his Avatar Trixie, a
digital agent with artificial intelligence (AI) that sold his cattle herd to a China customer just
before global beef prices went up by 25 percent—as she predicted.Jomo Mobasa, in Kenya’s
Personal Cloud Computer, a Class-5 Asimov model in Singapore, is selling over 1 million virtual
reality games such as Crazy Birds, downloaded every minute into 120 million mobile wearable
computers.Five hundred million entrepreneurs across Africa, the European Union, North
America, and Asia buy and sell renewable energy credits (RECs), over Baidu-Google’s mobile e-
commerce network, an innovation ecosystem, generating millions in sales per second across
180 nations.The Connected EnterpriseWelcome to the Connected Planet, where the dynamic,
kinetic, and high-velocity connectivity of networks of people, sensors, computers, virtual agents,
mobile devices, and Smart Machines will all create prosperity across markets, ecosystems, and
nations. The sheer volume of connected millions of supply chains, organizations, and individuals
that are looking to create, buy, or sell, as well as the millions of niche markets and producers for
products and services that are predictive to market demands, will stream across virtual reality
worlds of commerce, education, health care, and culture, creating the core of the Connected
Planet. More connections means more vital markets and a velocity of commerce, capital, and
communications.Connectivity will also be the competitive advantage of business invention.
Connected enterprises will be able to deploy resources faster and more efficiently in order to



empower customers, to enable their success and well-being. Connected nations will compete
for talent and productivity. The smarter and more efficient the connectivity, the better the nation
at retaining and attracting talent. Connectivity as a competitive advantage of nations will support
this same equation—the high-performance connectivity of nations will attract business and
talent.This Connected Planet Trend is an emerging fusion of innovation, business, technologies,
economics, and entrepreneurs. This trend will drive commerce, especially for the bottom of the
global population, who need a stable, secure, and transparent digital marketplace to conduct
business. This is being invented now by a series of forces that are converging, moving us into
the future.We will look back in ten years and marvel at how primitive, unconnected, and
unproductive our world was. Unconnected no more, we will build a Connected Planet that,
between 2020 and 2030, will transform our civilization for the better, allowing more individuals to
participate in wealth creation, prosperity, and innovation. The Connected Planet Trend will do
more to enable entrepreneurs than any government has or can. Organizations and
entrepreneurs should get ready for 1,000 percent more growth, opportunities, and jobs as the
global markets get connected.The Five Forces Driving the Connected PlanetThe Mobile
Internet: The spread of the mobile Internet will enhance global connectivity fostering more
collaboration, new business creation, and innovation. This will be a more integrated and
transparent world of shared ideas, values, and worldviews that together will build a planetary
culture in the future. The mobile Internet will evolve into a network of connected markets made
up of dynamic human and synthetic intelligences—always on, always aware, always open for
business, 24/7.This global market will fuel over US$1 trillion in sales by 2025. This will be
accelerated by connected digital mobile systems reaching 90 percent of humanity, connecting
them to supply chains, producers, distributors, Smart Connected Machines, logistics, makers,
buyers, and sellers. This market fused with technology—such as high-speed computers, digital
assistants, digital cash, and Smart Virtual Machines—will dominate commerce.This will be good
news for entrepreneurs and companies who will need to adapt to the real-time access of data
these connected technologies find. More connectivity will bring global collaborations, learning,
smarter health care, access to education, and, most of all, Innovative Ideas—ideas that create
value. The Connected Planet will be the network of Innovative Ideas—the currency of learning,
trade, media, and communications. Organizations that understand this evolutionary shift will
prosper. The Connected Planet will crowdsource ideas, networks, and markets faster than ever
before. Innovative Ideas that create wealth, opportunity, and invention, that transform our world,
are what’s coming.On the Connected Planet of 2025 the real-time visibility of Innovative Ideas
shared in one part of the world—say, Kenya—can be instantly picked up in Hong Kong, London,
and Paris. We see this real-time sharing of ideas today in the instant connectivity of social media
like Twitter and Facebook postings, which instantly show up and then get picked up and shared
around the world.There will be a deeper collaboration with a speedier Internet, as 5G networks
stream at nanosecond speed hundreds of exabytes of video, data, voice, images, and text
around the block and around the world. Those entrepreneurial companies and individuals who



can access this hyperconnected network will have a competitive advantage.This is the
Connected Planet at work—engaging, enabling, and empowering individuals to use network
connectivity as a model for every aspect of human endeavor. We will be smarter with connected
enterprises. We will be more productive in connected organizations. We will be more efficient in
connected supply chains. We will have more entertainment value in connected media.This will
enable local, regional, and global communications—connecting buyers and sellers, people,
enterprises, and machines. Accurate data about supply and demand that affects real-time
pricing, customization, and resource sourcing will be available all through your smart phone. The
mobile web will become the connected nervous system of our civilization in the future—smart,
open, aware, secure, and connecting billions of individuals and companies.The Future Smart
Entrepreneurs: They will be agile, adaptive, global, predictive, and innovation-savvy. Future
Smart Entrepreneurs are a different type of entrepreneur. They will operate with a different
mindset—one of connected minds, mobile technologies, systems, and markets. They will use
the Connected Planet to create new business value and work processes. Future Smart
entrepreneurs will shape the future of the global economy with innovation-fueled new ideas for
business that could not exist without global connectivity to markets, talent, and networks.The
Innovation Economy: This is born out of the recognition that tech innovations are the key driver
of economic growth and value, resulting in jobs, prosperity, productivity, growth, and free
societies. The Innovation Economy thrives where there are free markets, free enterprise, and
free societies, where individuals can thrive best. Advanced technologies of today—bio, nano,
neuro, robo, and others—will be the foundation of higher advanced technologies of tomorrow, far
beyond the imagination of what is possible today. Advanced technologies—always on, always
aware, and always connected—will be the backbone of the electronic marketplace of
tomorrow.This Connected Planet will be dominated by mobile, wearable, and embedded
computing that will be linked together in the Internet of Things (IoT). The Internet of Things is the
emerging technology wave of wirelessly connecting products, systems, computer chips, and
devices to each other so they may sense, understand, analyze, predict, and exchange
information, such as location awareness, and communicate with each other and us over the
web.The Internet of Things: IoT in 2025• Connected transportation systems—automated cars,
buses, highways• Connected cities—managing power, water, security• Connected health care—
creating safer and better care• Connected agriculture—creating more efficient yields•
Connected manufacturing—managing higher productivity• Connected homes—enabling energy,
media, communications• Connected enterprise—enabling big data, analytics, cloud services•
Connected transportation systems—automated cars, buses, highways• Connected cities—
managing power, water, security• Connected health care—creating safer and better care•
Connected agriculture—creating more efficient yields• Connected manufacturing—managing
higher productivity• Connected homes—enabling energy, media, communications• Connected
enterprise—enabling big data, analytics, cloud servicesThis will enable individuals and
companies to harness artificial intelligence (AI)–enhanced cloud computing for business,



entertainment, social services, and idea harvesting. Those who can envision and shape this
emerging future will prosper.The Connected Society: The Connected Planet Trend has as much
to do with connecting individuals to each other for social issues and causes as it is about
connecting entrepreneurs and business. In 2011 Twitter played a key role in the Arab Spring in
the Middle East, galvanizing thousands across the world who were connected and could
mobilize for events supporting each other’s actions in real-time. This was unprecedented. The
role of connected social media enables, motivates, and drives support for social change. In the
future connected technology will drive more uprisings and increased citizen awareness.In 2009
more than two hundred cities around the world held a Twestival, bringing together the Twitter
community for an evening of focusing on resource scarcity and raising money and awareness for
an important global issue—water. Over social networks they organized an event globally by
using Twitter as a connected network, with additional information on videos and Facebook
pages. The event resulted in providing clean water for over seventeen thousand people. The
Twestival’s success was experimental in its method to change the world in an impactful way on
one single night. This will be a model for the future.The social challenges humanity faces are
beyond borders and nations. Today governments are not prepared to create a Connected
Society to deal with public health, education, water and food scarcity, climate change, and other
social challenges. By 2025 they must to manage the future of their nations, or else sovereign
power will decline.The Quest for a Better Future: There is a Global Values Shift coming that will
change people’s worldview. Individuals will see themselves as a part of the connected planet,
not just as individuals from one nation. There are many serious challenges and problems that
face our world, such as climate change, resource scarcity, job creation, poverty, peace, and
security. There is a Global Values Shift coming that will redefine the purpose of the enterprise
and the individual so as to create a better future through connectivity.Being connected on the
planet with the shared values of making this a better world gives new meaning to connectivity.
We share these Planetary Challenges together across cultures, economies, and as one
civilization—this is what is coming. If making the world better is increasingly shaping your
worldview, then your decisions about your work, lifestyle, employer, and government will change
to embrace this New Worldview. This is a fundamental driver of the Connected Planet Trend—
the idea that the individual’s purpose is to align with others on the planet in order to bring about a
better future, a more prosperous, secure, and productive future. Future Smart companies that
understand this trend will have a competitive advantage.The business of the future will be about
the Connected Planet. Working toward leveraging connectivity as a deliverable when running
your business is a good start.My bet is that innovative technology will be the strategic
accelerator for the Connected Planet. More connected supply chains, buyers, sellers, markets,
and social media–enabled mobile platforms—even the Smart Machines doing our bidding (for
now) will connect us. This is what you want to build. Embracing the Connected Planet in your
career, inventing the connections that will bring innovation to your business or profession would
be Future Smart.Chapter 3The New Future of Business: Predictive, Smart, and MobileThe year



is 2025. A vibrant global hyperconnected Innovation Ecosystem has emerged, generating
millions of jobs and businesses. Innovation Ecosystems are high-performance collaborative
global web networks that are predictive, real time, and mobile. Innovation Ecosystems will be
highly agile and enable innovative entrepreneurs to create new global digital markets. They bring
together talent, innovation, supply chains, markets, makers, capital, and experts—both humans
and technology—to produce commerce. Most jobs are entrepreneurial and project based,
working across borders and engaging deep, collaborative networks of people, companies, and
technology. Digital Tribes, specialized networks of people, companies, and Smart Machines,
collaborate and compete across the many Innovation Ecosystems.There is an explosion of
innovation that is shaping opportunities and electrifying buyers, sellers, makers, and producers
across 150 nations that fuel global trade in yottabytes (1 YB = 10008bytes = 1024bytes =
1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 bytes = 1,000 zettabytes = 1 trillion terabytes) and in
nanoseconds by the speed-of-light web networks. Business by the speed of photons fuels a
dynamic global Innovation Economy.Products and services are designed and sourced in real
time across Innovation Ecosystems that bring together talent, supply chains, digital markets, and
projects on demand, serving billions of customers every minute of every day. These Innovation
Ecosystems are agile, predictive, postindustrial networks in which products, services, and ideas
which serve a global marketplace of customers. Moving from new idea to product can take
seconds in the New Future of Business. Automated intelligence plus humans will make markets,
create innovations, and monetize ideas instantly. Smart Prediction will be a new competitive
advantage.Multiple Innovation Ecosystems with domain-specific expertise in materials,
electronics, and customer service interact with freelance experts from specific industries, such
as security, health, real estate, finance, and media. Knowledge-Value Specialists interact with
Smart Machines, distribution, and robots.Drones, flyables, digital personalities, avatars, and
Smart Machines are integrated into the global business culture. Individuals have digital clones
that serve customers and conduct commerce while their Authentic Personas—actual humans—
create, play, travel, or work on other projects. Entirely new digital business models create Super
Gigs—freelance projects for hire in alternative energy, health enhancement, consumer
genomics, adaptive finance, predictive simulation, Big Data, and immersive entertainment, all of
which didn’t even exist five years, or even five minutes, before.In this New Future a fundamental
global shift in the way business functions has emerged. Smart Prediction, the evolution on the
convergence of Big Data, Analytics, and Cognitive Computing, has transformed business.
Customers are producers. Competitors are collaborators. Crowdsourcing drives marketing.This
is business reinvented at the speed of light.Producers make things and sell things, but what is
made and the how it’s made is different. On-demand virtual foundries and connected supply
chains from off-world factories in space drive a vibrant marketplace of 3D Makers to simulators
as digital currencies electrify new choices for commerce. Product designs are simulated and
uploaded to 3D Maker factories that produce and distribute across this planet as well as other
off-world orbiting cities.Companies predict customers’ desire and market those Big Data Desires



to Knowledge-Smart businesses offering health enhancement, deep learning, gaming,
entertainment, and finance.The emergence of the Global Innovation Ecosystem—a
convergence of mobile, TV, auto, habitat, computer, sensor, and wearable platforms—is the
largest global marketplace in history, linking up 8 billion people who are not only both consumers
and producers but also who share knowledge and talent in dynamic ways. It is a constantly
evolving, morphable digital platform that adapts based on who you are, where you are, and what
you’re searching for. This Innovation Ecosystem links networks, smart devices, people, smart
machines, and markets. This is where talent, projects, trade, and innovation converge—the
Makers World.3D nano-manufacturing has transformed health care, consumer products,
industrial products, and entertainment. Most homes and businesses have 3D Maker-Bots at
their location so they can make on-demand personalized pharmaceuticals, food, tools, clothing,
and even complex devices. Everyone is a 3D Maker—the self-sufficiency of the population has
altered business. 3D Makers are linked up to cloud networks, where they can download
programs, power, and tools when they need it to be functional. Knowledge as a product is the
most demanded product offered in the world, enabling finance, health care, manufacturing,
trade, media, and entertainment to reach new heights of personalized commerce.Entirely new
business value is spawned, hive networked, crowdsourced, exchanged, and traded across
dynamic real-time markets, channels, and virtual pop-up e-commerce universes. Everyone is a
creator, maker, producer, and, at the same time, a customer. Business in the future is a fast-
evolving network of people and Collaborative Smart Machines—cognitive cloud computers
networked to deliver value to customers and companies.The collision of advanced mobile web
networks and free enterprise is the chief enablement of the future of business. Free markets,
free trade, and free enterprises operating over mobile web-based Global Innovation Ecosystems
accelerate growth, entrepreneurship, and global commerce. Most individuals and companies will
prosper in this fast-paced, kinetic New Future of business.Billions of individuals who did not
have access to global markets to buy and sell, produce and trade, build and distribute are now
connected together. New ideas are floated in the Innovation Ecosystems: Smart Machines and
Transmedia Tribes compete for Maker Rights to turn ideas into products for the commercial
markets. InstaMarkets, emerge quickly, connecting a global mix of buyers and sellers, makers
and developers, investors and digital Banker-Bots—then dissolve away. Different InstaMarkets
emerge and dissolve away every day, 1 million times a day, generating over $1.5 trillion a week.
You need to have a Future Smart organization to be able to manage the Game-Changing
business opportunities in this future.The global market of 9 billion customers are online NOW.
Will you be ready to go?Free enterprise over the Global Innovation Ecosystem of makers,
producers, agents, sellers, and buyers will do more to transform the world’s economy—creating
wealth and reducing poverty—than what any government could hope to do to improve the future
of their citizens or economy. Governments will need to support this or get out of the way. The
Global Innovation Ecosystem will transform the global economy, where the fusion of free
enterprise, individuals, and digital technology, lifts up economies and society.It’s a New Future in



which the rules have changed, the opportunities are global, and only the Future Smart will
thrive.The Top Game-Changing Trends That Will Shape the Future of Business1. Innovation is
the chief competitive advantage: embrace it and thrive; resist it and perish.2. Every enterprise
must embrace socially responsible business practices.3. Predictive Knowledge-Value business
models will change every enterprise and career.4. Disrupt and reinvent your business model,
products, work processes, talent, strategy, and values—before you create your competition.5.
The Mobile Web Marketplace will connect over 7 billion people by 2025.6. Automated bots,
computer algorithms, and Smart Machines will transform every business—learn to leverage this
revolution.7. The Global Innovation Ecosystem will create collaborative and connected networks
of markets, companies, entrepreneurs, and commerce.8. Predictive analytics, the cloud, Big
Data, social media, and mobile are the top trends that will transform business in this century.9. A
new kind of customer, the Click-Streamer, points to a new digital global culture.10. The Start-Up
Culture will change every business, making every enterprise more entrepreneurial.Digital
Money: The Future of TransactionsYour cell phone is your new bank. Person-to-Person (P2P)
transactions can use a variety of digital currencies in the future to conduct business. Every day
new digital banks will manage billions in global digital currency markets, such as M-Pesa, P2P
Money, DigiCash, MyBucks, Bitcoin, and Mobil$. Digital money—or what was first called crypto
currency—is now an accepted form of money for all transactions.In real time people can create
digital currency based on virtual or hard assets such as commodities and then use them for
conducting business. People even trade the algos—the formulas for creating digital cash. You
will be able to design online your own digital cash and use it to conduct business. Even today
you can customize your own digital money based on the Bitcoin platform and use it for
transactions—assuming you can find someone or some business to accept your digital cash.
This opens the door for a new era of customized digital currency—on demand and personalized
for the moment or the business. The implications for a world where you can customize digital
currency will create new opportunities for commerce, especially over mobile networks.There are
over 100 million people on the planet that have access to mobile digital money. From Africa to
Asia, to the poorest to the richest nations on the planet, mobile digital cash—money on your
mobile—is the not just the future; it is the Now Market and growing fast, every second. By 2025
there will be over 1 billion people who use digital mobile money as their primary transaction
platform.MK Ultra: 2022The hacker group MK Ultra’s specialty is cyber-hacking—or “liberating,”
as they say—crypto currencies. By 2022 there are numerous crypto-currencies, or digital cash,
as they are known. Led by an early experiment by Bitcoin, digital cash models were developed in
the early part of the twenty-first century as an alternative to sovereign-issued currencies like US
dollars, Euros, and Chinese Yuan.Today the digital cash that MK Ultra is looking for is called
DigiTrade, and it is used for energy trading by major energy companies in an attempt to manage
currency risk. One program, hacked wirelessly via the Google Glass worn by a careless risk
manager in London, gave MK Ultra the codes they needed to steal more than $150 million.In
order to adapt to this new economic reality, businesses developed new ways to secure



transactions, so customers and suppliers who prefer to use digital funds can interact with them.
A Digital Central Bank monitors all digital currencies larger than US$1 billion. Person-to-person
(P2P) digital currencies number in the millions as individuals develop new ways to exchange
value and commerce outside of the traditional currency marketplace. This disrupts traditional
monetary controls but will persist, as the central banks will learn to adapt to this New Future of
money.The Freelancer Market: 2025Global digital businesses that crowdsource talent with few
full-time employees drive a Freelancer Marketplace that is responsible for over 70 percent of all
new jobs. Though this seemed hard to believe in 2015, by 2020 this trend exploded. Every
organization will need to adapt to this New Future. Freelancers have become a valuable talent
asset, as they are mobile, virtual, and have innovation skills that many organizations rely on for
projects.The result is flatter network-based organizations that maintain freelancer networks of
talented people who may work their entire life on projects for many companies on demand.
These projects might last minutes, days, and, sometimes, years. Freelancers with specialized
talents in specific industries have become valuable resources for most
organizations.Freelancers bring a much-needed entrepreneurial culture shift to business, in
which compensation is based on the project performance, thus creating new business value and
the return on innovation (ROI). This trend has changed how people work with organizations,
introducing a new agile era of high-performance innovation. These are Future Smart companies
that are emerging.Genomic Analytics: The Future of MarketingDNA sequencing combined with
neuromarketing and Big Data is used to predict customer needs, design products, understand
workforce compatibility, redesign work, and formulate careers. As DNA tests got cheaper and
the science of genomics was developed for understanding how people, companies, and even
products might interact, a new industry was born.Genomic Analytics is now used throughout the
world, offering new insights into marketing, employment, and digital services. Specialists called
Genomers provide customized forecasts of the Genomic market profiles so businesses can
better identify new opportunities.Neuro-AdsAdaptive Personalized Advertising connects billions
of consumers and businesses with a massive predictive real-time capability, identifying what you
desire. Sound intrusive? It can be. Neuro-Ads can enable, interpret, and predict what you need
and then even provide it. The massive global automated advertising system uses neuroscience
with cloud networks to generate billions of personalized ads customized for your desires, needs,
and problems.These ads don’t just sell but also empower people with information that is highly
relevant for what business predicts individuals will desire. People are paid with digital credits for
the use of their time and attention by choosing to interact with the advertising. They may also Ad-
Produce customize advertising, with themes for their interests such as the Pepsi Treasure Hunt,
Taco Bell Auto Racing, and the Great Race Travels to the Future.Digital Maker NetworksDigital
Maker Networks that specialize in different industries will emerge. If you’re a struggling media
maker, an entrepreneur such as the Transmedia Smart Machines from the Bangkok Network can
generate that new online game show you have developed and are now shopping around for a
paying audience. Real-time tests show that a remote part of China is hungry for this type of



entertainment and will prepay in Bitcoins 40 percent of the production cost.The rest of the costs
will be offset by a loan from the Bangkok Bank Network to you, secured by 50 percent of your
orders, or you can borrow against those carbon Bitcoin credit contracts you have—that’s if they
can produce and sell the special effects to a corporate sponsor and get the digital marketing
rights to Southeast Asia, of which they will prepay. Each week millions of media productions are
made this way. Now you are ready to go.Big Data RevolutionEvery business will be transformed
by Big Data. It is also important to understand our world by analyzing and unlocking the data that
defines our world. Big Data is used to better predict which drugs work best, what services and
brands deliver superior quality, and what innovations will produce the highest customer
value.Big Data is about extracting meaning from the data that captures how employees work,
and this enables them to succeed as well as mine the customer data generated by sales. Big
Data is a way to visualize, conceptualize, and operationalize how to create entirely new lines of
business as well as enhance the business opportunities you have now. Big Data is a weapon for
competitive advantage if you understand the data science that unlocks the mysteries of
information.Big Data will also reveal what customers will need in order to predict with accuracy
what will enable, empower, and deliver value to citizens from government and to customers from
business.Headlines from the Future: 2025Personalized Adaptive Advertising Anticipates Your
Secret DesiresBrain-Streaming: Future Marketing Trend 2025Direct-to-Brain (D2B) broadcasts
games and entertainment, and this will generate over $200 billion a year in sales. D2B, also
known as Brain-Streaming, has become a huge global industry, generating millions of jobs and
spawning new services almost daily. D2B is highly immersive and engaging as it stimulates the
brain.Entertainment media that analyzes consumer interests and then auto-generates gaming
and media personalized for billions of individual profiles is now both a feature on WebTV and a
standalone media service. Though illegal in some nations, D2B has also become a powerful tool
for education and learning, used by both online schools as well as businesses to train
people.The Human Performance Enhancement Market: 2025The Human Performance Market
(HPE) focuses on augmenting intelligence, regenerating organs, and enhancing cybernetic
human mobility. Creating healthy aging now dominates over 45 percent of consumer digital
wallet share. With over five hundred new business sectors and over 100 million jobs, HPE is a
growing global industry. The augmentation of intelligence has become a highly in-demand
service for business and individuals, and 40 percent of all jobs require an enhancement
certification.Managing age-related diseases has become the number-one challenge facing our
world. As the next generation ages, Generation X reaches middle age at sixty-five, and with
depopulation threatening lower productivity throughout the world, HPE has become the largest
industry on the planet. Government and corporate subsidies as well as insurance support large-
scale HPE for the population.The Autonomous EconomyFully automated buildings, homes,
autos, and devices buy and sell energy over an online global energy microgrid network.
Automated factories in space build customized pharmaceuticals, autos, agriculture, and
computing devices. Smart Machines, both autonomous and human managed, will shape the



Autonomous Economy, as they will be running the factories, Innovation Ecosystems, Maker
Networks, and global businesses that will dominate economic growth in the future. By 2025 the
Autonomous Economy will be well defined—in fact, it is emerging now.The Autonomous
Economy developed out of the convergence of automated machines that run factories based on
computing, geo-intelligence, and the Internet of Things (IoT) to create Smart Machines based
on what we used to call AI, or artificial intelligence. The New AI is based on cognitive computing,
neuroscience, genomics, and nanotechnology and is used to create a new era of Smart
Machines that perform all types of industrial and Knowledge-Value work. They also upgrade
themselves and operate entire global enterprises independent of humans.3D Cloud Printing
MarketplaceCloud computing delivers, on demand, 70 percent of all products direct to the
consumer, including the local molecular manufacturing of products. 3D printers generate most
products, even complex devices and machines. As nano-assemblers became inexpensive and
almost given away by governments and companies like microwave ovens had been decades
before, every person came to have access to 3D printers linked to cloud networks for the
personal production of certain goods.Microgrid MarketplaceThe development of distributed
energy networks, known as microgrids, has transformed the energy marketplace, increasing
efficiency and eliminating waste. The combination of rising energy costs and the concern for
better managing our global energy resources and dealing with climate change has led to this
innovation.Microgrids are networks of smart, efficient collaborations of traditional and renewable
sources connecting energy resources, producers, and consumers. Microgrid development has
merged with the Autonomous Economy to better manage cost-effective energy usage for
businesses and consumers.The Sustainable PlanetThe risk factors facing the planet due to
climate change, pollution, and the demands of a rising population on natural resources such as
water, food, and energy has led to a new global agenda on sustainability. The failure of
governments to take decisive action to address the challenges pressed the business sector to
take a leadership role in tackling these issues.Consumers have made businesses accountable
for making sustainable choices and embracing an era of social accountability. Consumers vote
with their wallet, supporting businesses that embrace a sustainable planet and rejecting those
that don’t. Business leaders are now influencing politicians to support more sustainable policies
that over 90 percent of consumers demand—climate change management.What the
Marketplace TeachesThe future of business is emerging now. The power of digital Knowledge-
Value goods is accelerating more so than labor-intensive goods. In the future, by 2025,
Knowledge-Value goods will dominate the marketplace. There are millions of entrepreneurs who
have companies that sell online, every day around the world. These companies may sell
products or services, but the most profitable are those that enable others to succeed. These
digital entrepreneurs have found the ability to connect with customers over the mobile web to be
the basis of a radical new business model. These digital entrepreneurs enable other
entrepreneurs to succeed. They help them sell more, get found by customers, digitally market
over social networks, and get their businesses noticed over the Internet. Their work processes



and services are digitally enhanced to optimize productivity and profitability.The fusion of online
marketing, analytics, and computer science has created success where there was no business
model prior. The key has been to create an Innovation Ecosystem to serve customers and
automate the sales of digital Knowledge Products that others find of great value. This is a vastly
different marketplace from what the universities are teaching and how most people were taught
as well as how most businesses operate today. But this is what the future will bring.Are you
ready to play in this game? Becoming Future Smart will require you to think and operate
completely differently from how you do today. Sustainability, social accountability, social media,
exponential technologies, Always Aware Web, mobile commerce, connectivity, the innovators
mindset—this thinking should change how you lead, invent, predict, and understand reality:
markets, cultures, business, and organizations.The New Future is altering what a business does
and challenges the very idea of what a business is. To see this future, consider what companies
like Facebook make billions at—monetizing relationships. Twitter enables global publishing and
communications. Google enables search and commerce over markets that connect people.
Baidu has transformed China by connecting a billion people and creating a vibrant market of
entrepreneurs that were not connected before. Bitcoin offers a new mobile currency that is agile,
digital, and used for trade.Uber is disrupting every business. That future is coming fast.
Unrelenting change from new markets, new technology, new competition, and new innovative
business models is unfolding.You cannot use yesterday’s tools, ideas, business models, or tech
to deal with the changes coming in business. You need an entirely new mindset, tool set,
organization structure, and supply chain. We, as a civilization, are inventing a New Future that
business can thrive in. The New Future is a radical morphing of the economy, society, and
culture that will electrify business. The New Future is the state of tomorrow—kinetic and
explosive change. Best to prepare for the storm that’s coming.Every aspect of business is
changing. What a market is, how to sell, where to connect with customers, what customers want
and expect, how to attract employees or freelancers, and even what the products and services
will be will change. The entire idea of what a business is, does, and how it acts to create value is
changing. You have to change with these trends to survive.Innovation is the only competitive
advantage. Innovating work processes in business—increased collaboration and connectivity,
blending Smart Machines with human operators, harnessing Big Data, leveraging the cloud,
building in predictive analytics—is the application of leading-edge innovations that make the
difference. It’s doing what others cannot see, what they are not doing or missing that you could
embrace—a new distinction in business. Understanding this will build your future success and
empower your workforce, customers, and competition. Innovate fast and often and build
innovation cultures that embrace the radical ideas, talent, and work processes before your
competition does.Social media is how customers influence customers who then adopt or reject
your brand. The power shift to the customer who is more social media savvy than business is a
challenge.Simulation and games are new, emerging ways to simulate, with computers and
games, real-life and real-market challenges. Using sims and games to better understand the



changing business or customer landscape may reveal new opportunities that were missed
before.Digital marketing is the chief interaction with your brand and the market. Traditional
marketing is dead. The mobile web will be the dominant marketplace—prepare for this now. Stop
moving atoms—move bits.Analytics is what you can learn about the market, the customer, or
your competition that can help you compete and grow. Create analytics teams of Big Data
wizards to figure out how customers are changing and how to interpret their changing
needs.Embed Knowledge Value into every product and service: What is the Knowledge Value
that can be added to excite, enable, inform, or empower the customer? If you have not figured
that out, then STOP everything and do so.The Predictive Enterprise, at its core, leverages data,
ecosystems, digital tools, and markets. If you understand how prediction will transform
competition and your industry, have another hard look around you. Change is endemic.
Competition is growing. Customers are looking for change agents to help enable them. You’re
either predicting your future or someone else is.Seven Business TrendsThe very idea of what a
business is, what it does, and who it does it for is changing. How a business creates value for
customers will change as well. From new business models and new innovations to new
customers and new markets—there is a New Future emerging. This New Future requires a
different perspective on decision making in organizations, with fewer hierarchies and more
distributed power networks.Chapter 3The New Future of Business: Predictive, Smart, and
MobileThe year is 2025. A vibrant global hyperconnected Innovation Ecosystem has emerged,
generating millions of jobs and businesses. Innovation Ecosystems are high-performance
collaborative global web networks that are predictive, real time, and mobile. Innovation
Ecosystems will be highly agile and enable innovative entrepreneurs to create new global digital
markets. They bring together talent, innovation, supply chains, markets, makers, capital, and
experts—both humans and technology—to produce commerce. Most jobs are entrepreneurial
and project based, working across borders and engaging deep, collaborative networks of
people, companies, and technology. Digital Tribes, specialized networks of people, companies,
and Smart Machines, collaborate and compete across the many Innovation Ecosystems.There
is an explosion of innovation that is shaping opportunities and electrifying buyers, sellers,
makers, and producers across 150 nations that fuel global trade in yottabytes (1 YB =
10008bytes = 1024bytes = 1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 bytes = 1,000 zettabytes = 1
trillion terabytes) and in nanoseconds by the speed-of-light web networks. Business by the
speed of photons fuels a dynamic global Innovation Economy.Products and services are
designed and sourced in real time across Innovation Ecosystems that bring together talent,
supply chains, digital markets, and projects on demand, serving billions of customers every
minute of every day. These Innovation Ecosystems are agile, predictive, postindustrial networks
in which products, services, and ideas which serve a global marketplace of customers. Moving
from new idea to product can take seconds in the New Future of Business. Automated
intelligence plus humans will make markets, create innovations, and monetize ideas instantly.
Smart Prediction will be a new competitive advantage.Multiple Innovation Ecosystems with



domain-specific expertise in materials, electronics, and customer service interact with freelance
experts from specific industries, such as security, health, real estate, finance, and media.
Knowledge-Value Specialists interact with Smart Machines, distribution, and robots.Drones,
flyables, digital personalities, avatars, and Smart Machines are integrated into the global
business culture. Individuals have digital clones that serve customers and conduct commerce
while their Authentic Personas—actual humans—create, play, travel, or work on other projects.
Entirely new digital business models create Super Gigs—freelance projects for hire in alternative
energy, health enhancement, consumer genomics, adaptive finance, predictive simulation, Big
Data, and immersive entertainment, all of which didn’t even exist five years, or even five minutes,
before.In this New Future a fundamental global shift in the way business functions has emerged.
Smart Prediction, the evolution on the convergence of Big Data, Analytics, and Cognitive
Computing, has transformed business. Customers are producers. Competitors are collaborators.
Crowdsourcing drives marketing.This is business reinvented at the speed of light.Producers
make things and sell things, but what is made and the how it’s made is different. On-demand
virtual foundries and connected supply chains from off-world factories in space drive a vibrant
marketplace of 3D Makers to simulators as digital currencies electrify new choices for
commerce. Product designs are simulated and uploaded to 3D Maker factories that produce and
distribute across this planet as well as other off-world orbiting cities.Companies predict
customers’ desire and market those Big Data Desires to Knowledge-Smart businesses offering
health enhancement, deep learning, gaming, entertainment, and finance.The emergence of the
Global Innovation Ecosystem—a convergence of mobile, TV, auto, habitat, computer, sensor,
and wearable platforms—is the largest global marketplace in history, linking up 8 billion people
who are not only both consumers and producers but also who share knowledge and talent in
dynamic ways. It is a constantly evolving, morphable digital platform that adapts based on who
you are, where you are, and what you’re searching for. This Innovation Ecosystem links
networks, smart devices, people, smart machines, and markets. This is where talent, projects,
trade, and innovation converge—the Makers World.3D nano-manufacturing has transformed
health care, consumer products, industrial products, and entertainment. Most homes and
businesses have 3D Maker-Bots at their location so they can make on-demand personalized
pharmaceuticals, food, tools, clothing, and even complex devices. Everyone is a 3D Maker—the
self-sufficiency of the population has altered business. 3D Makers are linked up to cloud
networks, where they can download programs, power, and tools when they need it to be
functional. Knowledge as a product is the most demanded product offered in the world, enabling
finance, health care, manufacturing, trade, media, and entertainment to reach new heights of
personalized commerce.Entirely new business value is spawned, hive networked,
crowdsourced, exchanged, and traded across dynamic real-time markets, channels, and virtual
pop-up e-commerce universes. Everyone is a creator, maker, producer, and, at the same time, a
customer. Business in the future is a fast-evolving network of people and Collaborative Smart
Machines—cognitive cloud computers networked to deliver value to customers and



companies.The collision of advanced mobile web networks and free enterprise is the chief
enablement of the future of business. Free markets, free trade, and free enterprises operating
over mobile web-based Global Innovation Ecosystems accelerate growth, entrepreneurship, and
global commerce. Most individuals and companies will prosper in this fast-paced, kinetic New
Future of business.Billions of individuals who did not have access to global markets to buy and
sell, produce and trade, build and distribute are now connected together. New ideas are floated
in the Innovation Ecosystems: Smart Machines and Transmedia Tribes compete for Maker
Rights to turn ideas into products for the commercial markets. InstaMarkets, emerge quickly,
connecting a global mix of buyers and sellers, makers and developers, investors and digital
Banker-Bots—then dissolve away. Different InstaMarkets emerge and dissolve away every day,
1 million times a day, generating over $1.5 trillion a week. You need to have a Future Smart
organization to be able to manage the Game-Changing business opportunities in this future.The
global market of 9 billion customers are online NOW. Will you be ready to go?Free enterprise
over the Global Innovation Ecosystem of makers, producers, agents, sellers, and buyers will do
more to transform the world’s economy—creating wealth and reducing poverty—than what any
government could hope to do to improve the future of their citizens or economy. Governments
will need to support this or get out of the way. The Global Innovation Ecosystem will transform
the global economy, where the fusion of free enterprise, individuals, and digital technology, lifts
up economies and society.It’s a New Future in which the rules have changed, the opportunities
are global, and only the Future Smart will thrive.The Top Game-Changing Trends That Will
Shape the Future of Business1. Innovation is the chief competitive advantage: embrace it and
thrive; resist it and perish.2. Every enterprise must embrace socially responsible business
practices.3. Predictive Knowledge-Value business models will change every enterprise and
career.4. Disrupt and reinvent your business model, products, work processes, talent, strategy,
and values—before you create your competition.5. The Mobile Web Marketplace will connect
over 7 billion people by 2025.6. Automated bots, computer algorithms, and Smart Machines will
transform every business—learn to leverage this revolution.7. The Global Innovation Ecosystem
will create collaborative and connected networks of markets, companies, entrepreneurs, and
commerce.8. Predictive analytics, the cloud, Big Data, social media, and mobile are the top
trends that will transform business in this century.9. A new kind of customer, the Click-Streamer,
points to a new digital global culture.10. The Start-Up Culture will change every business,
making every enterprise more entrepreneurial.Digital Money: The Future of TransactionsYour
cell phone is your new bank. Person-to-Person (P2P) transactions can use a variety of digital
currencies in the future to conduct business. Every day new digital banks will manage billions in
global digital currency markets, such as M-Pesa, P2P Money, DigiCash, MyBucks, Bitcoin, and
Mobil$. Digital money—or what was first called crypto currency—is now an accepted form of
money for all transactions.In real time people can create digital currency based on virtual or hard
assets such as commodities and then use them for conducting business. People even trade the
algos—the formulas for creating digital cash. You will be able to design online your own digital



cash and use it to conduct business. Even today you can customize your own digital money
based on the Bitcoin platform and use it for transactions—assuming you can find someone or
some business to accept your digital cash. This opens the door for a new era of customized
digital currency—on demand and personalized for the moment or the business. The implications
for a world where you can customize digital currency will create new opportunities for
commerce, especially over mobile networks.There are over 100 million people on the planet that
have access to mobile digital money. From Africa to Asia, to the poorest to the richest nations on
the planet, mobile digital cash—money on your mobile—is the not just the future; it is the Now
Market and growing fast, every second. By 2025 there will be over 1 billion people who use
digital mobile money as their primary transaction platform.MK Ultra: 2022The hacker group MK
Ultra’s specialty is cyber-hacking—or “liberating,” as they say—crypto currencies. By 2022 there
are numerous crypto-currencies, or digital cash, as they are known. Led by an early experiment
by Bitcoin, digital cash models were developed in the early part of the twenty-first century as an
alternative to sovereign-issued currencies like US dollars, Euros, and Chinese Yuan.Today the
digital cash that MK Ultra is looking for is called DigiTrade, and it is used for energy trading by
major energy companies in an attempt to manage currency risk. One program, hacked
wirelessly via the Google Glass worn by a careless risk manager in London, gave MK Ultra the
codes they needed to steal more than $150 million.In order to adapt to this new economic
reality, businesses developed new ways to secure transactions, so customers and suppliers who
prefer to use digital funds can interact with them. A Digital Central Bank monitors all digital
currencies larger than US$1 billion. Person-to-person (P2P) digital currencies number in the
millions as individuals develop new ways to exchange value and commerce outside of the
traditional currency marketplace. This disrupts traditional monetary controls but will persist, as
the central banks will learn to adapt to this New Future of money.The Freelancer Market:
2025Global digital businesses that crowdsource talent with few full-time employees drive a
Freelancer Marketplace that is responsible for over 70 percent of all new jobs. Though this
seemed hard to believe in 2015, by 2020 this trend exploded. Every organization will need to
adapt to this New Future. Freelancers have become a valuable talent asset, as they are mobile,
virtual, and have innovation skills that many organizations rely on for projects.The result is flatter
network-based organizations that maintain freelancer networks of talented people who may
work their entire life on projects for many companies on demand. These projects might last
minutes, days, and, sometimes, years. Freelancers with specialized talents in specific industries
have become valuable resources for most organizations.Freelancers bring a much-needed
entrepreneurial culture shift to business, in which compensation is based on the project
performance, thus creating new business value and the return on innovation (ROI). This trend
has changed how people work with organizations, introducing a new agile era of high-
performance innovation. These are Future Smart companies that are emerging.Genomic
Analytics: The Future of MarketingDNA sequencing combined with neuromarketing and Big
Data is used to predict customer needs, design products, understand workforce compatibility,



redesign work, and formulate careers. As DNA tests got cheaper and the science of genomics
was developed for understanding how people, companies, and even products might interact, a
new industry was born.Genomic Analytics is now used throughout the world, offering new
insights into marketing, employment, and digital services. Specialists called Genomers provide
customized forecasts of the Genomic market profiles so businesses can better identify new
opportunities.Neuro-AdsAdaptive Personalized Advertising connects billions of consumers and
businesses with a massive predictive real-time capability, identifying what you desire. Sound
intrusive? It can be. Neuro-Ads can enable, interpret, and predict what you need and then even
provide it. The massive global automated advertising system uses neuroscience with cloud
networks to generate billions of personalized ads customized for your desires, needs, and
problems.These ads don’t just sell but also empower people with information that is highly
relevant for what business predicts individuals will desire. People are paid with digital credits for
the use of their time and attention by choosing to interact with the advertising. They may also Ad-
Produce customize advertising, with themes for their interests such as the Pepsi Treasure Hunt,
Taco Bell Auto Racing, and the Great Race Travels to the Future.Digital Maker NetworksDigital
Maker Networks that specialize in different industries will emerge. If you’re a struggling media
maker, an entrepreneur such as the Transmedia Smart Machines from the Bangkok Network can
generate that new online game show you have developed and are now shopping around for a
paying audience. Real-time tests show that a remote part of China is hungry for this type of
entertainment and will prepay in Bitcoins 40 percent of the production cost.The rest of the costs
will be offset by a loan from the Bangkok Bank Network to you, secured by 50 percent of your
orders, or you can borrow against those carbon Bitcoin credit contracts you have—that’s if they
can produce and sell the special effects to a corporate sponsor and get the digital marketing
rights to Southeast Asia, of which they will prepay. Each week millions of media productions are
made this way. Now you are ready to go.Big Data RevolutionEvery business will be transformed
by Big Data. It is also important to understand our world by analyzing and unlocking the data that
defines our world. Big Data is used to better predict which drugs work best, what services and
brands deliver superior quality, and what innovations will produce the highest customer
value.Big Data is about extracting meaning from the data that captures how employees work,
and this enables them to succeed as well as mine the customer data generated by sales. Big
Data is a way to visualize, conceptualize, and operationalize how to create entirely new lines of
business as well as enhance the business opportunities you have now. Big Data is a weapon for
competitive advantage if you understand the data science that unlocks the mysteries of
information.Big Data will also reveal what customers will need in order to predict with accuracy
what will enable, empower, and deliver value to citizens from government and to customers from
business.Headlines from the Future: 2025Personalized Adaptive Advertising Anticipates Your
Secret DesiresBrain-Streaming: Future Marketing Trend 2025Direct-to-Brain (D2B) broadcasts
games and entertainment, and this will generate over $200 billion a year in sales. D2B, also
known as Brain-Streaming, has become a huge global industry, generating millions of jobs and



spawning new services almost daily. D2B is highly immersive and engaging as it stimulates the
brain.Entertainment media that analyzes consumer interests and then auto-generates gaming
and media personalized for billions of individual profiles is now both a feature on WebTV and a
standalone media service. Though illegal in some nations, D2B has also become a powerful tool
for education and learning, used by both online schools as well as businesses to train
people.The Human Performance Enhancement Market: 2025The Human Performance Market
(HPE) focuses on augmenting intelligence, regenerating organs, and enhancing cybernetic
human mobility. Creating healthy aging now dominates over 45 percent of consumer digital
wallet share. With over five hundred new business sectors and over 100 million jobs, HPE is a
growing global industry. The augmentation of intelligence has become a highly in-demand
service for business and individuals, and 40 percent of all jobs require an enhancement
certification.Managing age-related diseases has become the number-one challenge facing our
world. As the next generation ages, Generation X reaches middle age at sixty-five, and with
depopulation threatening lower productivity throughout the world, HPE has become the largest
industry on the planet. Government and corporate subsidies as well as insurance support large-
scale HPE for the population.The Autonomous EconomyFully automated buildings, homes,
autos, and devices buy and sell energy over an online global energy microgrid network.
Automated factories in space build customized pharmaceuticals, autos, agriculture, and
computing devices. Smart Machines, both autonomous and human managed, will shape the
Autonomous Economy, as they will be running the factories, Innovation Ecosystems, Maker
Networks, and global businesses that will dominate economic growth in the future. By 2025 the
Autonomous Economy will be well defined—in fact, it is emerging now.The Autonomous
Economy developed out of the convergence of automated machines that run factories based on
computing, geo-intelligence, and the Internet of Things (IoT) to create Smart Machines based
on what we used to call AI, or artificial intelligence. The New AI is based on cognitive computing,
neuroscience, genomics, and nanotechnology and is used to create a new era of Smart
Machines that perform all types of industrial and Knowledge-Value work. They also upgrade
themselves and operate entire global enterprises independent of humans.3D Cloud Printing
MarketplaceCloud computing delivers, on demand, 70 percent of all products direct to the
consumer, including the local molecular manufacturing of products. 3D printers generate most
products, even complex devices and machines. As nano-assemblers became inexpensive and
almost given away by governments and companies like microwave ovens had been decades
before, every person came to have access to 3D printers linked to cloud networks for the
personal production of certain goods.Microgrid MarketplaceThe development of distributed
energy networks, known as microgrids, has transformed the energy marketplace, increasing
efficiency and eliminating waste. The combination of rising energy costs and the concern for
better managing our global energy resources and dealing with climate change has led to this
innovation.Microgrids are networks of smart, efficient collaborations of traditional and renewable
sources connecting energy resources, producers, and consumers. Microgrid development has



merged with the Autonomous Economy to better manage cost-effective energy usage for
businesses and consumers.The Sustainable PlanetThe risk factors facing the planet due to
climate change, pollution, and the demands of a rising population on natural resources such as
water, food, and energy has led to a new global agenda on sustainability. The failure of
governments to take decisive action to address the challenges pressed the business sector to
take a leadership role in tackling these issues.Consumers have made businesses accountable
for making sustainable choices and embracing an era of social accountability. Consumers vote
with their wallet, supporting businesses that embrace a sustainable planet and rejecting those
that don’t. Business leaders are now influencing politicians to support more sustainable policies
that over 90 percent of consumers demand—climate change management.What the
Marketplace TeachesThe future of business is emerging now. The power of digital Knowledge-
Value goods is accelerating more so than labor-intensive goods. In the future, by 2025,
Knowledge-Value goods will dominate the marketplace. There are millions of entrepreneurs who
have companies that sell online, every day around the world. These companies may sell
products or services, but the most profitable are those that enable others to succeed. These
digital entrepreneurs have found the ability to connect with customers over the mobile web to be
the basis of a radical new business model. These digital entrepreneurs enable other
entrepreneurs to succeed. They help them sell more, get found by customers, digitally market
over social networks, and get their businesses noticed over the Internet. Their work processes
and services are digitally enhanced to optimize productivity and profitability.The fusion of online
marketing, analytics, and computer science has created success where there was no business
model prior. The key has been to create an Innovation Ecosystem to serve customers and
automate the sales of digital Knowledge Products that others find of great value. This is a vastly
different marketplace from what the universities are teaching and how most people were taught
as well as how most businesses operate today. But this is what the future will bring.Are you
ready to play in this game? Becoming Future Smart will require you to think and operate
completely differently from how you do today. Sustainability, social accountability, social media,
exponential technologies, Always Aware Web, mobile commerce, connectivity, the innovators
mindset—this thinking should change how you lead, invent, predict, and understand reality:
markets, cultures, business, and organizations.The New Future is altering what a business does
and challenges the very idea of what a business is. To see this future, consider what companies
like Facebook make billions at—monetizing relationships. Twitter enables global publishing and
communications. Google enables search and commerce over markets that connect people.
Baidu has transformed China by connecting a billion people and creating a vibrant market of
entrepreneurs that were not connected before. Bitcoin offers a new mobile currency that is agile,
digital, and used for trade.Uber is disrupting every business. That future is coming fast.
Unrelenting change from new markets, new technology, new competition, and new innovative
business models is unfolding.You cannot use yesterday’s tools, ideas, business models, or tech
to deal with the changes coming in business. You need an entirely new mindset, tool set,



organization structure, and supply chain. We, as a civilization, are inventing a New Future that
business can thrive in. The New Future is a radical morphing of the economy, society, and
culture that will electrify business. The New Future is the state of tomorrow—kinetic and
explosive change. Best to prepare for the storm that’s coming.Every aspect of business is
changing. What a market is, how to sell, where to connect with customers, what customers want
and expect, how to attract employees or freelancers, and even what the products and services
will be will change. The entire idea of what a business is, does, and how it acts to create value is
changing. You have to change with these trends to survive.Innovation is the only competitive
advantage. Innovating work processes in business—increased collaboration and connectivity,
blending Smart Machines with human operators, harnessing Big Data, leveraging the cloud,
building in predictive analytics—is the application of leading-edge innovations that make the
difference. It’s doing what others cannot see, what they are not doing or missing that you could
embrace—a new distinction in business. Understanding this will build your future success and
empower your workforce, customers, and competition. Innovate fast and often and build
innovation cultures that embrace the radical ideas, talent, and work processes before your
competition does.Social media is how customers influence customers who then adopt or reject
your brand. The power shift to the customer who is more social media savvy than business is a
challenge.Simulation and games are new, emerging ways to simulate, with computers and
games, real-life and real-market challenges. Using sims and games to better understand the
changing business or customer landscape may reveal new opportunities that were missed
before.Digital marketing is the chief interaction with your brand and the market. Traditional
marketing is dead. The mobile web will be the dominant marketplace—prepare for this now. Stop
moving atoms—move bits.Analytics is what you can learn about the market, the customer, or
your competition that can help you compete and grow. Create analytics teams of Big Data
wizards to figure out how customers are changing and how to interpret their changing
needs.Embed Knowledge Value into every product and service: What is the Knowledge Value
that can be added to excite, enable, inform, or empower the customer? If you have not figured
that out, then STOP everything and do so.The Predictive Enterprise, at its core, leverages data,
ecosystems, digital tools, and markets. If you understand how prediction will transform
competition and your industry, have another hard look around you. Change is endemic.
Competition is growing. Customers are looking for change agents to help enable them. You’re
either predicting your future or someone else is.Seven Business TrendsThe very idea of what a
business is, what it does, and who it does it for is changing. How a business creates value for
customers will change as well. From new business models and new innovations to new
customers and new markets—there is a New Future emerging. This New Future requires a
different perspective on decision making in organizations, with fewer hierarchies and more
distributed power networks.
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Ken Dychtwald, “Bursting at the seams with new ideas, innovative solutions and full-on
imaginative thinking.. I have been following James Canton’s work and ideas for years. In his two
previous books Technofutures and The Extreme Future he provided thought-provoking glimpses
into what he views are the key forces re-shaping our world. As the years unfold and so many of
his predictions come to life, he has proven time and again to have an uncanny sixth sense for
what’s waiting for us both around the bend – and far beyond the horizon. This exciting new book
Future Smart may very well be his tour de force. Whether or not you’ll agree with all of his
prognostications is hardly the point. What matters is that if you’re curious about where we're
heading, Canton serves up a vast panorama of challenges and opportunities in an
extraordinarily wide range of fields, including bio-technology, medicine, global commerce,
finance, marketing, energy/fuel, work/play, nation-shaping, warfare, learning/education and
thinking itself.With a lifelong belief that the future just doesn’t happen – but rather that we create
it, Canton has delivered a book that is simply bursting at the seams with new ideas, innovation
solutions and full-on imaginative thinking.”

Dr.Sanford Rosenberg, “"Dr. Canton has written a riveting analysis". "Dr. Canton has written a
riveting analysis and a provocative look into our future. From the mobile future to Smart
Machines and what's next for medicine, he challenges us to think about becoming not just a
witness of the future but a Game Changer of the future. We could all benefit from preparing
smarter for what is coming., His engaging framing of the future invites the reader to creative
thinking, well done."”

Jerry Kriete, “Defining the possibilities of the future is always challenging. Future Smart explores
many areas of potential .. The author covers many areas in great detail, some that are well
known and understood, others that are less well known, perhaps even obscure. At times the
content becomes a bit bogged down by repetition of the same thought (hence the 4 stars).
Overall, a good read.”

Zappy, “This book made me money by the time I finished reading the first chapter. Amazing
book! I made money by the time I finished the first chapter. I started to think about some of the
future megatrends James was talking about and realized that there were some amazing domain
names related to these categories. The book motivated to get off my butt and register some of
these future category domain. James, thanks for inspiring me to take future action! Peace.
Zappy”

Paul McGhee, “Great read. It is Perhaps difficult to read specific .... Great read. It is Perhaps
difficult to read specific years of adoption into our future - yet this book stirs the imagination with
extensions of current day events. software defining the entire IT stack to tomorrow's wireless



capabilities driven by exponential rates of adoption and growth make for an exciting, well written
composition.”

LT, “Five Stars. Enjoyable read!”

The book by Darwin Holmstrom has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 44 people have provided feedback.
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